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CHILD CARE

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22, 1998

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND

FAMILY POLICY,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in

room SD-2 15, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John H.
Chafee, (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Hatch, Nickles, and Moseley-Braun.
Also present Senators Roberts, Spector, Dodd, and Snowe.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM UTAH

Senator HATCH. John Chafee is tied up in traffic, so I will get the
hearing started. He has requested that I do so.

I want to commend Chairman Chafee for his initiative in arrang-
ing this hearing on the all important issue of child care.

Both Republicans and Democrats agree that we need to look seri-
ously after the needs of our children. Many of us worked hard to
pass the Child Care and Development Block Grant Act of 1980, and
no one more so than our first witness, Senator Chris Dodd, who I
understand is right outside.

I, for one, am proud of this legislation, and I think that the
CCDBG is a proven success. Well, I see Chris sitting right there
in the front row as a matter of fact.

So, why am I co-sponsoring the Caring for Children Act? There
are two reasons.

One, it is clear that more needs to be done to address the triad
of child care issues: Affordability, availability and quality, particu--
larly for low income families. And two, it is high time that our tax
code recognizes the child care choices of all families; in my home
State of Utah and throughout all of America.

Some children have both parents in the work force. Some have
a single parent who must work. Our bill, the Caring for Children
Act, would cut taxes for those families by enhancing the dependent
care tax credit.

It also recognizes, for the first time, the sacrifices made by fami-
lies who choose to have a parent remain at home during the critical
pre-school years. Instead of paying a third party to care for their
children, some families choose to pay for their own child care by
foregoing a second income. Our bill extends eligibility for the tax
credit to those families as well.



That is why our bill is called the "Caring for Children Act." We
are concerned about caring for children, no matter who provides
the car. And all too often in child care policy we forget that parents
are the ultimate teachers, medical technicians, nutritionists, dis-
ciplinarians and recreation specialists for their children.

I would like to call to my colleagues' attention a report just
issued by an organization in Utah called, "Justice, Economic Dig-
nity and Independence for Wlomeii." The JEDI women.

This organization, founded in 1992, is unique I believe, in that
it was founsikd by welfare clients, not by social workers, ministers,
politicians or academics. I will be the first to admit that while we
have not always agreed on solutions, these women have done a lot
to raise awareness in Utah about the difficulties facing low income
women.

1 think what I will do is wind up and turn the rest of the time
over to the chairman. Well, let me finish my statement.

In May, I would like to introduce-let me just take time and in-
troduce the executive director of the JEDI women, Tarnera Baggett,
who is with us this morning. If you will stand. We are real proud
of the work that you are doing. We appreciate you being here.

I would also, Mr. Chairman, ask unanimous consent that- their
report, Caring For Our Children, a Survey of Child Care Providers
in Utah, be included in the record of the hearing.

[The information appears in the appendix.]
Senator HATCH. I would like to note that the challenge of finding

affordable quality child care cannot be understood merely by look-
ing at the numbers. On page 11, we find Jennifer's story.

Jennifer is struggling to get back on her feet after a divorce. The
Utah State Office of Child Support Enforcement has had, so far, no
luck t 'racking down her children's delinquent father. Jennifer's
child care problems are compounded by the fact that she is working
non-traditional hours at St. Marks Hospital in Salt Lake City.

The Utah Child Care Resource and Referral Agency have hun-
dreds of stories like this. For example, Kim, from Price, Utah, is
currently on SSDI. Utah's Vocational Rehabilitation Office is sup-
porting her in her efforts to learn new job skills. Kim has three
children, one of whom is a special needs child. Kim not only needs
help paying the cost of child care, she needs help finding child care.

So, in my view. Mr. Chairman, the solution to cases, like
Jennifer's and Kim's is not a new Federal program. It is more sup-
port for the existing one.

Now, there are a lot of other things that I would like to say that
I would like to just put in the record at this point. Mr. Chairman,
I did say to Senator Roberts that he could make a short statement,
but I suspect he would be glad to wait until you are finished with
your statement.

Senator CHAFEE. All right.
Senator ROBERTS. 1 would be delighted to wait a couple of min-

utes.
Senator HATCH. Why don't we just switch seats here, and I will

turn it back over to you.



OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, A U.S. SEN-
ATOR FROM RHODE ISLAND, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND FAMILY POLICY
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I want to thank Senator Hatch very much

for getting started today. It has been a hectic day, travel-wise, as
most people know, and I apologize for being a few minutes late. I
am so glad he started.

I have a statement, which I will put in the record, but I just
want to r ke a couple of points.

If you ask any parent of young children what they worry about
most, and undoubtedly, one would hear a litany of child care trials
and tribulations. There are 13 million children in our Nation who
spend all or part of their day being cared for in a child care center.
By relatives, by a babysitter or in a child care program, and these
programs can be expensive. Between $4,000 and $8,000 a year for
one child.

For families at the lower end of the income scale, these costs are
clearly prohibitive. So, it seems to me that we have got to do more
to help these families with quality, affordable child care.

At the same time, there are many low and middle income fami-
lies who choose to forego that critical second income so that one
parent can remain at home to care for the children. These parents
are performing an important service to their families and to soci-
ety, and I believe we should acknowledge their value as well.

I do not believe the government should dictate the choices par-
ents make about who care for their children. That decision remains
with the parents, where it should be. A tax policy should not favor
one arrangement over another.

At the same time, we fully recognize that the child care problem
cannot be solved solely through the tax code. Many families earn
so little they do not have tax liability, making a tax credit worth-
less. These families can only be helped through subsidies, and our
legislation addresses all of these concerns.

This morning we are going to have an opportunity to hear from
the very people who are a ected by child care policy. A panel of
mothers in the first panel. Each of these women face enormous
challenges.

We will hear from a panel of businesses who provide on or near-
site child care and what impact this had had on their employees.
We will also have an opportunity to hear from several State offi-
cials who administer child care programs.

.So, I am delighted now to recognize Senator Roberts who has
been so helpful in this program and these efforts.

[The prepared statement of Senator Chafee appears in the ap-
pendix.]

STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICK ROBERTS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM KANSAS

Senator ROBERTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We don't have
microphones like this in the Agriculture Committee or Defense or
Intelligence, or even Ethics. They have an off or on, which is very
helpful to Senators. If you just turn it on, why obviously you will
be able to be heard.



Mr. Chairman, I am going to beg the indulgence of you and the
members of the subcommittee and my good friend and colleague,
Senator Dodd. I just want to make some very brief comments.

I have a special introduction I would like to make on behalf of
my State of Kansas to introduce to you a very special person that
has worked so hard in this whole area. But first, I would like to
associate myself with your remarks, sir, and that of Senator Hatch.

I would like to make a comment; that I am extremely hopeful we
can move this legislation or this package in this session of Con-
gress. And if we are able to do so, it will be through the leadership
of the Chairman and Senators Hatch and Spector and Senator
Dodd.

I had a modest bill, a modest child care bill, and it has been in-
corporated into the larger package. I cannot think of anything more
important and more crucial in regards to the legislative agenda
that we have before us.

I think that the privilege that I have will be shared by Senator
Spector and that he, as a native of Russell, Kansas, America, will
be interested in the witness that we have.

I would like to State that Kansas, under the leadership of Gov-
ernor Bill Graves, has done an excellent job in stretching the very
limited child care dollars to meet the needs of children in Kansas,
and I am especially pleased, Mr. Chairman, that we have the De-
partment of Social and Rehab Services secretary, Rochelle
Chronister.

She is with us here today, and I look forward to her testimony
about the Kansas experience with child care development funds
and the future of child care in the state.

Let me just simply say that in my former life as the chairman
of the sometimes powerful House Agriculture Committee, we faced
welfare reform and reform of food stamps, and it dovetailed into
child care.

There was one person that I would constantly call and have my
staff call and that we would meet with on a constant basis in Kan-
sas in reference to how we could make welfare reform work, and
that person was Rochelle. She has done an outstanding job.

We have incentives for all types of child care providers. Secretary
Chronister has increased the child care payment rates to help re-
cruit and retain quality child care providers. She has provided
grants to home providers, she has promoted alternative options for
children whose parents work evenings or weekends and providing
assistance and incentives to employers and business to develop
their child care facilities.

I am very pleased to note the broad efforts to reach all sectors
of the child care market, Mr. Chairman, in Kansas. These changes
have helped me to make Kansas a model--or not me, but the Gov-
ernor and the State legislature to make Kansas a model for other
States seeking to improve the delivery of child care services.

I am also pleased to note the efforts of the State to reach out to
small business. In addition to providing technical assistance and
grants, the State has put together an excellent pamphlet outlining
the benefits of child care to small business and tips on how to take
advantage of child care options.



I want to say again, Mr. Chairman, that with our effort to have
welfare reform and to help thousands of Kansans off the welfare
rolls and onto payrolls, I am pleased to note that the cash assist-
ance case load has dropped over 50 percent since January of 1994.

Although the child care and needs for these families have in-
creased, the State is successfully meeting the growing demand
through a variety of innovative programs and a state-wide edu-
cational effort; however, the State must be given the tools to con-
tinue to meet this demand. Of those still receiving cash assistance,
child care is a major factor in their dependence on Federal support.

So, I look forward to you having the pleasure and the privilege
of listening to Rochelle Chronister, who is a dear friend. I think,
as we try to bring more decision making to the States and to our
local authorities, she is an outstanding example.

And again, Mr. Chairman, I commend you for your leadership
and I thank the indulgence of Senator Dodd and others on the sub-
committee. Thank you, sir.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Senator.
I do want to say that the legislation that we have before us, Sen-

ator Roberts, Senator Spector, Senator Snowe, Senator Hatch, Sen-
ator Collins and I, have put together this Caring for Children Act,
and Senator Roberts has been really a key player in all of this. So,
we do look forward to hearing from Ms. Chronister.

Senator ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, I simply would ask that my
full statement be inserted in the record at this point.

Senator CHAFEE. It certainly will.
[The prepared statement of Senator Roberts appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator CHAFEE. Now, Senator Spector. We are delighted that

you can be here, sir.
Senator SPECTOR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would

like to thank Senator Roberts for the acknowledgement. Senator
Roberts is from Dodge City. It used to be more famous than Rus-
sell. Bob Dole replaced Wyatt Earp as the hero of western Kansas
and Russell has taken its place.

Child care is enormously more complicated today than it was
when I lived in Russell, Kansas. Child care at the Spector house-
hold is fairly simple. Our mother took care of my brother, my two
sisters and me.

It was a two-block walk to Russell High. Uneventful. Occasion-
ally I bum ped into Bob Dole. He was a football star who did not
join the debating team. I chide him about that to this day.

I am delighted to join my distinguished colleagues on this very,
very important legislation. I had introduced legislation on a subject
Senate bill, 978, and when the coalition came along for a more com-
prehensive bill, I was delighted to participate in it.

I believe that it is enormously important that we provide this
vital function for billions of children whose mothers have to go to
work.

I have long been concerned about a variety of these issues since
my days as District Attorney of Philadelphia, on the delinquency
issue, and then as chairman of the Juvenile Justice Subcommittee
Judiciary for 6 years, from 1981 to 1987, and early in that cycle



joined with Senator Dodd to establish a Children's Caucus, which
we co-chaired for many years.

In- fact, I think we still co-chair it, but it is not as active as it
once was because other FORA have come to take the place.

But this is a matter of a special importance in the day of welfare
reform. We made a gigantic step forward in welfare reform because
nobody liked it, including the recipients.

And for mothers to get off of welfare, they have to have jobs and
they have to have reverse commutes, which our transportation bill
provides, and they need child care, and this bill is an enormous
step forward. So, I think that we ought to do everything that we
can to move it ahead.

I am pleased to introduce Mr. Bob Hallenbeck, Vice President of
Environmental Compliance Services, from Exton, Pennsylvania,
which has an on-site child care facility, which I have visited, and
it is a model program.

I regret that other commitments prevent my staying, but I did
want to come and lend my personal support and my words for you,
Mr. Chairman, that I will work with you and Senator Hatch and
Senator Roberts and Snowe and Senator Collins to get this bill
through. It should be our very top priority. Thank you very much.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Senator Spector.
Now we have with us Senator Dodd, who has been long active

in these issues. Senator Spector pointed out that Senator Dodd has
been head of the Children's Caucus and has had a long and excel-
lent record in doing everything he can to help the children of our
Nation.

So, Senator, we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER J. DODD, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM CONNECTICUT

Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me
begin by commending you for these hearings. And before our col-
league from Pennsylvania leaves, as I was looking down the row
of witnesses here, I have enjoyed, over the last 17 years, a close
involvement with each and every one of you, at various times, on
related issues of children.

As Senator Spector pointed out, in 1981, when we both arrived
here as new members of the Senate, we formed a children's caucus
in the Senate to look at a wide array of issues effecting children.
There was no, at that point, sort of central committee where chil-
dren's issues were dealt with as a whole.

We had, obviously, committees dealing with juvenile delinquency
and nutrition, but the Children's Caucus was an effort to try and
focus, in a broader way, the issues effecting children. The very first
rump hearing we ever held, in 1981, 17 years ago, was on latch key
children: What happens to children between the hours of 2:30, 3:00
in the afternoon and 6:00 at night.

The five million children today and every day of the week who
go home alone is still a staggering problem. A growing one. So I
would be remiss if 1 did not begin these brief comments, Mr. Chair-
man, by thanking you. You have had a longstanding involvement
in these issues.

wdwww



I have enjoyed working with you since my first days in the Sen-
ate and commend you or the hearing. I know this is somewhat
unique, to have a subcommittee hearing on this kind of a subject
matter, and I am delighted you are doing it.

We don't have a lot of time left, as we all know, in this session.
I regret that, but there are a lot of issues. We have got a must pass
legislation you have to deal with. I am hopeful we can find a win-
dow to deal with this.

Senator Hatch and I, this is Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid when it comes to children and children's issues. It never would
have passed, the Child Care Block Grant legislation-almost a dec-
ade ago now-had it not been for his efforts. I think we made a
big difference in the country for an awful lot of young people who
needed that kind of an effort.

It was the first time ever in this country that we had made a
dedicated commitment to try and deal with child care issues. Actu-
ally, there was a brief time back during the war years, which we
appropriated in the Congress some $50 million dollars-in the mid-
dle of World War Il-for child care. Rather interesting.

But then it was quite clear, the need. Young men were fighting
in the Pacific and European theaters, including the chairman of
this committee and women were in war production, and the need
for child care was self-evident.

And-so, it was some of the best child care programs anyone ever
created any place during that window of time during World War
II. In fact, one of those child care centers, Mr. Chairman, still ex-
ists in Santa Monica, California. It was actually begun in those
days.

There is a wonderful photographic collection in the Library of
Congress taken of child care centers during that period of time,
which are rather interesting to see, in terms of doctors on hand,
nurses on hand. It was rather comprehensive.

The country realized how important it was obviously, even
though we had a higher priority-you could make a case-in pros-
ecuting the war. And Senator Snowe and Pat Roberts, while rel-
atively new to the Senate, have spent long careers involved in this
issue as well.

So, it is really truly a pleasure to be before this committee. We
are members of opposite parties. none of my colleagues in my party
are here this morning, but I feel very comfortable looking at my
Republican colleagues here who have done so much in these issues,
and I thank you for it.

And after the comments of the chairman or others here, I hope
we can get something done.

As many of you know, I tried last fall. We put together a group.
One of the things that is true in these issues is we have never done
anything, that I can recall, in this area in a partisan way. Every
major achievement we have had effecting children has been biparti-
san, on every single issue. At least in my experience it has been
as such.

Senator HATCH. Senator, may I interrupt you?
Senator DODD. Certainly.
Senator HATCH. I have to go to conduct a hearing for the Assist-

ant Attorney General in charge of the criminal division.



I just want to personally, Mr. Chairman, thank Senator Dodd for
the leadership that he has provided in this area, and I think we
all look forward to working with you. I just wanted to personally
thank yU.

Butch Cassidy was a Utahan. So, I will be Butch. You can be the
Sundance Kid.

Senator DODD. I understand that. I was waiting.
Senator HATCH. I think you look a little bit more like the

Sundance Kid.
Senator DODD. The Whole in the Wall Gang exists in Connecticut

today.
Senator HATCH. I just want to personally thank you for the work

that you are doing and for the help that you have been, all the
years, to children. And I want to thank my colleagues, especially
Senator Chafee, Senator Snowe, Senator Roberts and Spector, for
the work that they have done on this bill.

So, if you will excuse me, I am going to have to head over there.
Sorry to interrupt you, Chris.

Senator DODD. Thank you very much.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Senator, go to it.
Senator DODD. And Mr. Chairman, I am going to ask unanimous

consent, that the full text of these remarks-and I will just get to
the heart of it quickly here because you have got a wide array of
witnesses, one of whom is from the General Accounting Office, who
will share with a study that I requested in 1996 when we did the
welfare reform package.

It was curious as to how that issue of welfare to work would ef-
fect the demands on child care, and I think you will be intrigued
by the results of the study, putting pressures on working families,
as we try to provide the needs of child care for welfare people com-
ing off welfare to work.

I leave the comments to that, for him. And again, I make the
point, if we are going to do anything in this area, obviously it has
to be done on a bipartisan basis, and I am hopeful that can happen,
even with limited time left.

Three weeks ago, during the debate on the budget, the Senate
passed, unanimously, a resolution offered by Senator Sessions. This
resolution stated that it was the view of each and every Senator
that we should all do what we can to support parents who make
the difficult decision to forego a second income so that one parent
can stay at home to care for a child.

So, let us not turn-I would hope-this into a partisan issue, as
some outside this body have tried to do. Let us not try to ignite
what some have called "The Mommy War." Let us all recognize
that when it comes to helping families provide for their children,
the debate need not be a partisan one.

There are legitimate issues of those who must work and those
who would like the option of not having to work.

Clearly we know how to work together. As I mentioned earlier,
the Child Care and Development Block Grant Program, which I au-
thored with Senator Hatch; the Family and Medical Leave Act,
which I authored with Senator Coats and many others; the Chil-
dren's Caucus, which Senator Spector and I started together 17
years ago, all are examples, I think, of what happens when we de-



cide in this body that we are not going to allow these issues to de-
generate into a bickering partisan dispute.

I know that some of my colleagues question whether there is a
Federal role in child care. I would simply say that there is one, and
the value of the Federal contribution towards meeting the needs of
families, I think, has been immense.

Clearly the legislative proposals that are likely to be discussed
today are not attempts to pump life into failed vehicles. The block
grant does work. We know that now. And tax credits, when tar-
geted appropriately, do work.

And if you don't believe that we need to act, consider, as I said,
the five million children who go unsupervised each day between the
hours of 3:00 and 6:00, or the waiting list in California of up to
200,000 families who are waiting for child care slots to open up.
Twenty five thousand in Florida, 30,000 in Texas.

In my State of Connecticut, we decided that it was cruel to give
families false hope, so we don't even keep waiting lists any longer.
We just stopped it altogether. They were so long.

Consider that only one in seven child care centers provides care
that promotes healthy development.

We have 10 people in the entire State of Connecticut to examine
over 3,000 child care centers. That is, home sites and so forth. They
are responding when complaints arise, rather than actually doing
spontaneous checks and the like, and I presume Connecticut is not
unique in that regard.

Child care at one in eight centers actually threatens, according
to recent studies, children's health and safety. Infants and toddlers,
our youngest and most vulnerable. Our children fare the worst in
all of that. Almost half of infant and toddler care endangers health
and safety, according to recent credible studies.

Clearly the bills that Senators Chafee and I have introduced,
which are co-sponsored by a number of our colleagues present here
today and others, differ in approach on the proportion of funding
allocated to tax credits versus expansion of the Child Care Block
Grant, on whether funding should be mandatory or discretionary,
whether funding should come from the tobacco legislation or not
and if we should expand the Family and Medical Leave Act to
allow an additional 13 million parents to stay at home to care for
a newborn or a sick child without fear of losing their job.

Those are the differences. But more importantly, and I think it
is more important to stress this, when it comes to the fundamental
issues, the similarities are striking between our two bills.

Both pieces of legislation acknowledge the need to substantially
increase the funding for the Child Care and Development Block
Grant. The block grant is the lifeline for low income families, work-
ing families, who need help in paying the $4,000 to $10,000, per
child, that it can cost each year.

Yet, because of under-funding, only one out of 10 eligible children
receive assistance. Even with the resources provided by the Wel-
fare Reform Bill and the excellent job that States have done to
draw down on available dollars, tremendous needs remain.

Both of our pieces of legislation recognize that we should better
use the tax system, both to help families afford child care and sup-
port families who make the difficult financial decision to stay at



home to care for a child. Both bills have those provisions, and both
bills acknowledge that the Federal Government cannot do the job
alone.

We must engage the private sector and help businesses to see
that providing safe and affordable child care can make a difference
for their bottom line.

Mr. Chairman, for the past 3 days we have been engaged in de-
bating the educational needs of our nation's children. We have
struggled long and hard at how to improve the state of public edu-
cation, but we must not forget that the development of our children
does not begin at age five or six, and we must not forget that the
education of our children does not end at 3:00 p.m. in the after-
noon.

The years before a child enters school and the hours before and
after school hold astonishing potential. We know now that in those
years there are moments of opportunity for learning and growing,
and we know that some of these opportunities, once missed, can
never be recaptured. Particularly in that zero to 3 years; the synop-
sis that we now know occur in the brain development of young in-
fants.

If we are truly to realize the promise of our nation's future, I
think that we have got to commit our time and resources to making
sure that every child can fulfill his or her potential and making
sure the parents have real affordable, safe children about caring for
their children and to avoid, at all costs, this notion that we need
to compete or have parents be divided along the lines of those who
have the choice, or would like to have the choice to stay at home,
and those who have no choice in doing so.

And given cost and quality issues, we cannot really let another
Congress go by without trying to step up here and get something
done in this issue.

For those reasons, Mr. Chairman,, I thank you for the oppor-
tunity to appear before you and share some thoughts, and I will be
glad to respond to any questions. I know you have a lot of wit-
nesses you want to hear from, so I will defer to the committee's
choice.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Senator. We appre-
ciate your being here. You are right. We do have some 12 wit-
nesses. So, I do want to move along in the program.

But I appreciate not only your support today, but all of the sup-
port you have given over many years in connection with this effort.
Thank you for coming.

Senator DODD. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dodd appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator CHAFEE. Senator Snow, one of our co-sponsors. We are

delighted you are here. If you would like to make a couple of com-
ments.

STATEMENT OF HON. OLYMPIA J. SNOWE, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MAINE

Senator SNowE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, I want
to thank you for inviting me to sit on the committee today. I am



not a member of this subcommittee, but I want to commend you
for your leadership on this most important issue.

And I think, as you have noted and as Senator Dodd has noted,
you have worked on these issues for many years, and we have
worked on them in a, bipartisan fashion. And I hope that that will
be the case this year in this Congress, because clearly, there is a
crisis in America when it comes to affordable, accessible, quality
day care in America.

We worked on these issues, as Senator Dodd well recalls, with
Senator Hatch and Senator Chafee 10 years ago, thinking we had
addressed this problem. Obviously it is as much a crisis today as
it was 10 years ago, and I am hoping that this hearing will begin
to serve as a catalyst for the kind of action that needs to be taken
in this Congress.

We have a severe shortage. Families in America cannot even
have access to affordable care. There are waiting lists, as Senator
Dodd has indicated. States are not even creating waiting lists any-
more because it is encouraging expectations that cannot be real-
ized, and ihe cost of day care is not being met for working families
in America.

I think that we have a serious problem that needs to be ad-
dressed in this Congress. It is nothing short of a crisis, and it is
in our National interest to take a comprehensive approach to begin
to address this problem in all respects.

So, I thank you for your leadership and thank you for hoping
that we can move ahead on this issue in this Congress.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Senator. Again, I
want to thank you for all the effort you have put in this ever since
you have been in the Senate. This has been a primary concern for
you.

Senator Nickles is here, a member of the full Finance committee,
and one of our leaders in the Senate.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DON NICKLES, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM OKCLAHOMA

Senator NicKLES. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much, and I ap-
preciate your leadership in this hearing. I have a constituent in the
next panel. I look forward to her statement. I will just say a couple
of comments though, Mr. Chairman'.

All moms work. I think we need to recognize that. Stay-at-home
moms work, and I don't want to have a tax bill that gives pref-
erence for just commercialized care. I think maybe the best quality
of day care is with pare nts or with families, with family members.

So, I think we should recognize that. We did that in the tax bill
last year, to some extent, when we passed the $400 per child tax
credit that applies to all families with children. I think that was
important. That increases to $500 next year. That is permanent. It
is in law.

So, I want to make sure. I think President Clinton's proposal, his
$21 billion of additional child care proposals, basically ignores the
stay-at-home moms. It ignores families that make the sacrifice to
stay at home with their kids, and I think that is a serious mistake.



So, I want to treat all families equitably and not disadvantage
those families that make the personal and financial sacrifice to
stay at home. So, I mention that.

I appreciate your enlightment of having this hearing, and I look
forward to the presentation of the next couple of panels.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you, Senator.
As you are aware, we have a provision dealing with the stay-at-

home mom in our legislation.
Senator NICKLES. I appreciate that.
Senator CHAFEE. Which I believe is the first legislation that has

been introduced that has that provision in it.
Senator Moseley-Braun, we welcome you and are delighted you

are here.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CAROL MOSELEY-BRAUN, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM ILLINOIS

Senator MOSELEY-B3RAuN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am on the
committee.

Senator CHAFEE. You are on the committee, and a very valuable
member of the committee.

Senator MOSELEY-BRAuN. Thank you very much.
Senator Dodd left. I just wanted to congratulate and commend

him. I wanted to commend and congratulate Senator Dodd and
you, Mr. Chairman, for your strong support and consistent atten-
tion to this very, very important issue.

Senator Snowe is exactly right. This is a matter of a crisis for
many American families. Particularly young families that are try-
ing to raise a family.

Child care has become so expensive as to put it out of the reach,
or alternatively, make those families make some very difficult
choices in terms of other family needs, education and the like. And
so, I think that we really do have to take up this issue with the-
kind of gravity and importance that it represents for our country
and particularly for young families.

I want to, however, touch on-and I have a statement for the
record, Mr. Chairman, that my staff did, and it is a very nice state-
ment. And Joanna is probably very upset that I am not going to
read it. And it is a wonderful statement, Joanna. Thank you very
much.

[The prepared statement -of Senator Moseley-Braun appears in
the appendix.]

Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. I just wanted to make a couple of ob-
servations first, as we look at this issue, because it is something
that I care an awful lot about and want to work with you and Sen-
ator Snowe and Senator Dodd, and everybody else who is going to
get involvedowith this issue.

But there is a contradiction in our policy approach. Senator Nick-
les kind of touched on it in his comments. It is a fact that every
mother is a working mother. In fact, Senator Nickles, I still have
my button that says that, "Every mother is a Working Mother."
Whether mothers work in the home or outside of the home, they
are working mothers.

The question is how we can be attentive to the child care needs,
whatever the family situation, and how we can provide choices and



options and alternatives for mothers, whether they work in or out-
side of the home.

On the one hand, it is very important that we not lose sight of
the concerns and issues and challenges that stay-at-home moms
face. There no question that many families do decide to make the
sacrifice for women to stay in the home.

On the other hand, however, we have just said to a whole group
of stay-at-home moms that they have to go into the work force. The
Welfare Reform Bill did exactly that. It kicked a lot of women out
into the work force who might otherwise be at home with their
children.

And unfortunately, I fear that inadequate attention was paid at
the time to what happens to the children of those stay-at-home
moms now that they have to transition from welfare to work, which
is not to say that transitioning from welfare to work is not a good
thing. We want to do that, but I think it is vital that we not put
the children at risk; we not sacrifice them as we attempt to affect
and influence the behavior of their parents.

It is to that contradiction that some of the issues that we are fac-
ing in the child care bills here, I think, is most poignant, and that
has to do with such tax credits that may be made available.

If a family is at or near the poverty level, then the non-
refundability of the tax credit will essentially put it out of reach
for just that very population of the now working poor that we have
to be able to attend or those children will wind up being home
alone or those children will be neglected. Those children will be-
come part of a social welfare system that I don't think anybody
wants to see.

That, it seems to me, is something that we cannot lose sight of
as we look at this issue. Certainly providing tax credits, providing
day care assistance, providing alternatives is an important thing,
but we must be mindful that as welfare reform kicks in, and as
people are removed from the roles, theoretically there are people
out there who could be removed from the roles while their children
are yet day care age. Even before they are eligible for the public
schools.

They could be two and 3-years old when they are kicked off of
welfare. What happens with those children, assuming for a moment
that there are day care slots? With the tax credits not being re-
fundable, those people will be put at risk.

So, I just wanted to point that out, that the contradiction here
is support for stay-at-home moms if they are middle income, but
may well lose sight for stay-at-home moms, formerly stay-at-home
moms, who are now into the work force because of our decision
making in regards to welfare.

For example, a 1991 study for the Department of Public Aide in
Illinois, my home state, found that for single parents in Illinois re-
ceiving welfare, child care problems kept some 42 percent of them
from working full-time.

Twenty percent of those women who worked, but returned to
welfare within the year, were forced back onto welfare because of
child care problems. For those who had to quit school, 42 percent
of them left, again, because of child care problems.



And unlike the national bill that we pass, at the State level in
my state, people receiving welfare could count going to school as
part of their work requirement, and so that is another issue that
we have to take up.

Again, the question then is how we can address this issue now
that there is many of these women who went back onto welfare be-
cause of these child care problems. That option is no longer avail-
able to them. They won't be able to go back on because the legisla-
tion that we have now passed makes it not available for them to
go back onto welfare.

How we can keep mothers in the work force, those working moth-
ers that we want to see work and support their children, how we
can do that, I think goes directly- to what policy we decide to adopt
in this committee.

And that being the case, again, I would strongly, strongly urge
you to take a look at the fact that if you are sufficiently low in-
come, the tax credit may be meaningless to you.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I will tell you that we have got 12 wit-
nesses, so I am not anxious to debate this. Senator Nickles, if you
would like a little rebuttal time, very brief.

Senator NicKLES. No. I won't even rebut it. I appreciate Senator
Braun's comments. Just a couple of quick comments.

Since the States have-since we gave them welfare reform block
grants and they have reduced the roles, we also gave them flexibil-
ity. They are saving a lot of money. All States are saving lots of
money.

We gave them the flexibility, with those savings, to use that
money for child care, for work training, welfare to work, and so
they had some flexibilities to assist in that category. But I appre-
ciate your comments.

Senator CHAFEE. I would like to also say, Senator Moseley-
Braun, that you are quite right. It is not a refundable tax credit;
however, we have, as you know, doubled the amount in the Child
Care Development Block Grant. So, hopefully that will be helpful.

Now, if the first panel could come forward. And while you are
coming forward, I will say this, does everybody know who is on
that first panel? I will call off the names.

Ms. Paula Broglio, Ms. Jolene Ivey, Ms. Beverly Smith, Ms.
Susan Dutcher and Ms. Susan Muenchow. If you ladies would come
forward, and we will then get started.

Now, let me just say this to everyone. We have 12 witnesses. The
way life works around here, unfortunately, is that a lot of time is
given to the first panel and the second panel, but the poor third
panel, or the ensuing panels, run up against the time barrier.

So, we want to be very fair to the subsequent panelists that come
up in panel four, for example. So, I am going to be quite strict and
would limit each of the mothers to 5 minutes, and then we will
have an opportunity for questions.I

But, as you can see, if we are going to go until about 12:30 or
quarter of 1:00, that is 120 minutes, and with 12 witnesses, that
works out to something like 10 minutes apiece, including the ques-
tions.

So, we will start with Ms. Paula Broglio, and we welcome you
here, Ms. Broglio.



STATEMENT OF PAULA BROGLIO, ADELPHI, MD

Ms. BROGLIO. Good morning, Senator. Thank you for inviting me.
My name is Paula Broglio. I'm a divorced mother with sole custody
of my four and a half-year old son.

My husband left right after our child was born, so I was forced
to move back home to my parents house because I could not afford
the rent, and I received no child support.

I have been fortunate to have my parents. They have watched
my little boy since he was born. He is now almost 5 years old.
When he turned 3 years old, I knew that he needed to be around
other children, and I saw the toll that it took on my elderly par-
ents.

So, being employed at the University of Maryland-I'have been
employed for the last 16 years-knowing that we had one of the top
quality child care centers in the United States, I was anxious to get
him in that center.

I went for an interview to discuss the costs, and I was shocked
to find out that the costs, on a sliding scale, would cost me nearly
$500 per month, and I net about $19,000 per year. There was no
way I could pay that kind of money. Even if I had the money, there
is at least a 2-year wait list.

So, I went around to different child care centers in my area of
Prince George's County. All centers that I went to I could not af-
ford, and several centers were not fit, in my opinion, for any child.

At one particular center, I was interviewing with the director,
and a child interrupted to tell the director that the milk was sour
again. She seemed quite embarrassed. And I heard another em-
ployee yelling at a child that was crying. I just couldn't imagine
that people had to put their children in this kind of place.

After going to several centers and not being able to afford any-
thing, out of desperation, I went to the local Catholic school and
spoke to the priest, explaining to him my financial situation and
letting him know that my child needed to be in a safe, quality
place, that my parents could no longer watch him full-time and if
he would accept my son on a reduced fee, and he agreed to do that
last year.

But, in order to have that reduced fee, I am expected to serve
the school, above and beyond what the typical parent is asked,
meaning being involved in committee meetings, going out in the
evenings to the church for fund raisers, which means that my par-
ents, once again, have to watch my son. And they are elderly peo-
ple. My father is almost 80 years old. My mother is in her 70's.

This past October, our First Lady, Hillary Clinton, came to the
University of Maryland to talk about the child care center, and. she
was very impressed with it. She said it was one of the top 10 per-
cent in the United States.

She talked to an audience at the University of Maryland, and
they had a question and answer period. And after Mrs. Clinton was
done talking, I immediately rose to the microphone to let her know
that that center at the university, one of the top quality centers,
was not available to many employees at the university and not af-
fordable.



Mrs. Clinton did agree that indeed I had a problem. I mean, here
I am working at a thriving university, and I cannot even put my
son in that center.

I am not going to have my parents forever. They are not going
to live forever. It is a constant worry. My bills are going to in-
crease. not only do I have child care to worry about, I have other
expenses: car repairs, clothing, dental work; whatever comes up.
My check does not spread that far.

And even though my son is in this Catholic school right now,
that is not a set, permanent thing for him. I have to go to the
priest and ask him, next year, for the same assistance and then
wait for his answer.

There are many people who would like to have the voice that I
have today. So, I am not only speaking for myself, I am speaking
for all of them. Thank you.

Senator CHAFEE& Thank you very much, Ms. Broglio. What we
are going to do is we will have comments from each of you, and
then we will open it up for questions from the committee here.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Broglio appears in the appendix.]
Senator CHAFEE. Ms. Jolene Ivey.

STATEMENT OF JOLENE IVEY, PRESIDENT, MOCHA MOMS,
CHEVERLY, MD

Ms. IvEY. Good morning, Senators, and thank you for inviting me
to speak today on behalf of the Caring for Children Act. My name
is Jolene Ivey, and I am the president and co-founder of MOCHA
Moms, a support group for African American stay-at-home mothers.

Our group has members of a variety of religions, educational lev-
els and economic statuses. What we have in common is our culture
and our commitment to raising our children ourselves.

And before I go on, I notice some of my MOCHA Moms showed
up and also my children are here with me and my husband and
my parents. So, if they would stand up for one moment.

[Applause.]
Senator CHAFEE. Well, we welcome you parents and members of

your group, Ms. Ivey. So, why don't you proceed.
Ms. IvEY. Thank you. Being a stay-at-home mother is a choice,

and that choice is often used against us when people talk about
how to cut the economic pie. Since we have made this choice to
stay home, many say we obviously have husbands whose salaries
are so high that we don't need any consideration when it comes
time to decide where our tax money goes.

We have made a choice that other families don't have the luxury
to make. If that is true, then why is the medium income of families
with a mother at home $15,000 less than that of families -where
both parents' are employed? This is a choice that comes without
many luxuries.

My husband and I made a choice for me to stay home with our
children. We also, therefore, made the choice, when we bought a
home, to choose one we could afford on one salary.

Our first home was cozy and had what you might call a lot of
character. We worked on that house for 6 years, doing much of the
rehab work ourselves. We chose to learn to hang drywall and sand



floors. Those days are behind now, thank God, so we choose to hire
someone who can do a better job than we did then.

I have been humbled by so many of the people I have met over
the past 8 years since my first son was born. Many of the other
stay-at-home mothers I have met are raising several children on in-
comes of $30,000, the most families can get to the maximum pro-
posed tax credit, and even less.

And though I have relatively thrifty ways, I don't know how
these families pay their bills. I can tell you they make choices.
They choose to live in houses that have plenty of character, but
unimpressive addresses. They choose to shop in thrift stores and
food co-o s

They M~oose to do without things that many of us view as neces-
sities: Computers, cable, second cars, vacations. They make the
choice to raise their children themselves, rather than to contract it
out.

Stay-at-home mothers make other choices too that directly bene-
fit our communities and make them nicer places to live. We volun-
teer in the schools, deliver meals to shut-ins and keep an eye on
your house while you are at work.

Long after my boys are grown and on their own, I will make sure
that I live in a neighborhood with lots of stay-at-home moms.

Society's attitude towards full-time motherhood is mirrored in
the exiting tax code. No respect.. Six years ago I had just success-
fully defended my master's thesis when one of my professors on my
committee congratulated and said, "Well, Jolene, you did it. Now
that you have your graduate degree, what are you going to do?"

I told him I found out the night before that I was going to have
another baby. His response to my good news was, 'What? You
mean we have wasted all this time for you and all you're going to
do is have another baby?"

I told him I wanted someone educated to raise my children. That
professor, like our tax code, places no value on full-time mother. So,
I was pleased to learn that the Caring for Children Act would rec-
ognize the value of stay-at-home mothers in the tax code.

The tax credit is small, symbolic really, but it is a start. It ex-
tends the eligibility of the dependent care tax credit to families who
have chosen to live on less to provide the most for their children.
This is at least as lofty a goal as providing tax credit for the com-
panies that make cigarettes, alcohol and guns.

What kind of children we are raising has a deep, profound and
lasting impact on what kind of nation we are becoming. Child de-
velopment experts emphasize the importance of having a caring,
nurturing environment in a child's first 3 years in order to promote
optimal emotional and intellectual growth.

I think we can all agree that parents are best suited to providing
that kind of climate for their children. I am keenly aware of how
my husband and I are raising our four African American boys.

Our goal, over the next 22 years or so, is to have four bright, car-
ing, thoughtful sons, embarking on fulfilling careers, volunteering
in their communities and raising bright, caring, thoughtful children
of their own.

If we reach that goal, I will have made a greater contribution to
society than most people can claim. Perhaps if our public policy rec-



ognized the importance of stay-at-home mothers, society would
start to reflect a more positive attitude.

"Children are our future. Children are our most precious re-
source. Let's put children first. These are getting to be tired cliches,
repeated with little action that is truly useful to children. If we are
really going to put children first, let's put our cash where our tax
code is. Pass the Caring for Childreni Act.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to address this impor-
tant issue.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Ms. Ivey.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Ivey appears in the appendix.]
Senator CHFEE. And now, Ms. Beverly Smith. Could you speak

right into the mike, please, Ms. Smith. And you can pull it right
towards you, if you would like.

MS. SMITH. Okay. Is that better?
Senator CHAFEE. That is fine.

STATEMENT OF BEVERLY SMITH, HYATTSVILLE, MD

Ms. SMITH. I am grateful to Senator Chafee and this committee
for holding this hearing a nd for its interest in child care. As a sin-
gle working parent, there is no issue of more importance to me
than having safe, quality, excessive and affordable child care.

My name is Beverly Smith, and I'm a divorced mother of two. My
children are Shuenae and Justin, and I am also raising a nephew.
I was born in Guinea, South America, and moved to the Washing-
ton area in 1981. 1 have been a U.S. citizen since 1986.

For the past 13 years I have worked as a bookkeeper and person-
nel director for the Child Welfare League of America.

My daughter, Shuenae, is 12 years old. She is autistic. A sweet
child, but I have had numerous problems trying to find care for
her. She requires 24 hour supervision. She cannot take care of her-
self, she is non-verbal and needs to be supervised at all times. .

She attends Duckworth School in P.G. County, which is an inde-
pendent living school for kids up to age 21. From the age of two
to 12, she has been in family home day care, with a very wonderful
person.

Last year we were told that the provider cannot take care of her
anymore because she has another child who is about 2 years older
that has also disabilities. And she cannot take care of two children
of that age and the other kids that she had.

Because the other child was a relative, I was told I had to find
care for my daughter. That has been a problem. I called a few of
the county facilities, and one of them was sort of interested while
I was talking. And as soon as I said my daughter was autistic and
needs supervision 24 hours a day, they said, "I'm sorry. We don't
have any space."

So, after trying, 1 found a place in Beltsville, the Recreation Cen-
ter, and they have agreed to take care of her. That is where she
is right now. This is just after care, and it costs $59 a week. This
is a lot more than I can afford.

1 also have a 10-year old son who cannot be left at home after
school, too. I have to find care for him also, and that costs $20 a
week. This does not cover summer.
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Summer school, she goes to summer school, which does not in-
clude Fridays, and that is $180. It does not include Fridays, and
it only goes from July 6th to July 30th. That means in August I
have to find care for her. I have to find care when school closes in
June.

This is very expensive where I live. It is not available. It is not
available, and that is why we need to have this child care bill
passed. Thank you.

Senator CHtAFJEE. Thank you very much, Ms. Smith.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Smith appears in the appendix.]
Senator CHAFEE. Ms. Dutcher. You can puqll it right up close to

you, Ms. Dutcher, if you would, please.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN ELIZABETH DUTCHER,4 EDMOND, OK
Ms. DUTCHER. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you. for inviting

me here today. I believe that politics and policy are important, and
I respect your public service.

I believe families are equally important, and I hope you respect
my public service, which consists of providing the public with one
healthy family, composed of well adjusted, productive individuals.

I spend my days cooking for my husband and children, doing
laundry, cleaning toilets and vacuuming. I teach my children to
read and do math, and I take them to the park. We do water colors
and science experiments, and I read them Aesop's Fables and
David and Goliath. I probably spend two hours a day in the rocking
chair.

After they are all tucked in bed, I fold the laundry and do the
family budget on our computer. Believe it or not, I don't play golf
or go to the club and play cards.

This is the life I have chosen because I believe it is best for chil-
dren, whenever possible, to be cared for by their mother rather
than by strangers. I believe my job is important, and because of the
time and money and energy I invest in their lives, I believe my
children will grow up to do great things.

I believe none of them will end up on the welfare rolls, in prison
or in any way dependent upon the state.

I used to be a school teacher, and certainly the salary and bene-
fits I could earn teaching school would improve our material well
being, but some checks can't be cashed at the bank.

My son, Lincoln, when he was 3 years old, said to me 1 day, "I'm
proud of you because you do the right things, like take a shower
and fix my breakfast. Those kind of things."

I know it is all worth it when we are playing on the floor with
blocks and I notice, out of the corner of my eye, that he has stopped
playing and he is staring at me like a smitten young man. "I love
the way you talk," he said to me, "and I love the way you smell."
"How do I smell," I asked. "Like a mommy."

There is no need for me to rattle off the social science research
on the importance of strong marriages and families. Some truths
are self-evident.

I mentioned that I do the family bookkeeping, and I can tell you
that taxes are far and away the biggest portion of our family budg-
et. There are many things that I would like to do with my hus-
band's earnings, but, with all due respect to your honorables in



both parties, you seem to believe the moral authority and the supe-
rior judgment to make those choices for us.

I would love to put more dollars into our retirement account, for
example, but I'm forced them to put them into your Social Security
Trust Fund, which I don't trust. I would like to buy more books for
Lincoln, Elizabeth and Mary Margaret and put more money in
their college fund, but you have already seen fit to use the money
funding closed-captioning for the Jerry Springer Show.

I would love to get ballet lessons for Elizabeth, but my money is
all tied up buying food stamps for the deceased. I would love to
give more money to support our church's missionary in Albania or
the free medical clinic in Oklahoma City, but instead, I'm forced to
fund fish farming in Arkansas and Social Security Disability pay-
ments for escaped convicts.

Call us greedy, but my husband and I would like, for the most
part, to make our own choices concerning the fruit of our labor. But
naturally, under threat of imprisonment, we defer to your choices.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today because your deci-
sion deeply affect my family. I can't tell you how frustrated we are
that under budget agreements passed by Congress Federal revenue
collections are set to rise from $1.35 trillion in 1995, to $1.9 trillion
in 2002.

That is why my husband took two vacation days out of the 10
he gets each year and why we traveled here, at our own expense,
which amounts to more than a week's salary; to ask you to let up.

When Lincoln was three, one morning in the kitchen he motioned
to his dad and me out of the blue and said, "You guys, gather up."
We obliged, and he put his little arms around us and prayed: "God,
thank you for giving me mommy and daddy. In Jesus' name.
Amen."

I am so glad I can be at home for my children, and 1 implore you
not to craft public policies which discourage mothers from doing so.
My husband and I don't want to pay the day care bills of two in-
come families more affluent than ourselves, and we ask you to safe-
guard our family's liberty and property and to stop taking them.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Ms. Dutcher for
that testimony, and we appreciate a great deal what you and your
husband have done by coming here today as witnesses.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Dutcher appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator CHAFEE. And now, Ms. Muenchow.
MS. MUENCHOW. Perfect. Muenchow.
Senator CHAFEE. Muenchow. Okay. The executive director of the

Florida Children's Forum. Why don't you proceed, Ms. Muenchow.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN MUENCHOW, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,9
FLORIDA CHILDREN'S FORUM, TALLAHASSEE, FL

MS. MUENCHOW. Thank you, Senator Chafee, for inviting me to
be here this morning.

Senator CH-AEEE. Now, your whole statement will go into the
record.

Ms. MUENCHOW. This will be brief.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Thank you.



MS. MUENCHQW. The Florida Children's Forum is Florida's child
care resource and referral network, and we help 150,000 parents
a year find child care, and another 92,000 pay or child care on a
sliding fee scale.

I would just like to talk with you a little bit this morning about
the progress we are making in child care in Florida. I also brought
some packets about the Child Care Partnership Program. It is a
private/public partnership. And I want to share some recommenda-
tions.

Florida has made the most of the Federal welfare reform legisla-
tion that you passed with respect to using some of the savings to
improve child care. Last year the State allocated $100 million,
mostly in TANF, to help families make the transition from welfare
to work. And this year, $80 million is being allocated to begin'to
address the waiting list for low income working families.

,One of the people on that waiting list is a woman from Pensicola,
who says, "I have two children, and their child care costs me $120
per week. I work a full-time job, but after I pay taxes and insur-
ance, I bring home $230 a week. T-hhtt leaves me only $110 a week
to take care of my children. It is almost impossible for me to sur-
vive!)

It is going to be a great pleasure to be able to pick up the phone
and call that mother and tell her that at last we will be able to
serve her child. She works in the retail sector. Many of the people
who call us work in fast food restaurants or nursing homes or ho-
tels. They don't really have a choice but to work.

I want to tell you a little bit about a private/public partnership
that we have that is designed to supplement public dollars for child
care. Since the program's inception in 1996, the partnership has
raised more than $6 million in private and local contributions, pro-
viding care for more than 3,500 children. And as of today, more
than 35 businesses are participating in this partnership.

Employers participate by contributing funds--of course, on a vol-
untary basis-to cover a portion of the child care benefits for their
employees eligible for subsidized child care. The State contributes
a dollar for every dollar that the employer provides.

Businesses range from very small ones, like local franchises of
Burger King, to very large ones, like NationsBank, which is also
growing larger. And NationsBank recently contributed $750,000 to
the partnership program in Florida. The program is expected to
help the bank extend child care benefits to an additional 1,100 em-
ployees.

"We have a strong commitment to child care and to making the
quality of life better for associates," said Michael Fields, who is the
senior vice president of the bank, "and this program helps us do
that."

The beauty of the partnership program is that it works for any
employer, large or small. Also, the partnership program has the
merit of allowing parents to choose their own child care arrange-
ments, including relative care.

It also has certain advantages over tax credits. Unlike a cor-
porate tax credit, the partnership program is available to help non-

profit employers who may have no corporate tax liability. Also, un-
like the Federal dependent care tax credit, the partnership pro-



gram funds are available to parents at the time they pay for the
care.

They don't have to wait to be reimbursed, and I think this is very
important for low income families.

Finally, the partnership program makes sense because it is based
on the principle that the best way to finance early care and edu-
cation is to encourage a cost sharing approach. Parents, govern-
ment and -the private sector, the business community, all benefit in
some way from these child care services. So, each should help to
support them.

We are doing a good job in Florida, and I think in many other
states, of using the TANF dollars, but they are not at all the per-
fect solution. First of all, we are not helping all of the eligible LanA-
lies.

There are at least 39,000 children, birth to five, just in Florida,
who even by the most conservative estimates, still need care. They
don't have relatives available to care for them.

Second, we are really not beginning to reach the school aged pop-
ulation, and that is where we actually receive more requests for
help than any other age group. Third, it may be risky to depend
upon TANF savings, because what will happen when the economy
is not so strong and job openings decline?

Fourth, our income eligibility limit is very low. Although Federal
law allows States to go up to 85 percent of poverty-in any case,
our recommendations are to increase the Child Care Development
Block Grant.

Senator CHAFEE. You can use a couple of minutes and finish up.
We will give you dispensation.

MS. MUENCHOW. Okay. Thank you.
We hope that you will coordinate tax pace and direct subsidies

fo r famiies. We think the Child Care and Development Block
Grant is the best way to help families earning less than $30,000
a year. We hope you will also expand tax credits for medium in-
come families and for stay-at-home, but try to make them refund-
able.

We hope you will recognize that TANF is not a long-term solu-
tion to child care for the working poor and that in your incentives
to encourage the business community, that you won't limit them to
tax credits; that you will make them available to small businesses
and public and non-profit employers as well.

Please, don't forget the school age children. I think one of the
parents spoke--very eloquently about that. Invest in quality. And
thank you for the opportunity to testify.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Muenchow appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Ms. Muenchow.
In your testimony, you say that only one third of children, ages

five to 12, whose parents are working, are enrolled in any type of
after school program. Well, if only one third are, obviously two
thirds aren't. And what is happening to those children?

MS. MUENCHOW. Well, many of those children are being left
alone after school. We hear from a lot of parents, especially those
that live in neighborhoods that aren't very safe; that they are ter-
ribly worried about their children's safety.



We also hear from police chiefs who are concerned that these
children are in danger of getting in with the wrong type of people
and becoming involved in crime.

Senator CHAFYEE. All right. I may have another question or two
afterwards. Senator Snowe, do you have a question?

Senator SNowE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank all of you for your testimony. I think it illus-

trates the diversity of the problem. The bottom line is we need to
provide more support for child care in one fashion or another.

I would like to really ask each of you if you could recommend to
this committee one suggestion, in terms of what we should do with
respect to child care, that you think would be helpful in addressing
your specific situation or the constituency that you represent, be-
cause obviously the essence of this committee hearing today and
other efforts in the legislation that has been introduced is to try
to design the best possible approach to move forward on some of
the problems that are out their nationally.

And I think we have a widespread problem. There is no question
about it. And we want to reflect, obviously, the importance of stay-
at-home moms or whether or not you have to go to work, whatever
the case may be, because it is obviously in the national interest to
do everything that we can to value our children and to protect
them.

So, why don't we start with you, Ms. Dutcher. What is the one
thing that you think this Congress should do that would be helpful
to you in your situation and to mothers like you?

Ms. DUTCHER. I would say to cut taxes across the board. Cut
everybody's taxes across the board.

Senator SNowE. Reducing the burden of taxes in general?
Ms. DUTrCHER. That is right.
Senator SNOWE. That would be most helpful?
Ms. DUTCHER. That is right
Senator SNOWE. A tax credit would not be helpful in your situa-

tion, a stay-at-home mom? The legislation that Senator Chafee has
introduced, and I have joined him on this legislation, would provide
for some support, up to $900 a year, for stay-at-home moms.

Ms. DUTrCHER. Well, I am not an expert on tax credit and day
care policy. I just know that I do our family budget

Senator SNowE. And the bottom line is that you spend too much
on taxes.

Ms. DUTCHER. And the bottom line is we spend too much on
taxes.

Senator SNQWE. Yes. And that is true for many families. Almost
38 to 40 percent of the family's income. That is more than food,
shelter and clothing combined.

Ms. Smith?
Ms. SMITH. I think the tax cut would be good, and also, make

more day care available. Especially quality day care and especially
for special education.

In the county that I live in, because my daughter is 12 years old,
you may find care for children who are younger and then for chil-
dren who are older. But that in between age-because she looks
like a 12-year-old, but she has the mentality of say a 3-year old.



So, you can't put her with 3-year-aids, because she will be too
big.

Senator SNOWE. Did anybody provide suggestions to you in terms
of helping for your child care needs?

MS. SMITH. Yes.
Senator SNOWE. The county or community?
MS. SMITH. The county did. And one of the places that I called,

as soon as I told them she was autistic, they said they didn't have
any room. That was a county facility.

And she is in another one right now that is about an hour away
from home, and I-my employer is a little flexible with my hours.t
So, I can leave at a time where I can go pick her up, because it
takes about an hour to get to work from there, and then another
half an hour from there to home.

Senator SNOWE. I notice that in your summer months about 59
percent of your income went for child care.

MS. SMITH. Yes. And even the -spring break. It was almost $200
for both kids, and that is just for one week.

Senator SNOWE. Wow. An unacceptable situation for you. No
question.

MS. SMITH. Yes.
Senator SNOWE. Ms. Broglio?
Ms. BROGLIO. Thank you. I think that what needs to be decided

is people who are forced to work, such as myself, that employers,
corporations, should make a decision. You want an employee at the
job to do a good quality job. Somehow they need to help with the
child care situation, such as the University of Maryland.

At the university, we have tuition remission. People can take
classes free of charge. Why not have day care remission? Why not
have something kind of across the board where people can pick and
choose?

For example, I would rather not take a class and put my son in
that center. And another thing that I just want to say real quick,
I am told by the system I make too much money to get financial
assistance, but I do not make enough to live in a one-bedroom
apartment and pay for child care for my son. So, I am the working
poor. Thank you.

Senator SNOWE. Thank you.
Ms. Ivey?
Ms. IvEY. When I first was invited to speak here today and I

learned about the Caring for Children Act, I started to speak to my
other MOCHA Mom members about it, and they were very excited
about the idea of getting a tax credit and being at home.

They feel like they have been ignored, they have been disrespect,
and this is-the amount is so small. it is really only a symbolic ges-
ture, but it is appreciated by them.

Senator SNOwE. Thank you.
Ms. Muenchow, I just want to ask you, in the State of Florida,

you mentioned that you don't have waiting lists currently?
MS. MUENCHOW. We have a waiting list of 25,000 children, and

we are beginning to be able to use TANF savings to address that
waiting list. But there are 39,000 more children,- birth to five, that
we know need care.



Senator SNOWE. Do you maximize in terms of the eligibility for
income? Are you up to 85 percent?

MS. MUENCHOW. No.
Senator SNowE. Where are you?
MS. MUENCHOW. We are only at 53 percent.
Senator SNowE. So, what would that be in Florida?
MS. MUENCHow. About $19,995 for a family of three. That is the

maximum income for subsidizing.
Senator SNOWE. That is where you have gotten your flexibility in

providing for more, but obviously dropping the income level.
MS. MUENCHOW. Yes. And it is a real disincentive. It is a real

hardship on families. When they get a $100 raise, then they are
no longer eligible for child care.

Senator SNowE. SO, mafny of the working poor, beyond those who
are making the transition from welfare to work, are you able to as-
sist the working poor?

MS. MUENCHow. The admissions have been frozen for most of
this year for non-welfare families. As a result of having some
TANF savings that we can finally invest, we will be able to address
some of that waiting list. Really, for the first time.

But there are as many people out there-many more people out
there-who are eligible who may then put their names on the list,
if they find out that some care is available.

Senator SNOWE. Does the State maximize its funds under the
TANF program?

MS. MUENCHOW. Yes. It does.
Senator SNOWE. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Senator Nickles?
Senator NICKLES. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I have

learned a little bit in the course of this hearing, and so I appreciate
all of our panelists' participation.

Ms. Dutcher, I appreciate you coming up from Oklahoma, and
also, the sincerity of your statement. You were asked a question,
I think, about the amounts, and you didn't have the answer. I
didn't have the answer either, and so I have been trying to com-
pute them. Someone in the staff can correct me if I'm wrong.

But presently, stay-at-home moms, as far as child care, get zero.
But if you have a child in day care, in a commercial day care, not
with family and friends, you get a portion of the money. That
money, if you have one child, could be $720. Two or more children,
$1,440, if my math is correct.

Senator Chafee and Senator Snowe have increased that to some
extent, both percentage-wise and they would raise it, I guess, for
children up to age 13 in commercial care to $1,200, and, for the
first time, offer something for stay-at-homes, but that would only
apply to age three. You have three kids?

Ms. DUTCHER. I have three children. One is five, one is three and
we have a baby.

Senator NICKLES. Well, one or two of your kids might qualify for
the $900.

Ms. DUTCHER. Right.
Senator NICKLES. But obviously, your older ones wouldn't. So

frankly, you are still going to be discriminated against, to some ex-
tent, for taking care of your kids at home.



Ms. DUTCHER. That is right.
Senator NICKLES. And also, I might mention that the amount of

the credit, the maximum credit, would be $900, and it phases out
as income would go back. So, I just mention that.

And I applaud Senator Chafee and Senator Snowe for making a
step towards recognizing that maybe we should do something- for
stay-at-home moms, but there is a significant difference in the
credit that would be applied towards stay-at-home moms as com-
pared to those going into the commercial centers.

So, 1 have just now been putting those numbers together. This
has been helpful to me. And I appreciate your statement. I would
think that your family and children are very fortunate.

Let me ask another question of one of the panelists. Mrs. Broglio.
Ms. BRoGLIo. Paula. Paula Broglio. Yes.
Senator NICKL~ES. Paula. Thank you.
You mentioned your kids
Ms. BROGLIO. I have one child.
Senator NICKLES. A son. And he is now in a Catholic day care

center?
Ms. BROGLIO. Right.
Senator NICKL.ES. As I understand the President's proposal, it

doesn't apply to religious affiliated day care centers.
Ms. BROGLIO. Right.
Senator NICKLES. Do you think it should apply to religious affili-

ated centers?
Ms. BROGLIO. Sure.
Senator NICKLES. I concur.
Ms. BROGLIQ. Really, I can't make 100 percent. I don't know if

that applies.
Senator NICKLES. Well, you did some shopping around.
Ms. BROGLIO. Sure I did.
Senator NICKLES. You went to one center, if I remember your

statement, and you were appalled by-
Ms. BROGLIo. Several centers.
Senator NICKLES. You went to several, and you weren't pleased?
Ms. BRoGLIO. Several centers, but one particular center.
Senator NICKLES. I understand. And I compliment you for shop-

ping. I compliment you for not being satisfied with putting your
child in any place; in an environment that might be less than desir-
able. I think that is very commendable.

You ended up in a religious affiliated day care center.
Ms. BROGLIQ. With a reduced fee. Right.
Senator NICKLES. With a reduced fee. I compliment you for that.

I am troubled by the President's proposal that would not allow a
benefit for that situation. I think that would be a serious mistake.

Ms. Muenchow, I see you are wanting to comment.
MS. MUENCHOW. Yes. At least the way the subsidy program

works in Florida, a great many-we have over 16,000 child care
providers, and at least a third of them are in religious settings. So,
I don't know how the President's proposal would work, but I do
know that the way the block grant that Congress has funded works
and TANF saving are definitely going-parents have a choice of
care.



Senator NicKLES. Yes. I understand. I'm just talking about the
President's proposal for about a $20 some billion expansion exclud-
ing religious affiliated day care, and I think that is a mistake.

Let me ask you another question.
Senator CHAFEE. Senator, we have been getting frantic signals

from the HIHS representative here, and if I interpret the signals
correctly, the President's program does apply to religious institu-
tions.

Now, if those smoke signals have been misinterpreted, that is my
understanding.

Senator NicKLEs. Let me just make a comment from staff, and
I will Stand corrected. But the President's new proposal for after
school child carm does not apply to religious affiliated institutions.
Is that correct? That is what I -was just told by staff. That is why
I am relating it, and that is why I am offended by that proposal.

I think that is terrible, to exclude religious affiliated institutions,
which may be providing some of the best, if you have to go outside
of family. To have those excluded is not acceptable, and I am just
letting that be heard.

Ms. Muenchow, let me just make another comment. You men-
tioned the Florida proposal and talked about several things that
corporations are doing that are very positive.

Some have proposed that day care centers a Federal licensing
provision. Do you think that is a good idea?

MS. MUENCHOW. I think that there is a need to improve the qual-
ity, but I think the most important thing is that States need to
have an expansion of the block grant so they can invest in the
quality.

Senator NicKL~s. I understand that.
MS. MUENCHOW. What we are finding is if you raise the stand-

ards, without having the funding to pay for it, it doesn't necessarily
help families.

Senator NicKLEs. Is there a licensing standard now in Florida?
MS. MUENCHOW. Yes.
Senator NicKLEs. Would they meet a Federal standard?
MS. MIJENCHOW. The licensing standards in Florida are about in

the middle of what is required by other states. We are way below
what would be required by national standards, like the National
Association for Education of Young Children.

Senator NicKLEs. Well, that is what I am concerned about. So,
if you have the national standards, you would have a significant
percentage--or could you give me an estimate of the percentage of
day care providers in Florida that would not qualify?

MS. MUENCHOW. Well, right now about one in 10 centers is ac-
credited by a national organization. But our State legislature, with
bipartisan support, has just passed something called the "Gold Seal
Program," which will pay a higher rate for care that is accredited.

So, the State legislature, with bipartisan support, is really trying
to encourage child care providers to improve the quality.

Senator NicKLES. Just a final comment then. If only one out of
10 now meet that standard, if they were to all meet that standard,
how much would costs go up? And we heard from several of the
moms, or the families, say that day care already costs too much.



You get into this question of Federal involvement, Federal licens-
ing, meet these standards, and to meet these standards you raise
costs and costs are already too high.

MS. MUENCHOW. Well, I think those are very important concerns.
I think that our number one recommendation would be to expand
the Child Care and Development Block Grant on a mandatory
basis because States are set up to use those funds very effectively
and efficiently, both to expand the care and to improve the quality.

In addition to help families afford care, we need other types of
help, and one of them really is from the business community. If you
look at what churches and businesses in the private sector invest
in higher education, it is a much bigger slice of the cost of higher
education.

I think way over a third of the cost of higher education is paid
by the private sector, whereas in child care, parents pay 60 percent
of the costs and State and-

Senator NicKLES. I appreciate your comment.
MS. MUENCHOW. So, we need more help from the business com-

munity. Government can't do it alone.
Senator NiCKLES. I appreciate that, and I think the next panel

will help substantiate that. There are some good examples of busi-
nesses that are stepping forward and being very aggressive in try-
ing to help their employees, and I compliment them for it.

I think that is part of the solution. And so, I appreciate your
statements.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your patience.
Senator CH-AFEE. Thank you very much.
Ms. Ivey, you have a quick comment? I do want to move to the

next panel. Go ahead.
Ms. IvEy. Please correct me if I'm wrong. I'm sure you will. But

it is my understanding that the Caring for Children Act, the tax
credit is $900 per family, not per child. So, when you talk about
the tax credit the families get who put their -children in commercial
day, they are getting it per child, I think, and we're only going to-
maybe get it per family.

So, it doesn't matter if you have got one child three or younger
or if you have got three children three or under. You are only going
to get the same amount.

Senator CHAFEE. That is the current law.
Senator NICKLES. The current law is $480 for one child and $960

for two or more. I think. Is that correct?
Senator CHAFEE. The answer is you are right.
Ms. IvEY. Thank you. I like being right.
Senator NiCKLES. Let me make sure. There is not a difference be-

tween one child and two children?
Senator CHAFEE. Are you talking about the stay-at-home moms?
Senator NicKLES. No. Not stay-at-home. I am talking about in

current law.
Ms. IvEy. I'm talking about the stay-at-home, proposed; what is

in your proposed bill.
Senator NiCKLEs. The current law is one child, maximum today,

is $480, and two children would be $960. Is that correct?
Senator CHAFEE. That is right.
Ms. IvEY. That, I don't know.



Senator NicKLES. And your proposal would do?
Senator CHAFEE. Our proposal for the stay-at-home mom, the

maximum would be how much? Nine hundred dollars, no matter
how many children.

Senator NicKLES. In the commercial centers, let's say if you have
three kids, what would the maximum credit be?

Senator CHLAFEE. $2,400.
Senator NicKLES. I have a problem with that, and I hope that

I have communicated that with the Chairman. But I rAppreciate the
hearing, because I think it has helped bring out some of these
things.

Senator CHAFEE. Yes. The rationale being that if you have two
children in day care, you have got that expenditure, whereas if you
have got two children at home, you don't double your expenditures.

Let me just ask Ms. Smith a quick question, and then we will
move to the next panel.

We have just completed our income tax returns, and do you know
whether you benefit from the dependent child care tax credit? Do
you remember that?

MS. SMITH. Yes. I do that at work. The 125 plan?
Senator CHAFEE. That is right.
MS. SMITH. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. Do you get a dependent care tax credit on your

income taxes? Did you take that? Do you remember?
MS. SMITH. Yes. Because the amount of money that I pay is more

than the-the amount of money that I pay per year is more than
how much I can deduct from my salary.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Fine.
I want to thank all of the witnesses. I know many of you came

considerable distances. Ms. Dutcher, I guess you are the long dis-
tance commuter. So, thank you all very, very much for coming.

Now, we will move to the next panel, and we will have Ms.
Donna Mundy, from UNUM in Maine-and I know Senator Snowe
will want to greet you-Mr. Hallenbeck, from ECS, and Ms. Donna
m0ine, from Marriott.

MS. SNOWE. Mr. Chairman, I certainly want to welcome one of
my constituents and someone that I have known for a very, veiLy
long time; since I served in the legislature back in the 1970's, and
that is Ms. Donna Mundy, the senior vice president for external af-
fairs at UNUM, in Portland, Maine. And I thank you, Donna, for
joining us today.

Mr. Chairman, UNUM is the nation's largest seller of long-term
disability, and yet, it is one of the most outstanding companies in
America for family friendly policies. In fact, last year, for the ninth
consecutive year, the company made the Working Mothers 100 list
of the best companies for working women.

It ranked also fifth among the Standard and Poors 500 compa-
nies for their family friendliness. In fact, it was one of the first
companies in America to provide on-site child care. So, it has been
a forerunner, as well as a leader in family friendly policies and
helping working families.

So, I can't say enough about the exemplary example that UNUM
has established over the years in assisting families and employees
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who work for them. So, I just want to welcome Ms. Mundy here
today. Nice to see you, Donna. Thank you.

MS. MUNDY. Good to see you. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Senator. I just drove up

to Maine last week, and we went by, on the Turnpike, the UNUM
building there, and little did I realize we would have a representa-
tive from that before us. So, why don't you proceed. You are the
first one, Ms. Mundy.

STATEMENT OF DONNA MUNDY, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, LJNUMp PORTLAND, ME

MS. MUNDY. Thank you very much. My name is Donna Mundy.
I am senior vice president of UNUM Corporation.

UNUM Corporation owns insurance companies in Maine, New
York, South Carolina, -Japan, Argentina and the United Kingdom.
We employ 7,200 employees worldwide, and our corporate head-
quarters is in Portland, Maine, and we have been there for 150
years.

I am proud to say that UNUM has had on-site child care for our
Portland-based employees for 19 years. For many years we had the
only on-site corporate child care facility north of Boston.

UNUM's child care initiatives have helped our company win wide
recognition as a model employer. As the Senator indicated, we are
among Business Week's top 10 family friendly companies, Working
Mother's list of 100 best companies to work for and Fortune Maga-
zine's 100 best companies to work for.

However, we did not set up our child care program to win
awards. Awards are nice. Don't get me wrong. But I do not know
any business that would take on the commitment of a child care
program just to win an award.

For us, child care links with our values as a company, and it -is
a business issue.

UNUM established an on-site child care program 19 years ago
because there was a real problem with the availability of child care
for our employees. We surveyed our employees and found that
availability and affordability of child care were significant barriers
for people who might want to return to their jobs after having a
child.

We believed then, and have since been proven right, that on-site
child care would help us attract and retain the quality work force
that we need to compete in a global market. Although we have
never tried to scientifically measure it, anecdotal information indi-
cates on-site child care does improve productivity.

One simple example: The convenience of parking one's car, bring-
ing one's child to the child care center and then walking across the
yard to the office makes mornings much saner and quite likely
more productive for a lot of our employees.

So, why don't more businesses have on-site child care? I have
heard a number of reasons, but costs are a huge, huge factor. We
currently subsidize our center about $100,000, and this does not in-
clude the human resource person who does liaison work.

Your proposal to give business a tax credit to help defray the
costs of providing child care should go a long way to encourage
more businesses to provide child care, and more businesses provid-



ing child care can go a long way in meeting the challenge of the
availability of child care.

However, availability is not the only problem. Affordability is a
really serious problem also. Your proposal to increase the depend-
ent care tax credit directly addresses the affordability problem.

UNUM has been providing financial subsidies for lower waged
employees since the 1980's. Currently, an employee making
$25,000 a year or less is eligible for $60 a week in child care sub-
sidy from the company. Again, we did not institute our child care
subsidy in order to win awards, but rather, to attract- and retain
and hopefully have some of our skilled work force return to work
after they have had children.

The cost for child care in our center is not the highest in the
Portland area, it is not the lowest in the Portland area, but infant
care in our child care center is $150 a week. That is without the
subsidy. But with the subsidy, it is still $90 a week. That is a lot
of money to anybody.

Your proposal to increase the current child care credit for lower
waged employees will provide the benefits to those who need it the
most.

Quality child care is like motherhood and apple pie. Everybody
is for it. But your proposal takes a very positive approach to the
two greatest impediments: Availability and affordability.

In our experience over the 19 years, we believe that these propos-
als will go a long way to address these incredibly serious problems.
Thank you very much.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Ms. Mundy.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Mundy appears in the appendix.]
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Hallenbeck, from ECS.

STATEMENT OF BOB HALLENBECK, VICE PRESIDENT, ECS,
INC., EXTON, PENNSYLVANIA, ACCOMPANIED BY MS. PAM-
ELA J. KOCH, VICE PRESIDENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, ECS,
INC., EXTON, PA

Mr. HALLENBECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you today. We will also be speaking
from the perspective of an employer who has fulfilled the commit-
ment to provide on-site company supported day care.

Senator CHAFEE. And you have Ms. Koch with you.
Mr. HALLENBECK. Yes. With me is Ms. Pam Koch, who is our vice

president of human resources.
Ms. KOCH. Good morning.
Senator CHAFEE. I am glad you are here.
Mr. HELLENBECK. The ECS companies are leading providers of

integrated environmental risk management services worldwide. We
are privately owned, we have 40 employees, and we will generate
just over $200 million in premium revenue this year.

This profile is meant to demonstrate to you that we are smaller
than the typical corporation that provides on-;site day care services;
however, we have always placed an extraordinarily high value, as
UNUM does, on our employees and their needs.

We began to look at this issue in 1995, and at that time we had
300 employees. The average age was just over 30, and those 300



employees had 200 pre-school aged children. So, the issue of day
care became a real concern for us from two perspectives.

First, the recruitment of new employees, and secondly, the reten-
tion of existing employees. We studied the issue for a year. In 1996,
we made the decision to build our own day care center; to build a
facility on property that was immediately adjacent to our corporate
headquarters.

We did this through the second half of 1996, the first half of
1997. The capital costs of building our center, which is 10,000
square feet, was $1.3 million. So, that is the initial corporate com-
mitment that we made.

In September of 1997, the center opened. We have called it "Our
Kids' Academy," and with a capacity of 100, it opened with 35 origi-
nal enrollees. Today, just 7 months later, the enrollment h as risen

-to 75, and we would expect to reach our capacity of 100 before we
reach our 1-year anniversary in September.

We have designed the facility for expansion, which now appears
likely. We now have over 400 employees, and those 400 employees
now have over 300 pre-school aged children.

Statistics that we have gained: First of all, we provide to parents
who are employees a 20 percent discount from the rates that are
charged to parents who work at other companies, and two thirds
of our current enrollees are children of employees.

The operating costs of the day care center are about $30,000 a
month. Our goal as a corporation is to operate this center at a
break even level, and we think we may reach that -point at about
the 1-year anniversary in September.

Senator CHAFEE. Break even on your operating expenses, not
covering your capital investment. Is that right?

Mr. HELLENBECK. That is correct.
As a recruitment tool, we find on-site day care to have proven to

be tremendously attractive. We have, as I mentioned, about 400
employees. We have about 60 open positions that we are trying to
fill, and we are finding a direct correlation between our ability to
recruit employees and the day care services that we provide.

Much more dramatic are the results with regard to employee re-
tention. In 1995, only 64 percent of our employees who had chil-
dren returned to work. In 1996, that figure increased to 74 percent,
but we think the increase was because parents are under an in-
creasing financial need and strain to continue working.

We opened the center in 1997. Last year the retention number
returning to work jumped to 88 percent, from 64 percent 2 years
earlier.

Senator CILAEE. What does it mean returning to work? At the
end of the year continuing?

Mr. HELLENBECK. The mother would have the baby, go through
the maternity leave period and then return to their job.

Senator CHAFEE. Oh. I see.
Mr. HELLENBECK. In 1998, so far, 100 percent of those kinds of

employees, Mr. Chairman, have returned to work. So, it is a dra-
matic increase.

And we also have upwards of two dozen mothers who will be
having children in the next year. So, it is an ongoing statistic that
we will be providing.



Senator CHAFEE. You have a very fertile company I would say.
Mr. HELLENBECK. We think it is something in the water, Sen-

ator.
A couple more observations: First, we have found that our par-

ents really appreciate the chance to visit their children during
lunch. For example, to know that if there is a family crisis of some
type, their children are close by.

Second, I mentioned before that our business approach is to inte-
grate our products and services. We have also integrated our day
care center. The center is on-line to our company computer system
so that our parents and their children can exchange E-Mail during
the course of the day.

The center is also part of the company phone system. So, the
voice mail- system is available to children to respond to their par-
ents or vice versa.

And generally, we have found that the day care center and its
support has even proved valuable to our employees who do not use
the day care center because they also realize that the company has
made a commitment to them and that is it representative of the
value that we place on our employees. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you. And we will have some questions
when we go to the panel.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hellenbeck appears in the ap-
pendix.]

Senator CHAFEE. Ms. Kline, from Marriott. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF DONNA KLINE, DIRECTOR, WORK FOR LIFE
SERVICES, MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. KLINE. Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, it is a pleasure
to be here this morning to testify regarding corporate sponsored
child care programs, particularly corporate sponsored child care
centers.

I will present to you both the advantages of such child care and
the disadvantages of the model from the both the sponsoring orga-
nization's standpoint and the potential impact on society at large.

I will frame my remarks by sharing Marriott's experience with
on-site child care at our headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland and
then follow with an overview of consortium model of corporate
sponsored child care we are experimenting with in Atlanta, Geor-
gia.

The headquarters child development center serves 97 children on
a full-time basis and 35 children on an occasional basis. There are
a total of 82 families served by this center, since many of our fami-
lies have multiple children enrolled.

The center has been in existence for 8 years, and we, have experi-
enced the joys of newborns coming to us at six weeks of age and
then graduating from our pre-school and then going on to public or
private kindergarten.

The financial model for the center sets competitive tuition rates
at Montgomery County comparables. The tuition incomes cover
teacher salaries, benefits and direct program costs, like crayons
and finger paints. All building and facility costs are subsidized by
Marriott at a cost of approximately $500,000 a year.



The families we serve have a 97-percent degree of satisfaction
with the center, based on our own internal measurements, and re-
port increased morale, productivity and loyalty to Marriott. Addi-
tionally, we continue to receive positive public relations exposure
from this investment, and we recognized the enhanced positive per-
cep tion of Marriott's corporate citizenship, which may have been
achieved through this project.

While it may appear to be an unequivocal success, that label, I
think, is indeed seductive. Please consider that out of our 3,000 em-
ployees at headquarters, we are serving only 82 families. Our wait-
ing list is perhaps double the capacity of the center.

Although we have subsidized slots allocated to families earning
less than $45,000 per year, the cost of care is still burdensome to
this income population, and we have not succeeded in creating any
economic diversity in the center.

Assuming $500,000 as the corporation's annual investment, that
amounts to a per family subsidy of $6,000 a year. Are we proud of
our center and what it provides our families? Absolutely. We are.

Will we create an additional center or double the size of the cur-
rent one to serve the families on the wait list? Probably not. If you
are asking why, it is because it doesn't make business sense to us
to expand this service because it is extremely difficult to justify,
based on the economics of a service company like Marriott.

For a $500,000 per year investment, our current expense, we can
provide a wide variety of services for our field employees, the ones
who make the beds, carry the luggage, serve the food in our hotels.-
With approximately 115,000 nationally, we look very carefully at
spending $6,000 per family at our headquarters center.

You see, it is not only a financial burden, but it also presents
quite a moral dilemma. Our philosophy is the spirit to serve, and
our core values include dependability, integrity and loyalty. It is
extremely difficult, as a corporation, to operate on our core value
of integrity if we are benefitting 82 employees, 82 of our manage-
ment population with a $6,000 a year benefit, while our wage popu-
lation struggles to afford even the most rudimentary form of child
care.

In fact, the struggles of our wage work force led us to experiment
with yet a second corporate sponsored center. This time in Atlanta,
Georgia.

The 250 children of lower income families that the Atlanta center
serves operates from 6:00 to midnight daily and has fully sub-
sidized care. On a sliding fee scale of a minimum of $7 per week
per child, we have been able, along with Hyatt, Hilton and the
Omni Hotels, to solicit the community of Atlanta to help in sup-
porting child care for this sometimes under served population.

While we assumed, "if we built it, they would come," that wasn't
the case in Atlanta. Despite our subsidy and community support
with fund raising;. the center had to be rigorously marketed. The
reason is that this population is not traditionally consumers of
child care.

They are more familiar, and therefore, more comfortable with the
neighbor or the grandmother or a 10-year old sibling. When you
can pay nothing for child care, rather than $25 per week on a slid-
ing scale, sometimes it is not a tough decision.



What we know about the developmental process in children over
the first 3 years of life has not yet been integrated into the decision
making process these families use about how to spend their often
times limited disposable income.

Senator CHAFEE. Ms. Kline, I have got to ask you to abbreviate
a little bit here because of the time problem, but you choose what
you wish.

MS. KLINE. I don't intend to paint a less than glamorous picture
of corporate sponsored child care, but I do intend to paint a realis-
tic one. Corporate sponsored child care is certainly a solution. We
must continue it and encourage it and incent it. We must incent
corporations to do more.

But to assume it is a big solution for a large percentage of the
national work force I think would be a mistake. It works well for
corporations who have high margins of profit per employee and
whose employees are highly skilled, highly educated and in de-
mand.

For wage populations such as Marriott has, we don't fit into 'that
category. The majority of our jobs are semi-skilled, our profit mar-
gins are small, and we yet realized the increased productivity and
customer service deliverable by an employee who has been with us
3 years rather than 3 months.

However, the numbers do not work for business management
companies such as Marriott.

Most importantly to you, I think, is that Marriott is a microcosm
of the national work force. More so than any other corporations ex-
perimenting with such child care programs. With a wage base of
approximately $8 an hour, we speak 26 languages and represent 26
different cultures.

I think it is a safe assumption that if the child care solutions we
develop at Marriott don't work, they may not work for the country
at large. Even if the numbers did work, and we did create dramatic
increases in corporate sponsored child care, what is it that we
would be creating?

The majority of workers in this country do not work for corpora-
tions who could economically provide company sponsored care. So,
what we are doing in the name of being good corporate citizens and
responsible employers may, in some cases, be regarding as in-
creases the speed with which our middle class diminishes.

By creating and supporting quality child care for those corporate
employees who can afford to pay for care, we are ensuring that the
line of demarcation between the haves and the have nots, those
prepared and those ill prepared for full and responsible citizenship
as contributing member -s of society, grows wider and wider.

The most logical way to even that playing field is to provide for
a major expansion of child care block grant money and make it
more easily accessible. Since we are economically dependent, as a
country, on female labor and dual income families in our society,
we need minimum standards of child care that are available to all
workers, regardless of employer affiliation.

We need to recognize that learning begin at birth, and we, as a
country, need to invest in a new paradigm for the care and nurtur-
ing of all the nation's children, because it is tomorrow's work force.
Thanks for your attention.



[The prepared statement of Ms. Kline appears in the appendix.]
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you. And I think you raised some very

interesting points.
First of all, I think it comes across that providing child care is

expensive. I think in UNIJM's case, I guess as in Marriott's, it cost
you $300,000, was it, for 100 children?

Ms. KLINE. $500,000 a year corporate investment, which is about
$6,000 per family.

Senator CHAFEE. It is expensive. And I think your point about
it appears that you might be favoring the headquarters people as
opposed to those who are out in the firing lines there producing,
the making the beds and cooking the food and washing the dishes,
that help make the profits for those people at the headquarters.

Ms. KLINE. That is exactly the dilemma.
Senator CHAFEE. I think it is a dilemma.
I must say that what UNUM has done is wonderful, and ECS

likewise, and it has paid off. Well, your people at UNUM, as Ms.
Kline pointed out, you are dealing with educated, well-trained peo-
ple who have high skills and the people you want to keep.

Ms. KOCH. People that we spent money training and we would
like to have them itome back, because to re-train somebody or train
somebody for those jobs, it is well worth our while. But I don't dis-
agree with her.

We have somewhat of the same issues when you have it avail-
able to your employees at your headquarters and then in our mar-
keting offices in different cities. Now,-the subsidy is available to
those people, but they don't have the on-site facility.

Senator CHAFEE. Was it ECS that started off with taking people
not just solely from your company?

Mr. HELLENBECK. Yes. We did.
Senator CHAFEE. And then gradually narrowed it down?
Mr. HELLENBECK. What we have found is that as the center has

operated and our employee population has grown, the demand for
children of employees has increased, and we even have a waiting
list of those children now. We would intend to serve them first. I
mean, that is the corporate perspective.

Senator CHAFEE. I guess the thing that really strikes home with
me is it is a very expensive undertaking. How high do you go in
age? Do you all go up through five? Is that about it, when they go
off to first grade or to kindergarten?

Mr. HELLENBECK. We start with infants, and this September we
will be opening a kindergarten, a licensed kindergarten. So, it will
be through age six then I woulr'. guess.

Ms. KOCH. And then, we have an after school program that takes
children from the time they leave kindergarten, if they are not in
our program, through the age of 12. And we have a summer pro-
gram, for kids that are home during the summer, through the age
of 12.

Senator CHAFEE. Wow. That must be very popular. Now, how do
the children get to you from school? Suppose somebody commutes
eight miles to get to your office and the children are in that school
eight miles from your center. How do they get to your after school
center?



Ms. KOCH. That has been one of' our biggest challenges. We had
thought that we had the support of our local school district and
that they were going to help bus the students to us, and that didn't
turn out to be the case.

So, we try and -help the parents arrange some kind of private
way of getting the kids to us, so that if they are there ic c thc' whole
day, they come with their parents. So, they can do that through
kindergarten. But, for the a~er school and the summer school, they
will need to arrange outside of their regular school district, which
has been a real challenge.

Senator CHAFEE. I will bet there are not many companies that
undertake caring for after school children. You are not into that,
are you, Ms. Mundy?

MS. MUNDY. No. No. I wish we could figure out how to make it
work. We have infants through kindergarten. But some of our em-
ployees driver 45 minutes to an hour in the morning. We are basi-
cally a rural state, and people drive into Portland.

And so, if they are leaving the children in the day care center,
that is one thing. But the kids may be back in Southport or
Boothbay or Lewiston. I mean, that is as far away as our employ-
ees come.

So, after school programs, with the kind of remote transportation
..at we have, is a real problem.
Can I also say one thing? The availability problem, at least

where we live, is uneven. The infant care and toddlers is a very,
very serious problem and after school care is a very serious prob-
lem.

You have public kindergartens. It is not the same thing as pri-
vate. But i don't want to leave the impression that all child care
is equal. We currently have 16 slots in our infant care program,
and our waiting list is 28. They are not going to get in until they
are 3 years old.

Ms. KOCH. I think that is true across the board, whether it is
Pennsylvania or another state. We have a long waiting list for our
infant room. We take 16 also. But, if you look at the centers that
are around us, they are experiencing the same things. So, we have
long waiting lists, and so do they. It seems to be tagged into certain
ages.

Senator CHAFEE. Senator Snowe.
Senator SNOWE. Thank you. It is interesting to listen to your per-

spectives believe obviously UNUM, Donna, has been a pioneer in
pr-viding child care. Mr. Hellenbeck, your company decided to
make that decision just a few years ago, to provide on-site facility,
which many companies, interestingly enough, are not doing in
America.

There was a time, less than 10 years ago, where there was a
strong interest on the part of business to do what they could at pro-
viding child care support some fashion and that has not been hap-
pening and that has really declined, I think, in the '90's. Obviously
the intent of our legislation is to try to spur the interest in compa-
nies, because it is expensive, and there are a lot of concerns with
liability as well.

And that is something that I wanted to ask about. Ms. line, ob-
viously Marriott has a different experience. So, we want to learn



from your experience so that we can craft legislation that is going
to be helpful, because I think businesses have to go be a partner
in this endeavor. I don't see that we can go it alone.

We have got to do what is going to be useful to creating incen-
tives for businesses to engage in providing this kind of support to
their employees.

Donna, does UNUM have perspective employees -ask and inquire
about the child care support and facilities? I mean, is that some-
thing they inquire about?

MS. MUNDY. It is a real recruiting tool. I agree with Mr.
Hellenbeck. When we set up the center 19 years ago, we actually
had a preference for our own employees, but allowed people in the
surround businesses. We have got National Semiconductor and a
few others out there.

And it was probably 60 percent our own employees and 40 per-
cent others. About 3 years ago we basically had to say only our own
employees, and now it is an excellent recruiting tool. And we are
running into issues with employees who have more than one child,
especially if they go out and have an infant.

Now they are going to have to stop some place else in the morn-
ing for infant care and drop the second child with us. But I -agree.
We just built the center that we have got now 3 years ago, and I
don't see us building another one.

I think the consortium idea has got some real merits. It helps
spread the costs, spread the risks, and by risks I mean-I don't
know if we will ever have an employee population as fertile as
yours. It is definitely your water, but it is a lot of work.

We have had L.L. Bean come in. We have had a number of
Maine businesses come and look and say how did you do it, and
they are afraid of the costs.

Senator SNOWE. They are afraid of the costs?
MS. MUNDY. Yes.
Senator SNowIE. You mean the ongoing costs or the construction

costs or what?
MS. MUNDY. Everything.
Senator SNowE. Everything.
MS. MUNDY. And anybody that is running three shifts, you have

got a whole different set of problems, which I am assuming you are
dealing with, too.

MS. ]KLINE. Yes.
Senator SNowE. Do you have a liability question? I mean, I know

you are in the insurance business.
MS. MUNDY. We can buy insurance.
Senator SNOwE. You can buy insurance. The whole consortium

issue, that was a very popular approach about 10 years ago. That
was one of the big issues. It was trying to encourage businesses to
create a consortium in an area so that it would spread all that you
said, the risks, the costs and everything else that went with it.

And that is problem something, Mr. Chairman, that we ought to
look at again as well. Maybe not just even in direct grants and tax
write offs. I mean, do you think that approach is good, tax write
off that we were talking about here for businesses? A tax credit.

MS. MUNDY. Anything you can do to deal with the costs. I mean,
we are in business, and that is what drives us. I think it would be



a plus. But there aren't a lot of companies that have 38 employees
in one location like we do.

There is a lot of small businesses, and I think the consortium
goes a long way to deal with some of those issues.

Ms. KLINE. I think there was a previous piece of research done
on tax incentives for corporations anyway, and the research, I
think, showed that tax incentives are nice, but they don't motivate
corporations to do additional or put more money into child care
than what is currently invested.

Senator SNOWE. What would be motivating, in your opinion
then? What would be the most motivating thing that would spur
businesses?

Ms. KINEr. I think businesses do have a role. I think spurring
businesses to create more center based child care is not necessarily
what we, as a country, want to do. I think we would be much bet-
ter off to look at community based child care solutions that busi-
nesses can contribute to in cooperation with the communities.

I think ultimately the solution is a community based solution. It
certainly is a community based solution for our population. The
majority of workers in this country that are not middle class, mid-
dle income workers, it is going to be hard to come up with any kind
of center based child care model that is affordable.

Senator SNOWE. So, it may well be tax credits for employers who
subsidize their employees child care?

Ms. KLINE. Right.
Senator SNOWE. Have you surveyed your employees to find out

exactly what hasn't gone right with the program?
Ms. KLINE. To assume it hasn't gone right I think is a misinter-

pretation. The program in Atlanta that is the low income popui-
lation child care program has gone very well. But to assume that
if, as an employer, you offer your employees 100 percent of the cost
of child care in a voucher or some other like program, to assume
that they are going to be their child to that center, prove to be a
false assumption.

They are not consumers of child care. So, that would be-I can't
think of a quick analogy. But they are not used to the model. They
don't trust the model. They are used to paying nothing in their own
neighborhood.

They are used to using their grandmother or extended family, a
sibling or a neighbor down the street.

Senator SNOW. It is just interesting that you mention that. I read
that in your testimony, that people were accustomed to their home
care, neighbors, family or whatever the case may be. It is interest-
ing because that is not an option for many people.

That is obviously the preference for care, but, on the other hand,
many people can't oven find any kind of day care.

Ms. KLINE. That is the reason the care is so unstable, and that
is what makes it a business issue. When you are relying on infor-
mal care options, your care breaks down very, very frequently.
Your informal care provider can just walk off the job, so to speak,
at the drop of a hat, and that creates a lot of instability in your
work force.
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Senator SNowE. So I guess businesses ought to be encouraged to
survey their employees and find out exactly what their preferences
are and whether or not they used it.

Ms. KLINE. Right.
Senator SNOWE. Okay. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Just a quick question, Mr. Hellenbeck. I notice

our company is a privately held company. Do yu think you would
e able to do as muich for your employees if it was a company

owned companies and share holders were always carefully looking
over your Shoulder?

Mr. HELLENBECK. Well, the president, who I report to, is not
here today. So, I can say exactly what I feel, which is that a pri-
vately owned company has the option of providing this type of ben-
efit, which is a major diversion of capital funds and operating
funds, without having to do it with shareholder approval or under
any other reporting requirements.

We think that is abig part of our entire benefits programs, is
the fact that we are privately held and that we can be as beneficial
to our employees and their children as we are.

Senator CHAE1. Ms. Mundy, do you have the actual experience,
or do you hear from your company that people have actually come
to work for your company, good people that you are delighted to
have, because the child care has induced them to come?

MS. MUNDY. No question. The two big selling points, other than
being in Portland, Maine, for UNUM, are on-site child care and
business casual year-round. Honest to God. Computer people love
it.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Fine. Well, thank you very much for
coming. Again, we have had long distance commuters. I guess Ms.
Mundy is the longest one, but we are all glad you are here.

Now, the next panel will be Hon. Bernard Jackvony, Lieutenant
Governor of Rhode Island; Ms. Christine Ferguson, Director of the
Rhode Island Department of Human Services; Ms. Rochelle
Chronister, who we previously have been introduced to, from Kan-
sas, and Mr. Mark Nadel.

All right. I want to say how delighted I am personally, and I am
sure the others join with me in welcoming our Lieutenant Governor
from my state. He has done an excellent job.

Lieutenant Governor Jackvony, we are very glad you are here.
Why don't you proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. BERNARD A. JACKVONY, LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR, PROVIDENCE, RI

LT. GOV. JACKvoNY. Thank you very much, Senator. And like-
wise, it is an honor for me to be here in front of you as the chair-
man of this committee.

We want to tell you a little bit about the issue of child are as
it relates to our home State of Rhode Island. And thanks to the
hard work of Christina Ferguson, who I know you are very familiar
with, our director of human services and the vision of Governor Al-
mond, we believe that our approach to day care has been both inno-
vative and unique.

There certainly is a critical need to identify and address the
health, education and development issues that face our childhood



population. Proper care at the formative stage of life, particularly
the years zero through six, have a substantial impact on the overall
development of a child.

Approximately 49,000 Rhode Island infants and pre-school chil-
dren are in need of some type of care. While this is a large number,
there is a very limited supply of child care, especially among in-
fants, young children or children with disabilities and special
needs.

Let me reiterate a simple fact. Proper child care at this stage of
development is proven to increase the aptitude for learning and de-
velopment. Specifically, the development of child between the ages
of zero and three is proven to have a direct correlation with brain
cell development.

Further, reading skill by grade four is the best predictor of aca-
demic success. We, in Rhode Island, enjoy a wonderful quality of
life, but for that quality of life to continue, we need to deliver a
quality education to all of our children.

Early childhood development relates directly to children's aca-
demic achievement. Children need care. It is a very simple concept.
But the challenges which face Rhode Island families, and indeed,
all families in our country, require the assurance that all children
are cared for properly, and that becomes more of a complication.

Children from poor families have shown a greater need for qual-
ity care. Learning disabilities and behavioral problems are more
likely to occur with low income families. In Rhode Island, we are
working hard to make quality child care accessible and afford to ev-
eryone through those two programs. Or, through two programs,
called "Right Care and Starting Right."

Rhode Island spends approximately $24 million a year for child
care. $13 million comes from State funds, and $11 miillion has come
from block grants.

But in order for the Starting Right program to be successful, we
-need to draw upon Federal funds. I have provided more specific de-
tails on those programs in my written testimony.

Both Governor Almond and I recognize that to properly prepare
the State of Rhode Island to succeed in the coming century, child
care is a top priority. Rhode Island has made great strides in the
area of child care, and, with additional leadership from Christy
Ferguson, has come to be respected as a national model.

Rhode Island is the only State 'in the country in which child care
is guaranteed to working families. It is also the only State in which
health and dental insurance are available to licensed, home based
day care providers.

As I said earlier, we are providing or preparing for the next cen-
tury, and this means preparing for success. By investing in child
care we are laying the ground work for families to have access to
quality care.

With greater accessibility and quality health care in place, par-
ents can enter the work force with a piece of mind that their chil-
dren are in excellent hands. And by making health care available
for home based providers, we are encouraging more and more peo-
ple to pursue that as a career choice, and that certainly is a win,
win situation for Rhode Island.



As you see, there is a need not only to provide care for this frag-
ile age group, but also, to foster the necessary environment that
will encourage parents to participate in qualified child care oppor-
tunities and to attract qualified professionals to provide that need-
ed care.

Let me again say that it is a great opportunity for Rhode Island
and for Governor Almond and myself to be able to present you with
information and facts about our child care program. And I am hop-
ing that any questions you may have can not only be answered by
myself, but also, by Christy Ferguson, who I hope will give us more
details on the aggressive plans that we have in Rhode Island to
provide this child care. Thank you.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Governor, and I appre-
ciate that. It is a big undertaking that our State is embarked in
when you see the figures and see what is being done.

And now, Ms. Ferguson, who is director of the Rhode Island De-
partment of Human Services and worked here in Washington for
many years with great success. So, why don't you proceed, Ms. Fer-
guson.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTINE C. FERGUSON, DIRECTOR, RHODE
ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, CRANSTON, RI
Ms. FERGUSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
We have been consumed with our own issues in Rhode Island for

the past 6 months; getting welfare reform implemented and help-
ing our lower income families move into the work force, and we
have assumed, because of early reports, that something would pass
on child care at the Federal level.

A shock wave has gone through our State as a result of some of
the things that we have been reading in the national press, and as
a result of the information that was sent up for us so we could pre-
pare for this hearing.

Rhode Island will draw down all of its child care block grant, $11
million, and another $1.5 million from Title 20. So, if Title 20 is
cut by 15 percent, as was being discussed, we will lose money for
our child care program in the state. In addition, we will spend, in
Rhode Island, ,$13 million in State funds to -support working fami-
lies.

Forty-three percent of the children who are receiving our child
care subsidy now are on cash assistance, but 57 percent are not.
One of the key elements of our proposals over the past 3 years has
been to sever the tie completely between welfare cash payments
and those services, like health insurance and child care, that are
supports for working families.

In Rhode Island, Governor Almond has worked together with the
State legislature to dynamically re-engineer socioeconomic pro-
grams, such as health and welfare, and their impact on economic
development. In Rhode Island, 95 percent of all of our businesses
have less than 50 employees.

Small businesses struggle to provide good wages and are often
unable to fund quality health and child care benefits. Governor Al-
mond is making it possible for Rhode Island small business to
thrive and prosper by providing them with quality benefits to aid
workers.



It is the belief of the Governor, the Lieutenant Governor and the
leadership in our State that this is helping small businesses in our
State retain their best and brightest employees. No one has to go
through the cash door to get help to remain working.

We are motivated, clearly, by a set of goals related to children
that we all agree on, and that is that our continued prosperity and
economic growth in our State depends on our children growing into
emotionally competent, socially responsible and academically pro-
ficient adults.

Without that, we have no future. And as the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor has pointed out, brain development that is occurring pri-
marily, as we now see, between the ages of zero and six, that is
the critical time, the critical intervention. And if we intervene prop-
erly at that point, our kids have a much greater chance of success.

I am not going to go through my full, written testimony, because
as I was preparing for this hearing, as I said, it sent a shock wave.
The thought that something might not pass Congress sent a
shockwave through our state, and many people in the State came
together to read some of the national materials, some of the press
releases that have come out from members of the committee, as
well as from members of the House and the Senate.

They came together, read those materials, and one of the people
included in that discussion was a woman who I hired recently who
comes from Newport, Rhode Island, who had been on welfare and
has a 5-year-old daughter.

After some discussion, she said to me, "I don't understand. I
thought that I was supposed to work, but it sounds like some of
these folks from DC are saying that I should be at home with my
daughter, and I don't understand what it is that they really want
me to do."

We have been having a fairly esoteric discussion about the
Mommy Wars that have been going on down here apparently, and
this comment brought everybody up short. And I spent all day yes-
terday, and all night, dreaming and this morning on the way down
on the plane trying to figure out what the right answer to give this
young woman was.

And it occurred to me that perhaps the debate is missing a
framework, and I would like to suggest one for you. When you
passed welfare reform, the nation gave a very clear message; that
if a family is receiving cash assistance from the government, it is
more important for that family to go to work and earn a living or
even to go to work and not earn a living, in a volunteer job, than
it is to stay at home and take care of the child.

That was a very clear message, and I agree with that message
100 percent, and that is what we are implementing in Rhode Is-
land.

It is clear, from reading the press releases and the newspaper ar-
ticles, on the other hand, that many people in leadership roles be-
lieve that maybe my family, for example, has made the wrong deci-
sion; that because neither my husband nor I are at home full-time
with my 5-year-old, Gregory, that we are not making the right deci-
sion.

There is a lot of discomfort that a tax credit for people who are
working may be encouraging them to make a choice that people are



not comfortable with in leadership roles. The discussion of equity
between my family and the families that you heard from earlier I
think is extremely important.

The value of a mother staying at home should be equal to the
value of someone putting their child in child care. We shouldn't de-
value moms who stay at home, but that is really only one part of
this debate.

So, I would suggest to you that perhaps you need to determine
at what wage level is it appropriate for one parent to support the
other parent and the child. Make some decisions about what is an
appropriate cost for a house, what is an appropriate cost for rent,
if it is not to buy, what is appropriate neighborhood; all of those
choices that a person makes.

At what point is it more appropriate for one parent to stay home?
Pick an income level, whatever that income level is. Above that,
there should be no distinction between whether you work or you
don't work, in terms of a tax credit or any other incentive.

Below that, we have clearly decided that that parents-both par-
ents, if necessary-should work to keep that family off of any Fed-
eral cash assistance. For those families, at whatever that income
level is, we have to be focused on the fact that those children are
indeed our future economic prosperity.

And if their parents are not in the position to be able to take care
of them at home, because we have told them that we want them
to work, then we need to provide the supports for those children.

The cheapest possible thing for any of us to do is to give a cash
payment to a family. On a year to year budgeting basis, it is much
cheaper for us to pay $550 a month to a family and keep them at'
home. It is much more expensive to get people into a work environ-
ment if they have children because of the child care issue.

But, if we have made that decision, and I think as a nation we
have-and as I say, I agree with it wholeheartedly-then we have
to invest in the child care. In Rhode Island there are 53,000 kids
who qualify. We only provide child care for 8,000 of them yet.

We have drawn down our total child care block grant. We are in-
vesting with State dollars. We need your help. If we don't have it,
then our goal in Rhode Island, and I think the goal that should be
of the nation's; that our children grow into emotionally competent,
socially responsible and academically proficient adults in order for
us to have prosperity and growth is crucial. Thank you.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much. Those are very thought-
ful comments.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Ferguson appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator CHAFEE. Ms. Chronister, Secretary, Kansas Department
of Social and Rehabilitation Services. We are delighted you are
here. And, of course, we had that warm welcome from Senator Rob-
erts earlier. Why don't you proceed.



STATEMENT OF ROCHELLE CHRONISTER,4 SECRETARY, KAN-
SAS DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERV-
ICES, TOPEKA, KS

Secretary CHRONISTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I
am pleased to have the opportunity to visit with you about some
of the things that are happening in Kansas.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, I am going to deviate from my testi-
mony. I will very briefly tell you a few of the things that are in
it, and then I would like to tell you about a couple of child care
operations in Kansas that are sponsored by corporations that I
thought you might be interested in, after listening to what it was
that you have had to say.

What it is that is happening in Kansas is that we will pay to
child care up to 185 percent of poverty for a family. We also have
basically separated it from whether or not people are on cash as-
sistance.

The same thing is true of what it is that we are going to do with
insurance for the uninsured children, the program that you all
passed just within the last few months.

So, we are in the process of separating some of the supports for
families who are low income familis and working from the welfare
stigma, to some extent, and helping those families become, as much
as they possibly can, members of the work force who probably rep-
resent what Kansas thinks is what you ought to be doing, and that
is going to work.

In Kansas, we have been doing a number of things. We have in-
creased our child care rate payments, and when I hear what it is
that some of the other States are providing in child care rate say-
ments, I realize we really don't pay very much; however, we o it
on the basis, of a rate study, of what it is that is going on and what
is being paid for child care in local areas in Kansas.

And frankly, in many areas that is not very much, but we have
increased our infant and toddler rates by 25 percent over the last
2 years.

We have awarded grants to 135 local child care centers and 700
family home providers to help establish new sites and to enhance
the quality of our existing programs. We have established, on a
statewide basis, a child care resource and referral network.

We are working with parents of children with special health
needs in order to help them find providers, and that has been a
very difficult thing for many of them. We are providing technical
assistance and grants to help employers and businesses develop on-
site child care facilities-.

We are in the process of a new Early Headstart program that
has been designed and that our legislature just agreed to a week
before last that will focus on improving the quality of the care pro-
vided in family home child care givers. It will also offer a coordi-
nated, comprehensive service to children and families.

And then, we have changed our State laws to help us with before
and after school child care, which is something that I think I heard
you asking about just a few minutes ago, so that schools may be
the site of before and after school child care, which had been very
difficult in the past in Kansas because of some of the rules and reg-
ulations that were present.



Mr. Chairman, as I said, with that, I am going to kind of jump.
And I want to tell you a little bit about what some of the informa-
tion is that is in your blue packet that you have that came from
Kansas.

One of the things is a little brochure that we put together that
is called "Child Care", on the front, that helps employers identify
what it is that they can do; how many different ways they can be
involved in providing child care for some of their employees.

It also talks about the tax credit that is available in Kansas and
what it is that they can do to go about receiving that child care tax
credit. We will also allow, for improvements in child care or start
ups of child care, an employer to have a tax credit of $50,000, and
we will match it with $50,000 also.

A couple of other things that I have heard you talking about this
morning would be particularly child care for small communities.
And I come from my hometown-it is a very small community-
and I go home there every weekend.

They have put together a coordinated group, with our community
developmental disabilities organization, that is a combination of
child care for children who have disabilities and child care for peo-
ple in the community who are looking for child care. Particularly
at odd hours, although it is not as much as in some places.

But they will go from 5:00 in the morning until 7:00 in the
evening to help some of our industries who start very early in the
morning to try and get away from some of tho se hot Kansas sum-
mers that take place.

The community that I am talking about is only 3,000 people, and
yet, they will start, next week, with a new child care cooperative
that will take care of 50 children, part of whom will be disabled
children, and part of whom will be children from particularly one
of our companies that-.starts very early in the morning and provide
that child care for those children.

There is also a special project going on in another Kansas com-
munity that is about 10,000 that will provide child care for odd
hours, the 5:00 p.m. to midnight-that is a cooperative group-be-
tween several businesses within the community that operate two
shifts, or some of them even operate three shifts, in order to help
with that.

And finally, the thing that I am going to tell you that is in your
blue packet also is that two of the hospitals in the City of Topeka
have combined to provide child care from approximately 5:00 in the
morning until midnight, in order to take care of nurses and nurs-
ing personnel who meet on 12 hour shifts.

Now, they may only work two or 3 days a week, but they worked
it out so that the children of those people will have rather odd
times, when it is that they are going to be in and out, and have
put together a facility, which they fund on a yearly basis, to the
tune of almost $1.5 million.

Those are things that are maybe a little different from some of
the things that you have heard this morning, Mr. Chairman. I
wanted to be sure that if you had an interest in knowing more
about them, you would know where some of the information was
and some of the different things that Kansas has been doing as far
as our child care. Thank you very much.



Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Ms. Chronister.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Chronister appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator CHAFEE. And now, Mr. Mark Nadel.

STATEMENT OF MARK NADEL, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR IN-
COME SECURITY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION
AND HUMAN SERVICES, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. NADEL. Mr. Chairman, my testimony today is based pr-

marily on a recent report on State child care programs that Scn-
ator Dodd mentioned. I will discuss first how much the States are
spending on child care; second, how the States are trying to in-
crease the supply of child care; and third, the extent to which
States are changing standards for providers.

Our work is based on case studies of seven states' child care sub-
sidy programs and information about the child care subsidy pro-
grams in all 50 states. I will not briefly summarize our findings.

First, in response to welfare reform, the seven States we re-
viewed are expanding funding for child care programs. Combined
Federal and State child care and development funds in the seven
States, between 1996 and 1997, increased from $1.1 billion to $1.4
billion. And the number of children increased by an average of
about 17 percent a State.

All seven States we reviewed intend to spend at least enough
State funds to qualify for the maximum amount of Federal match-
ing block grant funds available, and in three of the States, more
than enough. So, the States are spending more and expanding serv-
ices.

Even though the seven States we reviewed are expanding their
programs, they are still unable to provide assistance to all families
that meet, the Federal eligibility criteria. The States we reviewed
said they could meet the child care needs of welfare families and
those just going off welfare, and some gave them priority, but serv-
ing other low income people was problematic.

The law governing the block grant allows States to extend eligi-
bility for subsidized care to families earning up to 85 percent of
State medium income, but most States don't go that high.

In any case, the formal cut off only establishes eligibility in a
state. It is not a guarantee of services or of a sufficient subsidy,
and most States are not serving all the low income people who
need services.

Some states, like Oregon, have a large number of people nomi-
nally eligible for child care subsidies, but limit the number getting
services by having co-payments; having co-payments that go up the
income ladder and so effectively cut off subsidies.

At the other end, States like Wisconsin limit eligibility to people
below a lower income level, but have very low co-payments so that
most eligible people can actually afford the service. -

I have talked about funding. The second issue I want to address
is supply. The supply of child care appears, so far, to have kept

p ace with increases in demand. Particularly for the welfare popu-
lation.



One indication of this is that these States have not had to grant
many exempticDns from work requirements because of a lack of
child care. All seven of our states, and most of the 50 states, are
also being proactive in supporting and encouraging the entrance of
new child care providers into the market.

Some States are working engage the private sector in expanding
or improving the provider supply. Maryland, for example, funds a
grant program to help registered family child care providers comply
with regulations and to enhance their services.

Other States have created incentives for employers to provide
child care, such low cost loans and tax breaks.

I want to caution, however, that as welfare reform succeeds in
getting more people into the work force, it is still too early to know
whether funding and supply will meet that need. There are also
specialized needs, such as infant care and after school care that are
now and may continue to fall short of current and projected needs.

Also, we have estimated that the gap between projected demand
and supply to be even greater in low income areas.

At the same time that States are expanding their programs and
attempting to increase supply, they appear to be maintaining child
care standards and their current enforcement practices. A recent
survey of States reported that quality standards and enforcement
have generally been maintained and in many cases enhanced.

However, the long term picture is yet unknown and future fiscal
pressures could ultimately lead States to devote fewer State re-
sources to monitoring and regulating child care providers.

One issue of concern is the informal care arrangements that are
widely used by welfare and other low income families. Much of this
care is exempt from State standards and is minimally regulated.

To address concerns about the safety and quality of informal
care, some States impose additional requirements, such as doing
background criminal checks on informal providers who receive sub-
sidies. Nonetheless, there still is concern that an effort to expand
the supply of State subsidized care-that that effort could extend
to the area of informal care, which tends to exist in minim ally reg-
ulated or unregulated settings.

In conclusion, States are expanding their child care programs in
response to welfare reform, but it is too early to know how effective
these efforts will be in meeting the child care needs of low income
families.

Although they now have more funds devoted to child care and
greater flexibility in designing their subsidy programs, States still
face difficult choices in deciding who will be served.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nadel appears in the appendix.]
Senator CHAFEE. I want to call everybody's attention. At half

past 10:00, I said there was 120 minutes to half past 12:00, and
we had 12 witnesses, and that works out to 10 minutes a witness.

Now, we- have completed the 12th witness at half past 12:00. I
think everybody deserves a gold star for his or her performance. I
would like to ask some questions.

Ms. Ferguson, you said quite a shocking statement, I suppose, if
I understood it right. What you are saying is if you have got some-
body on welfare with small children that would require child care,



it is really cheaper, and I suppose less bother, to keep them on wel-
fare. Send them a check, and the situation is taken care of. Is that
what you were saying?

MS. FERGUSON. When we did welfare reform in Rhode Island,
what we consistently said was that if you look at it from a year
to year budgeting perspective, that each year, if you simply contin-
ued to pay-cut the cash benefit check, your whole administration
was simply to determine eligibility and cut that check, and your so-
cial work was limited to crisis intervention, which is what the old
welfare system really was, that that is cheaper, on a year to year
basis, than it is to provide that family that might be on cash assist-
ance at any given time with the kind of support that they need to
work their way out of welfare.

And that support is health insurance, child care, employment
and training skills. We do now family assessments every time a
-family comes in; employment plans. We have had to beef up what
we do administratively.

And, in the long run, we believe that it is going to pay us, that
our supports will be in the child care, health care arena and some
in employment, training and education and that our investments in
child care will lead to fewer people being on the rolls in the future.

Senator CHAFEE. And presumably, these people would not only
get the virtues that come from working and the satisfaction of
being a producing citizen, but presumably, they also are filling a
necessary billet in the economy.

Ms. FERGUSON. Correct. The problem that I was alluding to in
my statement is that the discussion that you had earlier today in
this hearing room was about whether or not that was the best deci-
sion. In other words, the woman going to work and achieving self-
esteem and showing that she able to support her family and being
a good role model for her child.

That is a good thing in a low income family. It is maybe not such
a good thing in a family where the family could afford to survive
on one parent's income. And my suggestion was you need to pick
a level where it is appropriate, because otherwise there would be
some sort of Federal assistance involved, for the work and the self
esteem element of work to come first.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Now, Ms. Chronister, I was very in-
terested in what you said'about some of these small communities
in Kansas, in your hometown, plus towns somewhat larger nearby
where they are providing day care from 5:00 to midnight. Or at
least starting at 5:00 a.m. and continuing along into the evening.

To me, that is remarkable. I don't know who you find. How do
they get the people to do that?

Secretary CHRONISTER. One of the things that-
Senator CHAFEE. And did you say the developmentally disabled

were the ones who were running the program?
Secretary CHRONISTER. Yes. It is the mentally retarded, which

we now call in Kansas developmentally disabled. We have a com-
munity organization in Kansas. This one happens to serve four dif-
ferent counties I believe. But it is in the home county now of the
organization where they are putting together the child care facility
that will open next week, as a matter of fact.



But I suspect that they just handed to you, Mr. Chairman, some
of the background on New Beginnings. The Duchea High School,
for instance, will provide four to six apprentices as aids in the
classroom. That is one way that you find the people to staff the-fa-
cility.

The Community Site Council has helped out with quality assur-
ance and policies. Local government has provided $60,000 for con-
struction, and then I think the one that you would be particularly
interested in is the fact that the industrial park businesses have
put in over $35,000 to help with construction. And they are now
in the process of agreeing that they will put in, every year, an
amount to subsidize how that child care will provided in the com-
munity.

Ms. FERGUSON. And, Mr. Chairman, just to add onto that, in
terms of non-traditional hours, quite frequently, when somebody is
hired in a hospital say in Rhode Island, in their first job they will
often be employed in the hours that are less attractive. So, that is
non-traditional hours.

So, your lower income families will often be in a situation of hav-
ing to try to find child care in non-traditional hours because that
is the job they can get first.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Nadel, several States have not drawn down
all of their TANF money, and what is the reason for that cited
most frequently?

Mr. NADEL. There could be several reasons. Also, when we talk
about drawing it down, it is sort of a rolling thing, so that it is true
that both 0MB and CR0 has shown-they haven't drawn it down
for 1997, but they will qualify by making it up in 1998.

There could be several reasons. One, it make take some time to
gear up to develop new subsidy programs. So, that is a possibility.

Second, as the woman from Marriott said, in their own experi-
ence, this is also a population that may not be in the market and
make take some education. We found that in our work, when we
looked at Louisiana, which developed a program and initially didn't
have enough takers, but over time they did some outreach and they
did get more people off welfare availing themselves of child care
centers.

So I think those are a couple of the reasons. Also, the lack of
draw down is projected to increase in the out years, but I think
time will tell.

Senator CRiAFEE. Was it you that said that the States haven't
asked for any exemptions from TANF requirements based on the
inability to find child care?

Mr. NADEL. That is right. I am not saying no exemptions, but we
were told there is very few for that reason.

Senator CHAFEE. That is interesting, because it seems to me that
the whole picture we have had today is the difficulty in finding af-
fordable, quality, with accents around quality, care.

Mr. NADEL. Well, that raises an important distinction. When I
say that the States have been able to meet the need, I should em-
phasize it is the need for the welfare families, for the families
transitioning off welfare. And the block grant explicitly gives prior-
ity, to that population.



And, of course, the States have other incentives to reduce their
case load, and the way to reduce your case load is to have people
have jobs and provide child care for people transitioning off.

But all the States that we talked to told us that they have prob-
lems meeting the needs of the currently working poor. So, it is im-
portant to distinguish between those populations. Even though
with the new block grant that Congress created, does give the
States flexibility to have seamless totally income based programs,
it seems like only a minority of States are basing it purely on in-
come, rather than welfare status.

Senator CHAFEE. Let me see if I understand this. As I get the
picture, there is a every incentive for the States to use the block
grant money to help somebody who is on welfare to get off welfare
to care for his or her child, whereas the individual who has never
been on welfare, but is the working poor, they get shunted aside.

Secretary CHRONISTER. That is not true in Kansas, Mr. Chair-
man. Because we made a decision that it would be on-we would
talk about whether or not they were on welfare. We would base it
strictly on that 185 percent of poverty, so that people who are the
low income working poor have the same opportunity as people who
are coming off of assistance.

I would say also, Mr. Chairman, that Kansas has no waiting list,
that we think that-we will be honest with you. We are not sure
why. I have 12 areas offices in a State that is 400 miles wide by
200 tall.

Senator CHAFEE. Good management at the top.
Secretary CHRONISTER. And we have been actively talking out in

our communities about the fact that there is a child care subsidy
available up to 185 percent.

Senator CHAFEE. I am going to ask the final question now to
each of you, and here is the question. I want you to speculate a bit.

If your States were to get double the money for the Child Care
Development Block Grant, how would you spend it? In other words,
you can increase reimbursement or you can raise the income eligi-
bility. You can development community based programs to increase
availability. What would you do?

I will start with you, Mr. Nadel. Well, you are not a State per-
son. I will go to Ms. Chronister. What would you do if you got extra
money?

Secretary CHRONISTER. We would put it into grants to help fund
new child care out there. I think we would especially talk to our
corporations.

We would use some of the models that have been developed in
Kansas in the last two or 3 years and say, look, we think there is
a way to make this work, even in very small communities. As I
said, Duchea is 3,000.

And we would use it to increase the quality of child care out
there. Part of what it is that we are doing right now is putting $5
million of that money into Early Headstart in order to hit that zero
to three age range.

Senator CHAFEE. Okay. Lieutenant Governor Jackvony, did you
or Ms. Ferguson want to field that one?
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LT,. GoV. JACKVONY. I think I am going to let Ms. Ferguson han-
dleithat one.

Senator CHAFEE. All right.
MS. FERGUSON. You have in front of you a packet that has, on

the top, "Rhode Island Cares About Families." If you open that up,
you will see a proposal called "Starting Right."

The plan is to double the amount of State funding for child care
in Rhode Island over the next three years. So, if you were to pass
your child care proposal, we already have a bipartisan agreement
on exactly what we will do with it.

It will be focused on quality expansion, increased headstart sites,
expansion of capacity, professionalism of child care providers, with
a provision of health care benefits to both center based and family
providers, after school programs for older kids and increased rates
for child care services for younger kids.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Thank you all very, very much for
coming. That concludes the hearing.

[Whereupon, at 12:41 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMI[TED FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAULA BROGLIO

Good morning. My name is Paula Broglio. I am a divorced mother with sole cus-
tody of my 4V2 year old son and I do not receive child support. My parents have
taken care of my son since he was born because I could not afford child care. How
fortunate I am to have them. When my son was 3, 1 knew he needed to be in an
environment with other children, and I realized the toll babysitting was having on
my parents so I started looking into pre-schools. Since I have been employed at the
University of Maryland for the last 16 years, I went to The Center for Young Chil-
dren, which is the child care center on campus, to inquire about enrolling my son
for pre-school. I was shocked when the director told me my cost on a sliding scale
would be close to $500 per month-a lot of money when you net only $19,000 per
year. I asked if there were any grants or scholarships available and the director told
me there were none. Even if I could have afforded the monthly cost there was at
least a two year wait to get him in the program. From there I went to several local
child care centers and experienced complete frustration. All the centers were expen-
sive and some were not fit for children. At one particular center, during my inter-
view a child interrupted to tell the director the milk was sour. In the other room
I heard an employee yelling at a child who was crying. Out of desperation, I went
to the local Catholic Church and explained my financial situation to the priest who
agreed to accept my son at their pre-school for a reduced fee. In exchange for a re-
duced fee I must commit to being involved in the school above and beyond what a
typical parent is asked, which includes extra evening meetings and extra fund-rais-
ers. This puts an additional burden on my baby-sitting parents.

This past October, our Nation's First Lady, Hillary Rodham Clinton, visited the
University's Center for Young Children and expressed her approval of the quality
and availability of the Center. When the question and answer period began I imme-
diately rose to my feet to state to Mrs. Clinton that the center for young children
was not available to everyone and not affordable to many employees at the Univer-
sity. Mrs. Clinton agreed that what I had encountered at the University was indeed
a problem. Following the First's Lady's visit to the campus I was interviewed by the
Washington Post and, shortly thereafter, by USA TODAY and other lQcal papers
which have helped bring this issue to the public's attention. Working parents inside
the University and outside as well have asked me to continue speaking on their be-
half.

It does not make sense to me that someone employed at a thriving University
with one of the top quality child care centers in the United States not be able to
enroll my son due to financial constraints. If it were not for my elderly parents, I
would have to quit my job and go on welfare because my income would not even
cover a one-bedroom apartment and child care, let alone such expenses as car re-
pairs, dental work, clothes and any activities for my child or myself. My parents will
not live for ever and my expenses will only increase. What a shame that I have to
lose my dignity in order that my son gets the education he deserves, but I am will-
ing to do that because he is my responsibility. The education of all children should
be our #1 priority of everyone. There are many people who would like to have the
voice that I have right now so I am speaking not only for myself, but for them. No
child should be deprived of quality, safe, available childcare because of limited fi-
nancial resources. Thank you.

(53)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE

Good morning. I want to welcome everyone today to this hearing on child care.
This is a very important subject, one that I believe the Congress should address
and, I hope, will address this year. I want to welcome those Senators who are not
members of the committee but who are here to show their support for child care
legislation--Senators Snowe, Roberts, and Specter. Along with Senators Hatch and
Collins, we have all been working together on a comprehensive child care proposal
called the Caring for Children Act. I also want to welcome Senator Dodd, who has
been a tireless advocate for child care.

Ask any parent of young children what they worry about most and you will un-
doubtedly hear a litany of child care trials and tribulations. There are approxi-
mately 13 million children in this country who spend all or part of their day being
cared for in a child care center, by relatives, by a babysitter or in a family child
care program. Child care can cost anywhere between $4,000 and $8,000 for one
child. For families at the lower end of the income scale, as so many young families
with children are, these costs are clearly prohibitive. We must do more to help these
families with quality, affordable child care.

At the same time, there are many low and middle income families who choose to
forego that critical second income so that one parent can remain at home to care
for the children. These parents are performing an important service to their families
and to society, and I believe we should acknowledge their value as well.

I do not believe that government should dictate the choices parents make about
who will care for their children-that decision should remain with the parents. Tax
policy should not favor one arrangement over another. At the same time, we fully
recognize that the child care problem cannot be solved solely through the tax code.
Many families earn so little they do not have tax liability, making a tax credit
worthless. These families can only be helped through subsidies.

Our legislation addresses all these concerns. It provides a tax credit for families
where both parents work and for those where one parent stays at home. It also dou-
bles the funding for the Child Care and Development Block Grant which provides
direct assistance to lower income families. The bill also provides a tax credit for
businesses that build or operate on or near-site child care facilities.

This morning we are going to have an opportunity to hear from the very people
who are affected by our child care policies. First we will hear from a panel of moth-
ers, some of whom work outside the home and have their children in various types
of daycare, and others who choose to stay at home to care for their children. Each
of these women face enormous challenges, both financial and logistical, and I believe
their testimony will be most instructive. We will also hear from a panel of busi-
nesses who provide on or near-site child care, and what impact this has had on their
employees and their bottom line. We will also have an opportunity to hear from sev-
eral state officials who administer child care programs, and the concerns they have
about federal policy.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROCHELLE CHRONISTER

Distinguished Committee members, thank you for inviting me to be here with you
this morning. It is an honor to speak with you today on Senate Bill 1577 and wel-
fare reform. Specifically, child care initiatives which help families gain and maintain
their independence.

My name is Rochelle Chronister. I am Secretary of the Kansas Department of So-
cial and Rehabilitation Services. SRS is responsible for a variety of social service
programs which include cash assistance, employment preparation services, food
stamps and child care services. Kansas integrated these programs into one commis-
sion in 1996 to strengthen the connection between helping welfare recipients find
jobs and providing the child care needed to keep them employed.

We have been successful in helping families move from the welfare rolls to the
workforce. Our cash assistance caseload has dropped 55 percent since January 1994.
During the same period, child care needs for employed families have increased 33
percent. We believe this demand will continue to grow. Kansans receiving assistance
aire challenging us to develop high quality child care settings in sufficient numbers
to allow parents to go to work each day free from worry for their children's safety.

We have used Child Care Development funds to help build capacity to meet the
growing need for child care slots.-

o Child care payment rates were increased to encourage provider recruiting, re-
tention and quality. Infant and toddler rates were increased 25 percent over two
years;
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" Grants were awarded to 135 local child care centers and 700 family home pro-
viders t6 establish new site,3 and to enhance the quality of existing programs;

" Funding was increased to improve state and local monitoring of health and
safety standards;

" The Child Care Resource and Referral Network was expanded statewide to pro-
vide a link between parents and providers, offer training, and monitor commu-
nity child care needs;

" Workgroups were established to pursue ways to meet the needs of parents of
children with special health care needs. A provider handbook for this population
is being created;

" Technical assistance and grants were made available to help employers and
businesses develop on site child care facilities;

" A bold state Early Head Start program has been designed. Focusing on improv-
ing the quality of care provided by family home child care givers, it will offer
coordinated comprehensive services to children and families;

" Through revisions to the state child care licensing regulations, schools have
been encouraged to create before and after school programs.

Even with all this activity and investment, there are challenge3 which must be
addressed if we are to provide access to quality child care for every Kansas family.
We still have communities where there is a shortage of infant and toddler, school
age, and evening and weekend care. Additional recruiting and establishment activi-
ties are needed to help meet these specific demands in both rural and urban areas.

We must continue to support employers--especially small businesses-to help
them develop family-friendly practices, including on-site or near-site child care.
Such strategies are known to be cost effective; while reducing stress levels, absen-
teeism and employee turnover. Conversely, this approach enhances recruiting and
retaining quality workers, and increases positive attitudes of both business owners
and employees.

There are growing concerns about the quality of child care programs in Kansas.
Parents want high quality care for their children. However, they often don't know
how to identify or demand such services. There is, then, a need to develop and exe-
cute a comprehensive public awareness campaign to educate parents, child care pro-
viders and employers on the importance of early childhood experiences, and the
components of high quality child care. Private sector resources will be needed to
carry out such an extensive campaign.

Additionally, there is growing concern that--once the public understands how to
define quality care-there won't be enough quality programs to meet our needs. We
must design a coordinated, statewide child care professional development system,
including a career lattice and core competencies, which all early care and education
staff must meet. This initiative should involve a wide array of activities and re-
sources, including:

" Multi-level training opportunities, to provide a systematic approach to career
progression and compensation for child care workers. Training should be avail-
able in both rural and urban areas; it should have an appropriate curriculum
content;, and should involve community colleges, vocational and -technical
schools and traditional colleges and universities;

" Developing a statewide system to help center-based and home providers to
achieve national accreditation;

" An ongoing adequate compensation scale should be structured and funded to re-
ward and retain the trained workforce and eliminate the turnover problems cur-
rently faced in the profession.

We believe we have been both forward- thinking and willing to invest hard-earned
taxpayer dollars in trying to meet our immediate child care capacity requirements.
There is, however, much which must yet be done.

As we move to ensure that Kansas children enter the 21st century ready to learn
and compete in the global marketplace, we must take advantage of strategies that
we already know will work. SB 1577 is one step which will provide states an oppor-
tunity and the flexibility to design an infrastructure specific to their needs, leading
to long term, positive changes in the child care delivery system. I encourage you to
make a difference in the lives of our children, by supporting these initiatives.

Attachments.
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~.Building

Blocks
GENERAL INFORMATION

Building Blocks is a child care center established by Stormont-
Vail HealthCare and St. Francis Hospital and Medical Center.
It is located on the corner of 7th and Lane, within walking
distance of both medical centers. The center opened in October
of 1993.

Building Blocks is the largest child care facility in Topeka,
with a total of 20,000 square feet, including a 4,000 square
feet internal courtyard and playground.

Included in the facility:
*Classrooms for each developmental stage
*Multipurpose room
*Separate area for sick children
*Outside playground for older children
*Summ~fer camp program for school-age children

The center has an enrollment capacity of 200 and is open from
6:00AM to 8:00PM.

BENEFITS OF ON-SITE LOCATION

With the close proximity to both medical facilities, depending
on their work schedules, parents have an opportunity to walk
over to join their child for lunch, participate in special
activities, or just drop in to get a hug. Nursing moms have
a quiet place to feed their babies and are able to walk over
for feeding time.

PARENT COMMENTS

Parents with children enrolled at Building Blocks often remark
about how fortunate they are to have their employer committed
to providing child care, better yet, quality child care. The
inviting atmosphere, the affordable rates, and the flexible
scheduling for care are areas that are not always available
in other child care facilities, With staffing at the hospital
requiring work schedules different from most employers, finding
care for early morning and evenings hours has always been a
problem for hospital staff, With the opening of Building Blocks,
that care was made available.

- 620 Lane ,Topeka, Kansas 66606 (913) 232-0441.e



CO-WORKER COMMENTS

Feedback from co-workers has been positive regarding the benefit
of employer sponsored child care. Absenteeism has decreased
since Building Blocks opened. In Home Providers might become
ill and unable to provide care, while, as a center, we are
required to have substitute staff available to cover for staff
unable to work. Knowing co-workers will be at work makes the
work load easier to manage.

HOSPITAL PERSPECTIVE

Quality child care has become a major player for today's work
force. Who is going to provide care for my child while I am
working? Will this care be quality? Will the care be consistent?
When addressing the concerns of employees at both hospitals,
one of the major Issues dealt with the above questions. With
this concern surfacing so frequently, a committee
was established to research the possibility of a child care
facility. in an attempt to share the costs of such a project,
the hospitals formed a partnership and the results of their
study became the force behind Building Blocks. The architect
was selected, construction began,, and parents began to discuss
"the reality" of-an employer sponsored child care facility.

HOSPITAL BENEFIT

Since the availability of child care, both medical facilities
have seen a decrease in absenteeism. No longer are parents having
to scramble to find care if their provider is ill and unable
to provide care. Building Blocks is open and available. If a
child is mildly ill, we have Special Care, a unit for children
with non-contagious illnesses. A non-measurable benefit is the
peace of mind for parents. Knowing a child is having a good
day filled with fun activities with friends and caring staff
make parents feel more comfortable about being at work.

Employee turnover has decreased since parents become "attached"
through child care. Enrollment in Building Blocks is dependent
upon employment at one of the sponsoring facilities. The cost
of care is comparable to other centers in the area. Payment
for care is through payroll deduction. As a part of the
commitment to care, the hospitals subsidize the program at a
rate of approximately $30.00 per week per child. Should an
employee leave employment, the opportunity to continue at
Building Blocks is made available (because it is in the best
interest of the child), however, the tuition for "outside
clients" will include the amount subsidized by the hospital-
tuition plus $30.00. The flexibility for scheduling changes
also and outside clients enroll on a fulltime basis only.



NEGATIVE SIDE OF EMPLOYER SPONSORED CHILD CARE

Perhaps the biggest surprise when researching the possibility
of offering employer sponsored child care is the financial
commitment on the part of the sponsoring organization. Providing
a facility that meets state guidelines, staff to maintain correct
ratio, and quality programming cost money... .money well spent-
vet exnenqivP.
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MISSION: To Provide a warm, cardng
eviromen that Allow your Chil to
develop s a unique Inividual. The
curriculum Is dened for each ddeelp-
menta age, from six weeks tof&Ve years of
age. We promote the "IW"l-en of the
stole ChI. striin to understand each
clilldnetwOug* a creative approach
to seif-awraes of tire World In which
each dd *A

FACILTY: bullying blocks Is tir largest
dad ce cente in Topeka and will acconr

STAFF: building blocks Is3 a warm enrich-
Ing place thanks to our qualified and caring
staff. Each staff member Is trained.
experienced. andi dedicated to caring for
your child. An staff Members meet our
high standards in a variety of areas --

educational qualifications, experience.
positive attitudes toward children, excel-
lent references. and physical stamina. In

addilton. Kansas licensing ratios will be
maIntalied at all tie- The Child staff
ratios are -s follows:

1:3 forlinfants
1:5 for toddlers
1:10 for pr-e-school
11:14 for kindergarten
1:16 for-school-age

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS:
* Special care unit for mIldly-ill

children,

" Full-day kindergarten.

* Summer CAMP for school-e
children to age twelve.

" winter camp for school-wqec
Children to AVe twve.

HOURS OF OPERATION:
*W &Oamto bO pm

Monday twouglr Friday

We observe the following holidays and
will be closed on these days.

e New Years Day * Labor Day

modat. 222chldrmIt thoaatotal ofMeoilDY *Takgvn

2OP00 square feet. Including a 4.000 Fourth of July * CliwMa pay

square foot Internal playground. indoor

multi-purpose room, And an external A YTEnrollment is non-discriminatory

plagound that Includes a tricycle path.wihureadtrcrlgon
grass area. climbing equipment. sandbox. ntoa rgn nety rsx

and wien area.- ntolorgnaneryorsx
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(tSecurity Benefit Academy, Inc.
A Mw'be. of The Sewuty Beeefit
G~opodCon'panot



Child Care Center
Parent Information

Welcoe to the Sectrtty Benft
Academy. We ore available to
serve Secuit Benefit assoiaes

with ctdckren 9sweeks to fiv
yewr of age.
Summer cam~p

savalable to
school age
chidren

-- A- yewr of age.
Our Philosophy
fte god of

the Sewutty Beneft Academy Is to
pirovie a worm, caring
environments tha allows your child
to develop as a uimagie Indivduld
Your child's needs-blogoccd.
psychological, Social. Ord
Intelectud-cari best be met in an
atmosphere of nrturing and
creative learning.

If the Security Benti Academy,
we strive to create t kind of

atopeeoethat posters
iterpersonal contact and
integratescoffacets ofben in the
learntrg process. Our programrs ore
rcidualty designed to encourage
exploration as well as growth and
development. Ma, which is the
wa of children and the me~arr
by which they master the
envirorrnets, Isan integal part of
ourcCuriculum.

loch chilld must feel safe,
secure. andc loved k-i order to
develop a positive self-Image Itha
wi trortote ita aptkmrr
emotional and physical
development. At the Secunity
Benefit Academry, we provide
ioarrirg experiences that
encourage each chlid to develop
physil Itelectual. and social skill
wide progressing through the
varous developmental stages of his
or her own pace, Ou philosophy

encourages self-decovery and
c attyad butts sel-esteem.

Thestaff of the SecuIty Benefit
Academy, beleves in the integrity
of the tomiy and stries to involve
parents as much as possible in the
Center's progrorre.

Mlay Is A Ctrd's Work
When children ore loved and

cared for, when they knrow they
mean sormttiog to us. learrningy st
comes rnaturally to them, We let
them develop at their own pace
We Uve them time to dlaydcir-
Ptay is a chid's work and the
touridation for d learning.,

Tour chid wi tolow a schedule
pasted one week In adtvance for
you to review, A typical
infanit/toddler schedule k-chides
meals, exercise, outdoor ploy,
sensory development, tWn motor
development, and language. We
dlocuiment your infant's or toddler's
dJay and closely follow written
directions you provide.

%wo- to five-year alds
participateIn plannededucatoal
cactvte such as language mastery

(describing. clase"4g comparing,
detiing), motor skit (ftt",g
stockin matching, buickg),
proberniovig activities, artistic
and senry esperiences, outdoor
play, and tree actit time for sel-
expression, The curiculum Is fleible
and designed to encourage each
chid to develop a healthy self-
image tough positive experiences
and praise

tnterge nerxtionl Linkage
In today's mobile society, tornfles

often find therrsIves without the
support and gridanceracioncity
provided by older tariy members.
For many tamiles, contacts with
grandparents ore timited.

We trove responded to this

cutal change by boringng th two
generations together i a secure
and comfotable setting, Both
elders arid ctidrien beneftf frm the
weekly planned activities ot music,
movement, creative orts, and story

W'ealso utite the talents and lite
experiences of those elders who
serve as teacher assistants.
vokinfeers, and mentors in our doly

Pr:itfergenerotiar
interac: tons Wnvg emotional , social,
and mental stimulotio to the trril
elders. as well as providing
opportunities tor our younrg children
to learn about the aging process
through evperlences with new
titedsat another panrtlong the
ifespan.

Special Care Unit
If your child has a low-grade

fever orei corning down with a
cold-las ot oppetite. apathy, ruiy
noise. stomachache, cough, red
eyes, earache-brig you chid to
Special Core.

In a room at its own, the Specda
Core unitl offers board garnes,
books, videotapes, and, most
importantly, a leadl teacher who
monIors each chid Ithroughouft the
day, The uit may take up to six
childen tram six weeks through 12
years at age. Reservtions ore
made on a firs-catl, tirst-served
basis. For your convenience, our
answering service will take your
reservation before or ofter regular
business hours. The number is
295570.

If your child attends the Center
and becomes itl luing the day. he
or she wil be token to Special Core.
If the childs temperature goes
above 102, degrees, or it the Illess
becomes more serious, staff will cal
you and ask for your instructions.

55-954 99.3



To protect the tieoth of ad the
dtten ISpercCarswewAinot
be able to care for ctften who
have recently been posed to
connjlncctle iseases such a
cickxen pox. meases, rrumpsx Ice,
or those who extit symposofa
ormuitable clisease

Summner Camp
tirimer caosol halted

nrriiteofspocets for chiten
bhotfl 12 yearsofage. Actltles
rce art projects. group and

fale gorner, fld trip. andl
Mmirnn@ There daoi role We
tor Eocilalon and rate ploiui.

"t chiliren who have
cowpld the erollnent pro-
cedure fMy attend. Erotnent and
health record forms are avke i
the Center's office. Al erwoliTnet
toams mrust be completed by the
parents, with the exception of the
bock of the Siwne County
Hedtth Deparnment torm, whith
mrst be completed and sied by

Si"
Sekurtty Beefi Academy, 4 a

warm. svrctN place thakst to ouf
qiciie and carinrg staff, Staffed
W managed by Mennrger each

member istotied. experienced,
and dedicated to catig for yaur
cid. AN staff mrefters meet ws
Nol stardch hna vorrety af areas-

experrence. postve attitudes
toward chcden, excelent
references, and physca stamna

The crrlcuhn Ai be designed
for each developmental age.
Appropriate practice promotes the
wellbeing of the whole child by
strtvkg to understand each clds
nees #thrl a creative approach
to self-awareness at the warld In
which each chid lives.

Posit Poatiipatios
We oppreoate yaur needs also.

Yaur questions are always welcome.
and we will keep you up to date on
youryoungsters ctolies trog
daly meetings. peral notes,
newslets, and workshops. You are
welcome at the Center any tme
you want to visi. Mothers can
continue to nrse their intants or
parents can pop i for lunch to say

Vdudng breaks or to kiss a
scraped lase. We encorsge
parents to take an active role in oas
pogrom. We aiso encourage You
to tel use about yawt child's
personalty, xscld needs,
prolerre and talents. In turn, we

wi keep you istormned about
progress. problerne. and daty
events,

A Chitd's Macs
It.' tacilty b cclortul, wet-

equipe. and designed with the
needs ot young childen 4) rind,

The infan? uit, wth invites play
and active exploration at
movement, provides a warn,
caring environments tor chidren
tram 6i weeks to one yea at age. It
is olvided ita mobile and non-
moble uits. Activrties in the intant
tit ase desiged to icreae
infants' cuiosity and help them
learn motor skis, language skils
and set-he sk&

Whetodder unit Isdvided into3
toddler ctasroms frntg tram 12
month to twoo-ane-hdt years.

These tits provide play that e
developments appropriae to
each age group.Toddlers learn
through their own experiene, tMcl
& error, repetition, Imitation and
Identificcabon. Adults guide and
enhance tis lecmng by ereutig
that the envioronment Is safe and

suncyppoive. Many
creattve and noaflealtv toys ore
provided to the toddlers, along wth
doly acivities at music, storyteling,
"no groupaoctles. and sery

exploration. The toddlers occo-
sionally take path ield tips away
from the center.

Thee ore three preschool tilts.
Preschool I and stress
dependence, language

develoment, and social sk4,
Cognitive slOtS "Acide pre-rot
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HouesO Opedlo
The Secut Benefit Acadey is

open trorm 100 am. an 10 6 pmn
Monday tvol Frdoy Ith closed
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Year sDay, Memoert Day.
kteoenaene Day. Labar Day.
ftwqvrig Wnd ChuMa Othe
rhoyl wi be aweoumoed at the
begrg at each yea

Our prorarn is Waved tor
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Secui Benefit Academy
Memoraum
TO: Rochele Chronister, Secretary, Kansas Department of SRS

o". Aprill13,1998
From: Craig Anderson, Sr. Vice President Human Resources

ft Benefit of Corporate Child Care

In response to your request for documentation on the benefits of corporte child
care, attached ar'e several items which may be helpful to you.

We have never kept records regarding improved absenteeism, etc. However in
conversations with associates, we have been assured that that following benefits
are paremournt

1. Associates miss fewer days of work If children are mildly ill, they may remain
at SBA.

2. Associates miss fewer hours of work to take children to doctor or dentist
appointments. Because of the location of SBA, travel time is nearly
elinatd when keeping appointments.

3. Associates spend mo.v time with their children with on-site child care. Nursing
months are frequent visitors - and parents can visit during lunch hours Wus to
spend time with their chiren.

4. Recruitng Is much easier. Prospective associates and thir spouss are
encouraged to visit fth Center. These prospective associates have shared
with us that on.-site child care Isa deciding factor In their caree decisions.

We hope this Inkforaton help.



Security Benefit Academy

Fact Sheet (a little history)
E Security Benefit Academy (SBA) opened August 17. 1992, with 20

children.

*We are licensed for 132 children, infants through 12 years. Our capacity
includes space for 18 infants, 30 toddlers. 48 preschoolers (ages 3-8),
30 school age children for special summer and winter camps and 6
children in Get Well Care.

*SBA has full 24-hour security. The building is locked at all times, but
parents have an access code and are welcome (and encouraged) to visit
their children whenever possible.

*We have a computerized check-in and out system.

*All child care expenses are payroll deducted for SSG associates.

*Developmentally appropriate activities, including a wide variety of play
and learning experiences are available to all children.

Special Services

'Get Well Care: This special care is offered for any child enrolled in the
program on a first-call. first-served basis, depending upon staff
availability. It is a program specifically designed for children recovering
from a mild illness (colds, flu symptoms, ear infections, etc.) after they
have been seen and diagnosed by a physician. Activities and care are
geared to the special needs of the child who Is not feeling well.

'Summer Camp: This program Includes a summer full of fun for 6 to 12
year oldsl Activities include swimming, field trips, bowling, miniature golf,
skating, art projects. Summer campers begin and end their day at SBA.

Winter Camp: This program consists of special activities for school age
children during the Christmas holiday. Length of the camp varies,
depending upon school schedules.

~'Parent Education Lunches:, Special lunch sessions are planned with
parents at various times during the year. Information is presented and
discussions held on topics such as children and stress, reading. etc.

For more information about SBA and any of the programs offered,
enrollment or to schedule a tour of the center, please call Diane Purcell.
Director, or Donna Marikotic, Assistant Director, at 431-5170.
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THE CITY OF PARSONS CHILD CARE PROJECT

The City of Parsons is proposing the establishment of an evening child care program directed
primarily towards families in which one or more member works evening shifts (5:00 PM to
Midnight) at local industries. Local industries and local government are contributing $50.000 in
matching finals to make the project a reality. The City of Parsons pledged $3 1,000 in
Community Development Block Grant funds, Power Flame Incorporated donated $5,000,
Grandview Products Co., loc. donated S5,000, Wichita Southeast Kansas Transit donated
$2,500, Ray Products Ioc. donated $5,000, Individual Mausoleum Company donated $500
and Parsons Precision Products donated $1,000. Thes donations were secured orimarilv
through solicitation by one individual reoreseniting the city of Parsons. All industries making
contributions anticipate the receipt of 70% tax credits under the existing Kansas Community
Service Program. Employees of these businesses will likely use this new child care service.
Kansas Social and Rehabltation Services (SRS) has committed $50,000 from the Child Care
Development Fund in start-up expenses for equipment and supplies. The City of Parsons is
planning this summer to apply for Community Development Block Grant Funds through the
Kansas Department of Commerce and Housing. If secured, this funding would be used to build a
permanent site for this employer sponsored child care center. Until a permanent site is
established, this project will be operated at the site of the Parsons State Hospital Child Care
Center.

For more information contact:
Larry Eller, Community Development Director
City of Parsns
PO Box 1037
Parsons, KS 67357
316-421-7030
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NEW BEGINNINGS ENTERPRISES, INC. CHILD CARE PROJECT

New Beginnings Enterprises is a 501 (c) (3) statutorily recognized as a Community Disability
Organization in the community of Neodesha, Kansas, population of approximately 10,289.
Currently, the only choice for families seeking child care is Family Day Care Homes. New
Beginnings has proposed to provide a center-based full-day child care program for families who
work and/or reside in Neodesha or surrounding communities. This is a direct result of an
Industrial Council meeting in 1997. Those in attendance at this meeting agreed that child care
options for families were veny limited. Employers have had potential job candidates state they
rejected jobs due to the limited child care situation.. Industrial Park business leaders agreed to
support efforts to establish a child care center if alternative hours of care would be available for
their employees. This plan includes community participation, volunteerism, and financial
support from area industrial park businesses. Participants in this project include:

Neodesha High School - will provide 4-6 apprentices as aides in the classrooms;
Community Site-Council - To handle Quality Assurance, policies and procedures,
grievances;
Local Government - Provided $60,000 for construction costs;
Industrial Park Businesses - Over $35,000 has come from businesses for construction
costs; one business is also considering funding their employees' child care costs;
"Wilson County Ministerial Alance - Volunteers to build fencing around playground;
Neodesha Lions Club - Volunteers to assemble and set playground equipment and groun
cover
Volunteer Services - New Beginnings has an active volunteer program which it will
utilize to keep staff/child ratios low;
Child Care Block Grant Funding - Social and Rehabilitation Services (SRS) will
provide $59,000 in start-up equipment and supplies through the Child Care Development
Fund grant program.

Why is this program successful?
New Beginnings has spent the past two years educating the community on the benefits of
inclusion and the appreciation of individual differences. Neodesha is a community with
incredibly caring and very civic-minded citizens who will support any cause they find to be just.
The need for affordable, accessible. quality childcare in rural Southeast Kansas has been
identified as such a cause.

For more information contact:
Anna Silva-Keith, President/CEO
New Beginnings Enterprises, Inc.
1001 Wilson
Neodesha, KS 66757
316-325-3333
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER J. DODD

Mr. Chairman, I want to begin by thanking you for holding this hearing on child
care. I want to commend you for your persistence in keeping the spotlight on this
issue and for your efforts to remind the members of this committee and this body
that we have unfinished business when it comes to making sure that parents have
real choices when it comes to caring for their children. And I want to thank you
for allowing me to testify before you today.-

Any member who goes back to his or her state and spends any time talking to
families quickly realizes that there are few issues that weigh more heavily on par-
ents' mind than how their children are cared for.

Parents worry that they can't afford to take time to be with their children. When
they must work, they worry that the child care they need will be unavailable,
unaffordable or unsafe. Its a constant, daily struggle. This issue is too important
for us to be diverted by p artisan politics.

I am very encouraged by the commitment and leadership of the members I see
before mne--all individuals known for their ability to negotiate bipartisan solutions
to the concerns confronting American families.

We do know how to come together when tough decisions need to be made. And
it is my expectation that when it comes to making sure that parents have real
choices in caring for their children, we will do so again.

Three weeks ago during debate on the budget the Senate passed unanimously a
resolution offered by Senator Sessions. This resolution stated that it was the view
of each and every senator that we should do all that we can to support parents who
make the difficult decision to forego a second income so that one parent can stay
at home to care for a child.

So let us not turn this into a partisan issue as some outside this body have tried
to do. Let us not try to ignite-a "mommy war." Let us all recognize that when it
comes to helping families provide for their kids, the debate need not be a partisan
one.

Clearly we know how to work together when the concerns of America's families
are at stake. The Child Care and Development Block Grant, which I was pleased
to author with Senator Hatch, was enacted in 1990 with bipartisan support. Simi-
larly we saw bipartisan support for the Family and Medical Leave Act in 1993.

And when we act to improve the care provided to the children of this nation, I
hope and believe that we will do so in a bipartisan manner.

I know that some of my colleagues question whether there is a federal role in
child care. I would simply say that there is one and the value of the federal con-
tribution toward meeting the needs of families has been immense. Clearly, the legis-
lative proposals that are likely to be discussed today are not attempts to _ ump life
into failed vehicles-the block grant does work. And tax credits, when targeted ap-
propriately, do work.

And if you don't believe that we need to act, consider that 5 million children go
unsupervised each day between the hours of 3 and 6 pm. Consider that waiting lists
in California are up to 200,000 families, in Florida up to 25,000, and Texas up to
210,000. And in Connecticut we decided that it was cruel to give families false hope.
t(rkowing that we couldn't help any more parents find child care, we simply stopped
keeping a waiting list.

Consider that only one in seven child care centers provides care that promotes
healthy development. Child care at one in eight centers actually threatens children's
health and safety. And infants and toddlers-our youngest and most vulnerable chil-
dren-fare the worst. Almost half of infant and toddler care endangers health and
safety.

Clearly the bills that Senator Chafee and I have introduced, which are cospon-
sored by a number of members present today, differ in approach--on the proportion
of funding allocated to tax credo its versus expansion of the child care block grant,
on whether funding should be mandatory or discretionary, whether funding should
come from tobacco legislation, and if we should expand the Family and Medical
Leave Act to allow an additional 13 million parents to stay at home to care for a
newborn or sick child without fear of losing their job.

But, more importantly when it comes to the fundamental issues, the similarities
are striking: Both acknowledge the need to substantially increase funding for the
Child Care and Development Block Grant. The block gant is a life-line for low-in-
come working families who need he in paying the $4000$ 10,000 that child care
can cost. Yet , because of underfun ding, only 1 out of 10 eligible children receives
assistance. Even with the resources provided by the welfare reform bill, and the ex-
cellent job that states have done to draw down all available dollars, tremendous
need remains.
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Both bills recognize that we should better use the tax system both to help families
afford child care and to support families who make the difficult financial decision
to stay at home to care for a child.

And both bills acknowledge that the federal government cannot do the job alone-
we must engage the private sector and help businesses to see that providing safe
and affordable child can make a difference for their bottom line.

Mr. Chairman, for the past three days we've been engaged in debating the edu-
cational needs of our nation's children. We've struggled long and hard over how to
improve the state of public education.

But, we must not forget that the development of our children does not begin at
age 5 or 6. And we must not forget that the education of our children does not end
at 3 pm in the afternoon.

The years before a child enters school and the hours before and after school hold
ast lsng potential. We know now that in these years and hours there are mo-
ments of opportunity for learning and for growing. And we know that some of these
opportunities, once missed, can never be recaptured.

Iffwe are truly to realize the promise of our nation's future we must commit our
time and resources to making sure that every child can fulfill his or her potential
and making sure that parents have real, affordable and safe choices about caring
for their children.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SUSIE DUTCHER

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for inviting me here today. I believe that poli-
tics and policy are important, and I respect your public service. I believe families
are equally important, and I hope you respect my public service, which consists of
providing the public with one healthy family, composed of well-adjusted, productive
individuals.

I spend my days cooking for my husband and children, doing laundry, cleaning
toilets, and vacuuming. I teach my children to read and do mat and I take them
to the park. We do watercolors and science experiments, and I read them Aesop's
fables and David and Goliath. I probably spend two hours a day in the rocking
chair. After they're all tucked in bed, I fold the laundry and do the family budget
on our computer. Believe it or not, I don't p lay golf or go to the club and play cards.

This is the life I've chosen, because I believe it's best for children, whenever o08-
sible, to be cared for by their mother rather than by strangers. I believe my job is

iprtant. And because of the time and money and energy I invest in their lives,
I believe myChildren will grow up to do great things. I believe none of them will
end up on the welfare rolls, in prison, or in any way dependent upon the state.

I used to be a schoolteacher, and certainly the salary and benefits I could earn
teaching school would improve our material well-being. But some checks can't be
cashed at the bank: my son Lincoln, when he was three years old, said to me one
day, "I'm proud of you cause you do the right things. Like take a shower, and fix
my breakfast... . Those kind of things." I know it's all worth it when we're on the
floor playing with blocks, and I notice out of the comer of my eye that he's stopped
playing and is staring at me like a smitten young man. "I love the way you talk,"
he said to me. "And I love the way you smell." How do I smell? I asked. "Like a
mommy." There's no need for me to rattle off the social-science research on the im-
portance of strong marriages and families--some truths are self-evident.

I mentioned I do the family bookkeeping, and I can tell you that taxes are far
and away the biggest portion of our family budget. There are many thing I would
like to do with my husband's earnings, but, with all due respect to your honorables
in both parties, you seem to believe you have the moral authority and the superior
judgment to make those choices for us. I would love to put more dollars into our
retirement account, for example, but I'm forced to put them into your Social Secu-
rity trust fund, which I don't trust. I'd like to buy more books for Lincoln, Elizabeth,
and Mary Margaret, and put more money in their college fund, but you've already
seen fit to use that money funding closed-captioning for the Jerry Springer show.
I'd love to get ballet lessons for Elizabeth, but my money is tied up buying food
stamps for the deceased, I'd love to give more money to support our church's mis-
sionary in Albania, or the free medical clinic in Oklahoma City, but instead I'm
forced to fund fish farming in Arkansas, and Social Security disability payments for
escaped convicts. Call us greedy, but my husband and I would.like for the most par
to make our own choices concerning the fruit of our labor. But naturally, under
threat of imprisonment, we defer to your choices.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today, because your decisions deeply affect
my family. I can't tell you how frustrated we are that, under budget agreements
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passed by Congress, federal revenue collections are set to rise from $1.35 trillion in
1995 to $1.9 trillion in 2002. That's why my husband took two vacation days (out
of the 10 he gets each year), and why we traveled here at our own expense, which
amounts to more than a week's salary-to ask you to let up.

When Lincoln was three, one morning in the kitchen he motioned to his dad and
me out of the blue and said, "You guys gather up." We obliged, and he put his little
arms around us and prayed: "God, thank you for giving me my mommy and daddy.
In Jesus' name, Amen." I'm so glad I can be at home for my children, and I implore
you not to craft public policies which discourage mothers from doing so. My husband
and I certainly don't want to pay the day-care bills of two-income couples more afflu-
ent than ourselves. All we ask from you is to safeguard our family's liberty and
property, and to stop taking them.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. BOB GRAHAm

Mr. Chairman, the members of this subcommittee, I thank you for taking a lead-
ership role in holding this important hearing. The child care needs of American fam-
ilies is one that deserves our careful attention, and I congratulate this committee
as well as the President for placing this issue high on our national agenda.

In Florida, every day, 3 out of 5 young children are in child care. Although Florida
spends more than $340 million on Subsidized Child Care, there are at least twice
as many children eligible as are currently enrolled but are on waiting lists. We must
do more to ensure both the quality of child care and increase the availability of child
care, especially for the working poor.

There are more than 25,000 Florida families on the waiting list who do not receive
temporary cash assistance because they work in low-wage jobs in the retail sector,
hotels, fast food restaurants, nursing homes, and child care centers. They earn too
little to have the same choices of professional workers to work part-time or to stay
home with their children, but earn too much to qualify for many government pro-
grams. Consequently, it is not unusual for many of the working poor to spend more
than half of their income for child care. Further, even with conservative estimates,
there are at least 39,000 children from birth to age five being left in unsafe arrange-
ments because their families cannot afford to purchase appropriate and safe child
care.

It is essential that we do more to reach the school-age child. In Florida, of the
estimated 316,000 children ages five to 12 whose family income is below 150 percent
of poverty and whose mothers are in the workforce, at most, approximately one-
third are enrolled in any type of after-school supervision. This puts entirely too
many of our youngest at severe risk. Most youth crime occurs between the hours
of 2 and 7 p.m. when school is out and children are home alone or otherwise unsu-
pervised while their parents work.

Nationally as well as for the State of Florida, various studies have shown that
the quality of care can be improved. According to a recent study of child care in
Florida, only 42 percent of the care provided in centers for preschool children is of
the quality needed to enhance their growth-and infant care scores even worse. Re-
cent improvements in staff-child ratios and teacher training have improved the
quality of care, but these improvements are believed to be undermined by teacher
turnover rates of nearly 30 percent annually. The high turnover is, in turn, linked
to low wages and lack of health insurance in the child care industry.

Finding the means to appropriately support the issues of quantity and quality, as
well as focusing on measures to reduce teacher turnover in-child care, must be a
top priority of this Congress and the Administration. I am, therefore, pleased that
this subcommittee is hearing testimony from someone who can speak with credibil-
ity and extensive professional experience on these issues today.

Ms. Susan Muenchow-who heralds from Tallahassee, Florida-is a renowned au-
thorifty, and has been a major influe nce, on Florida's- policies on child development
and ch'Id care policy.

Ms. Muenchow's formal service on behalf of children in Florida dates back to early
1987 when she was the Assistant Director, and later the Acting Director, of the Gov-
ernor's Constituency for Children during my own administration as Florida's gov-
ernor. Following that experience, she was the Chief of Child Care and Prevention
for Subsidized Child Care in the Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services until 1990.

She has been instrumental in co-authoring a book on Head Start and directing
and expanding Florida's Subsidized Child Care Program. And she has worked for
the Bush Center in Child Development and Social Policy and the Carnegie Council



on Children at Yale, as well as covered children and youth issues as a correspondent
for the Christian Science Monitor.

Ms. Muenchow presently is the Executive Director of the Florida Children's
Forum, where she administers the second largest non-profit Child Care Resource
and Referral Network in the nation. The Network which has its headquarters in
Tallahassee, Florida consists of agencies which serve over 125,000 families per year.
Ms. Muenchow was instrumental in the passage of Florida's Child Care Partnership
Act which is an innovative strategy designed to expand child care subsidies for the
working poor at a reduced cost to the state. Established by the 1996 Legislature as
part of the state's WAGES legislation, the program was responsible in the first 18
months for raising more than $6 million from employers and community groups
which will be matched on a doll ar-to-dollar basis by the state.

Finally, I am proud to say that Ms. Muenchow serves as a member of my advisory
committee on child care issues in Florida where she is instrumental in providing
support and direction on issues affecting child care providers as well as consumers
of child care services. This advisory committee will be assisting me with the plan-
ning and execution of a child care summit which I am organizing on June 1st in
Florida. This summit will assist us in proposing the kinds of collaborative efforts,
especially public-private partnerships, for enhancing the quality of quality child care
in our state.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you and the subcommittee for this opportunity to express
my admiration for the work that Ms. Muenchow has done for families and children
in Florida.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRISTINE C. FERGUSON

INTRODUCTION

Good Morning, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the Senate Commit-
tee on Finance. It is an honor to be here today to speak with you on one of the most
important issues facing our great nation, child care. Many of us "outside the Belt-
way" appreciate your willingness to review this issue and work through your dif-
ferences.

PROBLEM

Rhode Island families, like many others across the nation, are experiencing a
child care crisis. With welfare reform underway and our increasing study of brain-
development in young children, it is clear that having quality child care available
for all working families is of extreme importance. As the director of the Department
of Human Services, I am charged with providing affordable, accessible quality child
care to low and middle income families so that tomorrow's generation is equipped
to live in a technologically advanced and complex world.

For many poor and low-income families, child care problems can be severe:
* Studies like the Cost, Quality, and Child Outcomes Study have confirmed that

low to middle income families still face great struggles in finding affordable,
good-quality childcare-and that most care now retained by parents is mediocre,
at best.

" Despite recent state initiatives to increase child care assistance to low and mid-
dle income families, long waiting lists and rising demands for child care help
among both working and welfare families pose tough challenges for states. If
additional underfunded work requirements are imposed on states by Washing-
ton, challenges will become even more vexing.

" Welfare moms are finding it difficult to move from welfare to work while main-
taining a healthy home. Middle income families are scrambling to survive finan-
cially and ensure that their hildren have the best possible environment in
which to develop and grow.

THE RHODE ISLAND EXPERIENCE-A SOLUTION THAT WORKS

Although Rhode Island possesses perhaps the most equitable, balanced and posi-
tive child care policies in the nation, we are now faced with the challenges of mak-

igsure that they can be swiftly and fully enacted and maintained. Rhode Island
Will draw down all its child care block grant, 11 million, including matching dollars,
and another 1.5 million from Title XX. In addition, RI will spend 13 million dollars
in state funds to support working families. Currently, 43% of all families receiving
child care subsidy are on cash assistance and 57% are not receiving cash. Even with
statistics such as these, RI has not gotten to the core of beneficiaries on welfare Of



the families on assistance, only 18% are presently using child care, and we have
only reached the tip of the welfare demand.

In Rhode Island, Governor Almond has worked together with the State Legisla-
ture to dynamically reengineer socio-economic programs such as health and welfare
and their impact on economic development. In Rhode Island, 95% of all businesses
have less than 50 employees. Small businesses struggle to provide good wages and
are often unable to fund quality health and child care benefits. Governor Almond
is making it possible for Rhode Island small businesses to thrive and prosper by pro-
viding them with quality benefits to aid workers. It is our belief that this is helping
small businesses in Rhode Island retain their best and brightest employees.

Rhode Island has adopted a simple goal-All children will enter school ready to
learn and leave school ready to work. TFhe Starting Rite initiative that Lt. Governor
Jackvony described will advance child care by making it available for families who
are in need; ensuring an adequate supply, and expanding capacity for infant and
toddler care, after school programs and for children with disabilities. It will allow
us to respond to the diverse needs of children and families with a wide variety of
program models and multi-cultural child care services. In addition, it will improve
quality.

In order for Rhode Island and other states to continue to assist low and middle
income families, we must have a commitment from the federal government to be a
partner in these efforts. Therefore, on behalf of Rhode Island, I ask that you in-
crease funds for the child care block grant to take the burden off of those who are
trying to provide a brighter future for tomorrow's children. Senator Chafee's legisla-
tion which increases quality child care, and provides additional tax relief to families
to increase the afordability of care is the type of legislation that we need from
Washington to be able to provide holistic services centered on assisting working
families.

This bill mirrors the philosophy that we have embraced in Rhode Island: that our
continued prosperity and economic growth depends on our children growing into
emotionally competent, socially responsible and academically proficient adults. I
hope that you give his bill and the concept of increased funds to child care the ut-
most in consideration.
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STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS

DeprtentofHuman Services
OFFICE OFTH E DIRECTOR
600 Ne~w London Avenue
Cranston. R.I. 012920
1401 I 464- 2121
T DD# (4011 464-3 363

RHODE ISLAND CHILD CARE FACT SHEET
* Rhode Islands chid care program is admnistered by the Department of Human Services (OHS)

under the direction of Chrtstne Ferguson.

* Rhode Island Is the only state In the country in which child core is guaranteed to low-income
wrking families. fthi initlat~Ie went int effect on May 1, 1997 as part of in e Family Independence
Program.

* OHS wading Mit for child care subsidies do not exist and their is no lWne limiton recevig assistance.

ELIGIBILITY AND SERVICES

* Working fanollie who earn up to 185 percent of the Federal Poverty Level a re eligible far subsidized
child care.

* Samples of qualingicncoes inckljde: a familyof two with annual come up to $20,072: a famil y
ofthree with anualincome upta $25,252: andfo fatof four wth annual come up to $30,433.

*Chid care providers folly inltotouceg~ies: licensd centers: licerised family (home-based) care;
in-home: and relat#ve. Parents choose the type of care they prefer.

* P.-oviders are licensed through the Depairtmnt of Children. Youth and Families I(OCYF).

* Approximate 78 percent of subsidized children are cared far by OCYF licensed providers.

PAYMENT METHODS

* Child care providers are reimbursed by OHS every four weeks via mad.

* Working paent a re required to pay an income-based. slidin scale co-payrnenf for chid care.

* The co-pc.~en stricture Is currently being reviWed by OHS to insure that 0it s eQuitable for bath
parents and providers.

REIMBURSEMENT RATES INCREASED

* As manodated lIr the 1998 skt budget. reimbursements to providers who care far subsidied
children wl increase to coincide with the 75th percentle of local moret rates by the year 2000.

* The flit role increas wic~ averaged 14 percent, took effect on January 1, 1998. It was the first
comprehensive rate livieose In statesubsildized child care since 1991.
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* Rates wil contfla to Increase an average of nine percent each yea in 1999 and "00.

* Mattet rates are based on a child care matte study conducted by OHS In 1993. As mandated,
future studis wN be condlucted by t~he stWs Depaurnment of Labor and Training in confunction wit h
OHS, on a bieninialI basis. ReimbursementV rates wil be adjustedi accordingly to coincide with th
new morke studies.

Rie CARE COVERAGE

* Uicensed, home-basd providers who care for state-sttsillzed. chke n rd meet other critra, or e
eligible to receli comprehensive hea Ith andl dental benefits through Rite Care. the state's health
insurance program. Ti~s benefit would also be extendled to Include the children of eligible child
care providers.

* Rhode Wand is the oly state In the country tha Provides state-funded health and dental benefits
to qualifying providers and their minor children (up to age 18) who reside with them.

* This benefit became available on January 1. 1997. Dental coverage was added June 1. 1997.

* To qualify for RMe Care benefit, a provide must be tiensed through OCYF as a famity care home -
based) provider. The provider must have b een paid at least $1,800 by OHS for child care servces
during the six month period preceding his or her request for coverage, and must not be in receipt
of Rhode Island Medical Assistance or any other health Insurance, with the exception of General
Public Assisance medical coverage.

* Providers who meet af qtualdIing citteria receive six months of OHS-paid enrollment in one of Rite
Care's four partcipating health plans, Including Blue CHIP of Rhode Island. Neighborhood Healt
Plan of Rhode sand, tWited Health Plan, HatvadrPligrrn Health Plan of Rhode sand. Providers must
requait for coverage every six months.

* One hundred twenty tiensed family care providers. have enlisted in Rie Core to doe.

For more infomatton contact the Rhode sand D HS Center for Child and Famil Health at (401) 464-2501.
or the r OHS Pubic inforrration Office at (401) 464-5275.

4/21/98
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IVESTING IN THE FUTURE
Almond unveils expanded child-care initiatives

Beat. a OWs key gsa
co GOVsrna Abreca's

-o" hUd~w
*Douldie rie rurte of
chlren Inateuw

clizdddW caretoiA
14.000 over tiree yer.
tWCameIts, bem
ftse sk~ss -trol -n
tarn fta facbwti worls
Migt INse '-Alerted

8 Set up after-scniod
programs foe children
up to age 16.

Aftseectiad hours we
tse timsi whan rnuMe

pool-
ho ar' -ou we

mast pt ak ae caeiuflt
flkv nabet acts'

- Rep Nesncn Bermi

* Enroll about 700
more Door children in
either Head Start or a
state-run conpreheri.
sive children's program.

'He"4 stunms
such a dliesta

I whsftse Ikawtes
CIAO Wj -we ady
to larn ie &"s

~be what111:111
-Eli wberk Burke

Btrti, irtecurtee director
of Kids Count SMALL CflUUJM Ooamor Alnond ri" hiwrk Mw*^nit Cild Cats

Cocnetaa na SestW. totIs& about hes proposaks help woring farilet

BSCTMacKAY
Jni-diaii iNOU §Wa1011

SMrrFltIELD - It.a perhliaps the biggest worry of
modern American parents. while they work what as
happening to theurctildren'

From the M~ile House to the State Horuse, helping
working parents with child-care coats atie focus of a
panel of new governimeA ntatrrm and ideas

Yesterday. Governor Al1mond weighied in with his
program. a year in the makuig. that emphasizet a-
tr and mote affordalda cld-care programs foe
working parents

The Sli3-million state initiative Laid out by Almond
la n ews conference, held at a day-care carter and

nursery, includes an ara of propoeats to heel up

children's programs. including day cart foe toddlers
and young children and aitsiboal programs to
keep children up to age 16 hatter occupied sfter thawk
daity casams end,

"As our work force conwtur o change, child care
has becom the sitne moat impornant ane lacig
working fanriile, " said Almnon&d

Called "Starting Right" the plan would expand bry
about 11,000 the number of familes eligible to get
state assisance for child cart. For example, it would
make a (amily of rhine with an inicome of L33 325 elIt-
gibte for state help by 2001. T'he current cutoff for
asswing a family ofthree as $24.660

Tons to DAY CARE. Pogi AS5



Day care
Continued ftm Pat# Ow

Under the current program. a
family of three can qualify foray
weKly Me subsidy of 564 foray
chid between the ages of 3 and 5
andl$I Ifor child youngert am 3.
The4 family's copaytnent is'529 par
week

Almond administranion officials
estimate that the number of children
in stare-subeidized day care would
double to about 14,000 over a three.
year pemod.

11we goal of "Startin Right." Al-
mond s.a i s to ensure that children
hew sae and meantigfu proramwhile theirparents are working.

"Wet all know that our youth are
our ftur. andt it's our job to make
sure thei future is bright." said Al-
mond "Whil parents are on the job.
the want to know that their chil-
dren are in a warns. caring envi-
rosment. They want to feel assured
that their kids are insa safe place. A
plc where they will grow and leam
new skils A place that will empow-
er them to enter school reedy to
leam~~saWAlmond

"Ones of my main pniontes, s gov-
ernor is to ensire that A cdren
enter school ready to learn.' said
Almond.

Repubficin Almond was joined by
a bipartian group of legislatos,
indudin Rep. Nancy Benoc a
Woonsocket Democrat Mnown as
die General Assembly's top epet
on dhildrn'a ises. A om. chira.
womaisn of the House Healths. Eduics.
aon anid Welfare Committee, said
she wW weodisc t -StsMM*

Besde apWe"n t nmber of
WON m a ake lp for subs-
di fth legiati woA.

9 Help smal businesses establish
&"-Cam program fior employes

N Sot up after-ado programs
far chideup to age 16.

M Exp anat health-care bane.
1baa orhild-are woekees.

M Provide bowe Sain for
-mm M wo hwa

0 Eswk ol - ) and 4yer-olids
i thes Head Stan preschool ecisa

nonanddeloWpn-umtprqsanM
8 Hdsik reimbursement pay-

mmto day-wee providers from
show 66 percet so 75 perunot ol the
kind mas~e rate.

The program would be phased in
oam three yeam Almond &&A But
heheloutf th parc for getting
fasur start it thes stae can afford it.
Thut would depnd Almond said on
whether the fluh state economy
keep pushing mtate tax reverese up

"Hopefully thing will keep going
well and w we can got started ear-
lier." saidAlmond.

Almond anm Benoit said the key
isues in chio wae are expanding
access to more working families, in-
creasing affordhbtr' of programs
aO. estabhislwg better quality pro.

grants1.
Almoicnd. Defici and Christine Fer-

guson. state human services director.
spoke to about 75 child-care advo-
Cates and legislators at Child Care
Connection Day Came and Nursery
They were serenaded by nine 4-year.
olds. singing "If You're Happy and
You Know It. Stamp Your Feet.'

The after-school programs are
designed to create ways for ieen.
agers to construcrvely use their free
time. What is envisioned is etate sup-
port for schood'baeed or other recre-
ational en academic tutoring pro-
grams run by such groups as the
Boys and Girls Club r the YMCA.

Benoit said the after-schooil pro.
grams are crucial. "After-school
hours are the times when nianv
teenage pregnancie happen anid
youth are most at risk ofcommitinig
violent acs"

Rhode Island spends about 524
million a year on child care - SI I
million in federal funds and $13 miul-
lion in mtate money.

Under the proposal, an addmonal
S I million would be spent on chil
care the first year. 37 million the sec-
ond year. and S113 million in sub.
seqluent years. The governor his pro-
posed using stare money to finance
the additonal spending in the first
year. and a omnatnK of state and
federal funds fthreafter.

A key provsion would off er mtate-
subsidized health insurairce. anid
motm training and finiancial aid to
day-care workers to try to reduce a
high turnover rate in the industry To
obtain the am insurance beeis a
dijd-care center would have to
accpt at least half of its children
froms families eligible for state sub-
Oidins.

We dam chilren are our high-
est pnority. yet we pay child-care
glrivr less than what we pay our
plumbers to fix our toilets' said Be-
not

Mary Ann Sligllcitaes of Ini A.
cill executive office of the Child
Care Connection, said she would in-
avese salaries to her day-care work-
ae if the am helped -wi health-
care cots Shaleroes said she stan-
ed her buiness 25 years ago in her
hoin and now owns seven child-
cae centers in Rhode Islan and one
in Flonda.

About 700 mome poor children
would be enrolled in either Head
Start o~r a mare-run cosnprelsesmve
dildrena prtinm These programs
are aimed af the lower end otf t
econoicstata covering families of
three with incomes of about V13.000
atrlesa.

'11his is a wise investment." said
Elizabeth Burke Beyeant. executive
director of the Kids Count pqec. a
research group covertig children's
healdi welfare and eticilolim e

-Head Start maktes such a differ-
erice in whether they (low-income
duidreni are ready to learn when
they man schooL" said Burke Bry-
ant. -This is a ctml are for the
state to invest in1."
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Day care and welfare
The Almond administration and the

Rhode Island General Assembly have
shown foresight in acting to raise the
amount the state pays for subsidized
child care. In addition. qualifying child-
care providers will now be able to get free
heath insurance through Rite Care, the
state's program covering the poor and
some low-income women and children.

The new child-care mttea was
prompted by recently passed federal wel-
fare legislation, which requires most
recipients to work. Christine Ferguson,
head of the state's Department of Human
Services reasoned that since the lion's
share of the welfare population is single
women with children. it would be diffi-
cult to get these women working if child
care were unavailable.

Before the current state budget was
passed, child-care providers complained
tlfit the subsidies they received were too
low, and limited the number of poor
youngsters they could take in.

Over the next three years. the amount
will be raised by about 32 percent, until
the subsidy stands at 75 percent of the
market rate. That is, what the state pays
for a low-income preschooler in licensed
home care for a week will rise from $63
to $100- For care giver, that's still far
from a kiling: In 2000, a home-care
provider who takes in five low-income
preschoolers and works without vacation
will earn $26,000, minus expenses.

Giving health insurance to those who
serve low-income children is an addition-
al incentive aimed at getting more people
into the business.

Currently, about 6,.100 children receive
state-subsidized. child care, but it seems
evident that many more are eligble With
heads of about 14,000 families under
pressure to move from welfare to work in
Rhode Island, demand could soar, and
fairly soon. Having child-care options

already in place will give the work part of
the reform plan a better chance to suc-
ceed.

Rhode Island is not alone in channeling
more resources into child care for just
this reason; Illnois. New Jersey, New
York. Minnesota Oregon, North Caroli-
na and Wisconsin are doing or trying to
do the same. (Illinois, for one, is already
facing a shortage.) But Rhode Island is
apparently the first to offer health insur-
ance as an incentive-

Such efforts will not come cheap, al-
though in some states, surpluses due to
shrinking welfare populations are being
used to pay for the extra child care. The
great rest will be whether larger invest-
ments upfront - more day care, job
training and so oii - will pay off in the
long rn,% by reducing the number of peo-
ple dependent on welfare and improving
the quality of their lives.

In any case, it will be important to
watch whether these incentives work,
'and to keep an eye on the costs. Rhode
Island has budgeted about $484,000 for
child-care providers' health coverage tl'S
year. And it is budgeting $24 million for
subsidized child cae, about a 20 percent
increase over expendiurs last fiscal
year. The amount will cover both the
increase in reimbursement and an
increase, to about 7, 100, in the number of
available slots.

Much of what reformers are after is a
change in behavior and attitude: They
want: people to take economic respnsi-
bility for themselves and for their chil-
dren. Whe-ther the array of experimenta-
tion now under Ay will produce this
result is unclear. But Rhode Wsand. like
many othe states is committed to seeing
the process through. For now, the day-
care component looks essential to a plan
that emphasizes work
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Starting R.......
Rhode Island's Early Care and Education Initiative

Over the next three years, the State of Rhode Island plans to implement a comprehensive child care
and early education program focusing on the issues of quality, affordability and access, which will
ensure that all chilre in the state are well-prepared and equipped to enter school ready to learn
This innovative initiative, proposed by Governor Lincoln Almnond and key legilators and supported
by a variety of bipartisan groups including the Rhode Island Childre's Cabinet, the legiative
Commission on Child Care, and the Danforth Foundation Policymakers working group, would make
Rhode Island one of the nation's most aggressive states in the critical are of early care and
education.

T'he program, called Starting RIght, will be the linchpin of Rhode Island's efforts to expand its early
and school age care subsidy program to include more working fatmilies, to increase care options
available to those families, and to improve the quality of care provided to all of ourcshildren the
future leaders of our state and nation.

The Starting Right initiatives are as follows:

Affordability: MJaking Child Care More Affordable to Working Families

"Expanding the state's child care subsidy program to include working families earning up to
2106/6 of the federal poverty level, or about S34,000/yr. for a family of three. Current
income guidelines allow families to earn up to 185% of the federal poverty level, or about
S24,000/year. Expending the eligibilit will help make child care more affordable for more
working families in need of assistance.

* Extendling the subsidy program to provide age-appropriate activities for adolescent children
aged 13 through 16. Examples could include community athletics, art, and music programs,
community volunteer activities, exploration of vocations, and mentoring programs geared
toward this arge group. This initiative is also preventive in nature, in that it provides a
strategy for addressing the increasing problems ofjuvenile crime, ,iolence and teen
pregnancy.

Access: Improving and Expanding Access to Child Care

" Partnering with communities to deelp pilot projects linking the state, business
community, schools, child care, Head Start, preschool, and other early childhood programs
in an effort to reach the goal of every child entering schoolI ready to learn.

" Increasing, by approximately 700. the number of eligible children enrolled in Head Star
programs, particularly in unserved or underserved areas of the state. And. allocating
resources to child care providers to enhiance services to low-income children, including
social service heath nutrition senices, mental heath parental involvement and transition
services for children entering kindergarten.
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Startling Right
Page 2

"Offering health uuuaVnce coveage to Child care center employers. To facilitate growth
and expansion within the child care industry, the state will offer partially subsidized health
care coverage to licensed child care centers Purticipating in the stae's child care program
(at least M0 of their enrolled children irat receive DHS subsidies). The state of Rhode
Island currently leads the nation in providing health coverage to eligibe certified home-
based providers. Expending the availabiity of health care subsidies to center-based
providers will result in an increase q in child care placement opportunities across the state. It
will also help nintain the stability of cute-givers in the child care industry, and could allow
employers to userease salaries paid to chWl care employees, based on health care cost
savings.

* Establishing innovation and start up programsa to facilitate the expansion of early childhood
and school age services. Since Rhode Island is primarily a small business state, some of
these funds will be used to help small businesses join together to help create or offer early
care opportunities for their employees' families. Another focus will be upon areas of
geographic shortages. infant/toddler care, and care during non-traditional hours and for
parents with alternating work schedules including before and after school care.

Qualkty: Improving she Qualfty of Child Care Sttewide

" Accelerating scheduled reimbursement rate increases to all child care providers serving
DHS Child Care Program chilre originally scheduled for 1/ 112000, to a 7/1/99
implementation. The planned incremental increases would raise reimbursements to providers
by an average of 32%Y, nuking them much more competitive with market rates.

" Increasing our training resources for child care providers. Enhanced training on early
childhood health, safey and developmentally appropriate care will be provided to licensed
child care center sta certified home Providers, and other informal child care providers.
Specialie training for those caring for newborns and infants would also be developed.

* Leading an efflrt to foster a coordinated, cohesive link between child care providers and the
schools in our state, and providing resources to local school districts targeted to expanding
and enhancing kindergarten or pee-kindergarten program and services.

" Supporting arid assisting licensed child care centers and family home providers seeking and
obtaining national accreditaion.

Fidlyfwndedlin the third year. the Starting Right initiative %4ll Infuse an additional $13

million into our state's child care and early education system.

00#

3/271"
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ALMOND ANNOUNCES INCENTIVES
TO MEET DEMAND FOR

MORE CHILD CARE SLOTS
Rite Care Coverage Now Available to Home-Based Providers

Governor Lincoln Almond today announced that the State's child care program will
expand the availability of care for children of low-income parents through increased
reimbursements and health coverage, insuring that quality care is available to all working
families in Rhode Island.

"One of the major factors keeping parents out of the workforce is the lack of
adequate child care," said Almond. "We are addressing this problem in a number of ways:
child care subsidies will now be available to more working families, the State's
reimbursement for child care will be increased, and providers will be offered health and
dental insurance."

Mandated by the new FY '98 budget, which Almond signed just last week,
reimbursement rates to providers who care for subsidized children will increase to become
more competiti,:e with local market rates by the year 2000. And through the Rite Care
program. licensed, home-based providers can qualify for insurance.

Almond noted that Rhode Island is the only state, in the country in which child care
is guaranteed to working fami lies, and health and dental insurance are available to licensed
home-based day care providers.

"Out ptogam for child care here in Rhode Island is considered a national model,"
said Almond. 'l'e only way to successfully lead the way on such an important issue is to
work closely with parents and providers Through a lot of hard work we have created a
child care system that paves the way for parents to enter the workplace and establish a
stable environment for their fami y."

Said Christine Ferguson, director, Department of Human Services (DHS) which
administers the State's child care program. "By investing in child care, w- P-re 'investing in
our children's future and the future of Rhode Island's business community.



Almond/child came
page 2

.1he availability of quality came enables parents to enter the workforce with peace of
mind. We anticipate that these enhancements to our system will not only elevate the quality
of care, but will motivate more people to pursue child care as a rewarding career
opportunity," said Ferguson.

T14 increase in reimbursement rates to providers will take effect on January 1,
1998. Payments will increase incrementally each year to match market rates by the year
2000. Rates will increase an average of 14 percent next year. and 9 percent in 1999 and
2000. This is the first comprehensive increase in state-subsidized child care since 199 1.

C urrently, DHS has approximately 6,400 children in subsidized care throughout the
state. DHS estimates that number could increase to 7,139 slots in 1998;.8,500 in 1999 and
10.200 in 2000. Of the427 active, licensed family care providers in the state, 90 have

enlisted in Rite Care to date.

To qualify for Rite Care membership, a provider must be licensed through the
Department of Children. Youth and Families as home-based provider. The provider must
have been paid at lease S 1,800 by DHS (or services within the six months preceding the
request for coverage, and must not be receiving R.I. Medical Assistance or any other health
insurance. with the exception of General Public Assistance medical coverage. Providers
must re-qualify for coverage every six months.

-30-



CHILD CARE REIMBURSEMENT RATES

Center-Based Child CagrE

Infant

Preschool

School Age

Current Weekly
Rate

$98.00

$74.00

$64.00

Licensed. Home-Based Child Care

Infant

Preschool

SChOOl Age

$81.00

$63.00
$53.00

1998
Rate'

$111.00

$84.00

$72.00

$91.00

$77.00

$70.00

1999
Rate

$120.00

$92-00
$79.00o

$98.00

$88.00

2000
Rate

$100.00

$105.00

$100.00
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RITE CARE HEALTH INSURANCE
FOR

CERTIFIED CHILD CARE PRO VIDERS

January 1, 1997

Rhode Island Department of Human Services
600 New London Avenue

Cranston~ RI 02920
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QUALIFYING FOR RITE CARE HEALTH INSURANCE

Certified child care providers and their minor children who live with them may qualify for health
insurance through the state's Rite Care program if they meet the $ 1,800 test in the latest six-month
period and if they have no other health coverage.

Once certified child care providers have been paid $1,800 by the Department of Human Services
(DI-S) for child care services within a six month period, DHS will send a letter to ask if they wish
to request health coverage for their family. DHS wI send a packet of information which contains
an enrollment form to complete, sign, and r~tumn to DHS. When DHS receives completed
enrollment forms, child care providers and their minor children who qualify will be notified.

ENROLLING IN A RITE CARE HEALTH PLAN

Once a child care provider qualifies for coverage, they will be enrolled in the Rite Care Health Plan
of their choice for a six month period. The six month qualification period will begin the month after
the month DHS receives the applicant's completed request/enrollment form. On an ongoing basis,
the provider's child care payment history will be reviewed in order to requalify for the next six-
month period of coverage.

Once a child care provider has qualified and been enrolled, the Health Plan will send them an ID
card to use to receive health care benefits. The Child Care Provider Health Care Coverage
Enrollment Form cannot be used to receive services from a Health Plan.

Health coverage is'provided by the Health Plan selected and that Health Plan's network of doctors
and other health care providers. Once enrolled in a Health Plan, a child care provider and his/her
minor children mugI go to the doctors and other health care providers that are in that Health Plan's
network.

PROGRAM COSTS

For qualified child can providers DHS pays the entire cost of health care provided by the Health
Plan and the dental plan. There are no co-payments or deductibles.

PARTICIPATING HEALTH PLANS

United HealthCare cTNew England
Neighborhood Health Plan of Rhode Island
Coordinated Health Partners, Inci/Blue CHiP
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care of New England

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Health coverogefoe Cjnied Chld C"r Providin 2



The Rite Care Info Line staff will answer general questions on the Rite Care program, including
questions on benefits.

Rite Care Info Line: 1-800-346.1004 English
1-800-299-8444 Spanish
1-800-745-5555 TDD

The Customer Services (or Member Service) departments of each of the participating Health Plans
can provide specific information on their Health Plan.

Health Coverage for CsnVWe Chil Care Provder 3
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1. LEGAL AUTHOR iCY

In accordance with R.I.G.L. 40-6.2-4, RIte Care coverage may be pro ided to certain DCYF-
certified family child care p-oviders who gTrovide services to families and who are paid by
the Department of Hunr-in Services (DHS).

[I. POLICY STATEMENT AND PURPOSE

A. CRITER1.% FOR HEALTH CARE COVERAGE

A child care pro''ider and her/his minor children (natural or adoptive child under the
age of 18) residing with her/him, qualify for this health care coverage if the child care
provider:

1. Is a DCYF-certified family child care provider who is paid by DHS to
provide child care services;

2. Has been paid at least one thousand eight hundred dollars (S 1,800) by DHS
for child care services within the six (6) month period immediately preceding
the month in which she/he requests health coverage;

3. Requests coverage by completing a DHS enrollment form and returning it to
the Third Party Liability (TPL) unit before the thirteenth (13th) day of the
month that precedes the month in which coverage is requested to begin;

4. Selects a Health Plan from one of the plans under contract with the Rite Care
Program and a primary care provider for each requesting family member;

5. Does not receive Rhode Island Medical Assistance, or is not covered by any
other comprehensive health insurance with the exception of General Public
Assistance medical coverage.

B. COVERAGE PROVIDED

1. The covered benefits are as follows:

SERVICE SCOPE OF BENEFITS (ANNUAL)

Inpatient Hospital Care Up to 365 days per year based on
medical necessity.

Health Coverage for Certified Child Care Providers 4



Outpatient Hospital Services

Physician Services

Prescription Drugs

Non-Prescription Drugs

Laboratory Services

Radiology Services

Diagnostic Services

Mental Health and Substance
Abuse Services-Outpatient

Mental Health and Substance
Abuse Services-Inpatient

Certified Home Health
Agency Services

Covered as needed based on medical
necessity. Includes physical therapy,
occupational therapy, speech therapy,
hearing therapy, language therapy, and
respiratory therap.

Covered as needed based on medical
necessity. Includes surgical services
including reconstructive surgery as
medically necessary.

Covered when prescribed by a Health
Plan physician. Generic substitution
required unless specified otherwise by
physician.

Covered when prescribed by a Health
Plan physician, limited to certain non-
prescription drugs.

Covered when ordered by a Health Plan
Physician.

Covered when ordered by a Health Plan
physician.

Covered when ordered by a Health Plan
physician.

Covered as needed based on medical
necessity for individual or tiroup therapy
visits for mental health and for
substance abuse.

Covered as needed based on medical
necessity for acute mental health,
substance abuse, and detoxi fication.

Provided as ordered by a Health Plan
physician. Includes private d&AY nursing
and homemaking/personal care services
when medically necessary.

Health Coverage for Cenrled Chil Care Prov~dm 5



Nursing Facility Services

Services of Other Practitioners

Podiatry Services

Optometry Services

Durable Medical Equipment

Hospice Services

Nutrition Services

Covered when ordered by a Health
Plan physician up to a maximum of
thirty (30) days per annum.

Covered if referred by a Health Plan
physician. Practitioner, certified and
licensed by the State of Rhode Island,
include; nurse practitioners, physician
assistants, social workers, licensed
dietians, psychologists, and licensed
nurse midwives.

Provided as ordered by Health Plan
physician.

For adults 18 and older, benefits are
limited to examinations that include
refractions and provision of eyeglasses
if needed once every two years, and any
other medically necessary treatment
visits for illness or injury to the eye. For
children under 18, covered as medically
necessary with no other limits.

Provided as ordered by a Health Plan
physician. Includes surgical appliances,
prosthetic devices, orthotic devices, and
medical supplies. Includes hearing aids
and molded shoes.

Up to 210 days lifetime maximum as
ordered by a Health Plan physician.
Services limited to those provided by
Medicare.

Covered as delivered by a licensed
dietitian for certain medical conditions
as defined in the Health Plan contract
and as referred by a Health Plan
physician.

Health Coverage for Certified Child Care Providers 6
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Group Education/Programs Including childbirth education classes,
parenting classes, and smoking cessation
programs.

Transplant Services Covered when ordered by a Health Plan
physician.

Dental Services Comprehensive package comprised of
all basic services up to maximum of
S850 annually.

2. Duration of Coverage:

Health care coverage under this provision consists of six (6) months of DHS-paid
enrollment in a Rite Care Health Plan.

3. Periodic Review:

Qualification criteria will be reassessed in the fifth (5) month of each six (6) month
benefit period. As long as conditions A.l1. and A.2. continue to be met, coverage will
be continuous. If conditions Al . and A.2. are not met in the month of scheduled
review, the provider may re-qualify for another six (6) month period as soon as
conditions A. L, 2., 3., and 5. are once again met.

4. Health Plan Lock-in:

All qualified members of the child care provider's family must be enrolled in the
same Health Plan. The family is, locked into the selected Health Plan subject to the
Health Plan's annual open enrollment policy and procedures.

5. Termination of Health Care Coverage:

If in the fifth (5th) month of health coverage the child care provider no longer meets
conditions A.l1. and A.2. above, coverage will cease at the end of the six (6) month
period. The provider may re-qualify for a new six (6) month period in any
subsequent month if the conditions in A.A. through A.5. are met again (including re
requesting coverage, for the next 6 months. An otherwise eligible minor child's
coverage shall cease at the end of the month in which the child attains age I18.

C. COMPLAINTS AND APPEALS

Child care providers have both in-plan rights to appeal as well as a right to appeal to

DHS. Such providers may utilize either or both avenues simultaneously.

Flea .ih Coverage fop Cgnlyied ChildCare Provider 7
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a. In-plan timeliness and formal grievances: a Health Plan may take up to
fifteen (15) days to seek resolution of a medical care related complaint and
may take up to thirty (30) days to seek resolution of a non-medical care
related complaint. If a complaint is not resolved to the satisfaction of the
member or provider within the allotted time, the Health Plan must agree to
automatically register the complaint as a formal grievance, unless requested
otherwise by the member or provider. The Health Plan also must agree to
register a complaint as a formal grievance if requested to do so at any time
by the member or provider, even if the fifteen (15) or thirty (30) day limit has
not been reached. In addition, the Health Plan must comply with the initial
and second level appeals process as described in Rhode Island's Rules and
Regulations for the Utilization Review of Health Care services. Health Plans
maintain internal policies and procedures to conform to State reporting
policies and provide a process for logging formal grievances.

b. DHS. appeals process: although Health Plans have a formal grievance
process, child care providers have the right to request an appeal with the
Department of Humnan Services at any point they are dissatisfied. A child
care provider may initiate the departmental appeal process by mailing or
delivering her/his written statement of complaint to DHS within thirty (30)
days of the aggrieved action in accordance with applicable DM5 hearing and
appeals regulations.

Health Coverage for Cerified Child Care Providers 8
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. HALLENBECK, JR.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you this morning to discuss the

very important issue of child day care, from the perspective of an employer who has
fulfilled the commitment to provide an on-site, company-supported dlay care center
for the children of our employees.

This experience has provided us with valuable information that we are delighted
to share with you as you consider how to deal with this issue in a positive manner.
In addition to the information I will be providing in the next few minutes, Ms. Pam
Koch, our Vice President of Human Resources, is here with me and will be glad to
answer any questions you may have.

Some brief7 background on the ECS Companies: we are leading providers of inte-
grated environmental risk management services to business and industry world-
wide. We are privately-owned, have an employee population of 400, and will gen-
erate just over $200 million dollars in revenue this year. As this profile dem-
onstrates, the ECS Companies are smaller than the typical corporation that pro-
vides on-site day care services; however, we have always placed an extraordinarily
high value on our employees and their needs.

In 1995, we began to study this issue; at the time, we had 300 employees with
an average a ge of just over 30; those employees had 200 preschool-age children, so
the issue of day care was a real concern, from two perspectives: recruitment of new
employees; and, retention of existing employees.

In 1996 after careful study, the decision was made to fund and build our own
day care facility, on property immediately adjacent to our corporate headquarters.
That construction was completed in 1997, at a capital cost of $1.3 million dollars.

In September, 1997, the center, named Our Kids' Academy at Eagleview, opened
for business. The facility had a capacity of 100, and there were 35 original enrollees.

Today, just seven months later, enrollment has risen to more than 75, and we
would expect to reach our capacity of 100 before the center's one-year anniversary
in September. Fortunately, the facility was designed for possible expansion, which
now appears likely. Our 400 employees now have more than 300 preschool-age chil-
dren.

Some statistics that may be of value to you:
* ECS parents receive a 20% discount from the rates charged to parents who

work at other companies; 2/3 of current enrollees are children of' ECS employ-
ees.

* Operating costs of the day care center are about $30,000 per month; the cornp a-
nyps goal is to operate the center at a break-even level, and we may reach that
target by the end of our first year of operation.

* As a recruitment tool, on-site day care continues to be at or near the top of the
list for prospective employees. We compete for new employees in the very com-
petitive southeastern Pennsylvania job market, and this capability has already
proven very valuable.

* As a retention tool, the results are even more dramatic: in 1995, only 64% of
our employees who had children returned to work; in 1996, that figure in-
creased to 74%, probably because parents had an increasing% financial need to
continue working. The center oened in 1997: in that year, the number return-
ing to work jumped to 88%; so far in 1998, 100% have returned to work.

Some observations of note:
" Parents really appreciate tbs chance to visit with their children, during their

lunch hour for example, and to know that they are nearby if there is a family
crisis of some type.

* I mentioned earlier that our approach to business is to integrate the products
and services we provide. We have also integrated our day care center: the center
is on-line to our computer system, so parents and children can exchange e-mail;
and, the center is part of the company phone system, which makes voice mail
and direct dial internal phone calls possible.

" Even our employees who do not use the day care center realize that the compa-
ny's commitment in this area is representative of the value that ECS places on
its employees, and that that value will be extended to them in other ways.

" The day care commitment has generated very positive public relations for ECS
and has heightened our stature as a responsible corporate citizen.

We were very p leased to host Senator Arlen Specter for a tour of Our Kids' Acad-
emy recently, and we extend a cordial invitation to you as well.

'thank you for this opportunity; it would be our pleasure to entertain any ques-
tions you may have.

55-954 99-4
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MNTRODUCTION

About JEDI for Womem

Justice, Economic Dignity and Independence for-Women (JEDI for Women)

is a five yea old, activist nf.4ai made up of low-income women -and

their allies. JEDI for Women works to address the public policy issue which

impact low-income women and thei families, and works to provide the

resource necesary for survval to these women. Founded in 1992 by a small

giop of low-income women and funded under the umbrella of Crossroads

Urban Center, JEDI for Women is now an independent non-profit

organizAtion with offices, located in the Rose Park ame of Salt Lake City.

JEDI for Women works to address public policy issues rating to access to

education and job training, health care, affordable housing and child care. In

addition, JEDI for Women sponsors: 'My Sister's Closet" a programs where

low-income women can receive outfits of gently used professional clothing

for jobs and job iterviews; "The Street Law Project" a legal clinic where

low-income women can get free advice about legal problems; a career librazT

and an on-site child care facility.

Why We Conducted the Survey

Access to child care is often the critical msigstep in the ladder for families

working toward economic security, Issues such as afbdblt.hours that

care is available, and quality of care, are significant for all families with

Parents who work outside the home, but are particularly critical for low-

income families, especially those headed by a single parent



We conducted this survey of child care providers to better understand the
issue of accessibility, afford dability and appopriateness of care. We also
wanted to put these child care issues in the context of the recent changes mn
the welfare system We wanted to deteurme the availability of care for low-

income, parent making the transition from welfare to work~ or who are tying

to stay off welfare in the first place. Child cae resources are a key

component of welfare refo&rm and poverty prevention as demonstrted by the

fact that approximately 7,000 Utah families with approimately 14,000

children receive this assistance. According to state offcials the need for help
is still not being met.'

Survey Methodology

The survey instrmen was designed by the staff and members of JEDI for

Women The survey was conducted by students from the University of

Utah's School of Social Work Between, May and June of 1997, these

students interviewed 125 licensed child care providers across Utah. The

interviews were conducted over the phone. All of the providers interviewed

provided care through a child care "facility" as opposed to "born care"

which may also be licensed, but which provides care on a much smaller scale.

Convemuo wiab Caftbiappa., Pmvm 5id&AUbh Stae Deputmmt iiMOTU SaiMs,
2119198



SURVEY RESULTS

Availabiit of Care

The total, number of slots provided by the providers who were interviewed

was 9,513. This represents approximately 27% of the total slots available in

Utah. 2 According to 1990 census data over half (57%) of Utah faifies with

children under the age of 13 were headed by two parents in the wodcforce, or

by a single parent who worked outside the home. All indicators point to

growth in the number of children who need child care in Utah and in 1990

well over half a million Utah children needed this care so thei parents could

work. It is reasonable to assume that this number has grown substantially

since 1990, yet the providers we interviewed paint a picture of child care that

is in short supply and available only during limited hours.

T1he Shortage of Child Care Slots

One of the most alanning finding of the survey pertains to the shortage of

available child care slots. Of the 9,513 slots provided by the child care

facilities in the suvey, only 70 slots, or. 7% of the total number of slos

were reported to be ctnwently available for children between 1 and 24 months

old; 168 slots, orl1.76%, were avalable for children ages 2to years; 227

slots, or 2.306 wete available for children ages 4 to 5 years; and 332 slots, or

3.4%, were available for children ages 6 to 13 years old (see Table 1).

BDrnd cm dw xipmtd in ftt Uoh aluld C.'. Public Educoion Proj. t rPert, 199S.



Over all, 70 providers, or 56% of those intviewed, reported tha they had a

waiting lis for available slots within their facility. The average length of the
'wait was 5 month for 2-3 year olds, 4-5 yean olds and 6-13 year olds.

Of the providers interviewed 63, or 50O0/, reported that thecy provided ifn
care. Of these providers, 67% (42 providers), reported having a waiting list

for parents warning Mnat care. The averge leth of the waiting list was 7.5
months.

The length of waiting lsts combined with the limited number of slots

available does not bode well for those who have the least flexibility within the

child care market. Low-income single parent attempting to leave the welfare

system are among this group. Thesc parents face significant time pressure as

they seek employment within the 36 month "life-tme" limit of their eligibility

for assistance. Should they find wadk, expedited access to affordable child

care is a necessity of economic, survival, These parents. and their children can

not aford to wait for slots to become mvalable.

Table 1.

Age of Child Total Number' of Length of Waiting List
________________Available Stol __________

Newborn -24 months 70 ______ 7.5 months
2-3 years old 169 (1.76%/) 5 months
4 -5 year old 227 (23!A1__ 5 months
6-13ye old 332(3.4%) 5 months
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Limited Hornn of Service

One ludrd and thirteen providers reported providing care Monday through

Friday, jximanily between the hours of 6:00 AM And 6:00 PM. Only 12

providers reported that they offered care on Saturdays, only one offered care

on Sundays and only one offered evening care until 1:30AM

The limited hours offered by child care providers creates a problem for many

low-mcome workers who are often, likely to work outside of tradtonal

9 AM - 5 PM hurs. For example, low-income workers in the service

industry often work in shifts - some of which go into evening hours.

Expanding the number of child care centers with vweeken and evening hours

would also expand the employment options for low-income woridung parents.

State Reimbursement and Regulation

Ninety one of the providers interviewed, or 73%, reported that they accepted

state paid children. Of these, the numbers of state paid children within each

fraility varied considerably from 23 providers who reported that 50% or

more of the children they cared for were state paid, to 23 providers reported

that les than 20% of children they cared for were state paid. Fourteen

providers reported that the percent of sut paid children they cared for was

between 20-25%.

Cuiently the state will only provide child care assistac to famiies whose

incom is at 56% of the stat median income. For a family of thre income at
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56% o~f the state median would amount to $1,760 per month? Under, t new,

fedeal welfae block want program the state is allowed to provide a subsidy

to families whose income is at 85% of the state media This would be

$2,714 for a family of three in UtahL Unfortintely, Utah has chosen not to

exercise this option, thus the state is severel limiting a tool to help low-

income families become more economically stable.

Twelve providers reported that they received nual rembursement rates for

state paid children and 55 providers reported that they received urban rates.

The remainder did not know the difference between the two. . Clearly tere:

was a great deal of confuson among providers about the diffrence between

rural and urba state reimburemn rates. When asked specifically about the

difference in these rates, 17 providers reported that they didn't know. This is

not surprising considering the variability between rural rates depending on the

cost of careminthe area&

The majority of providers were comfortable with the level of state regulation

applied to their child care center - reporting that they thought it was "just

about right" Twenty-fiv providers, or 20% of those surveyed felt that Utah

"over regulates" child care faciltes, and 6 providers felt that child care

facilities were under reguated. Of the providers who were concerned with

over regulaton, most said they felt the nzlem were too arbitrary and subject to

interpetlaion by -the person inspecting their facility. They also expressed

concern about being able to meet the requirets of licensing with their

limited budgets. The respondents who expressed the view that child care

3 Agta &dg IM vale. of azy arde Tinx Oiddithe mily migbz rauve and 100 for
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facIlitie were imid reguliad foc=se primarily on issues relating to quality

,-of care.

Cost of Care

The cost of child cars is a significant issue for low incom parents attmpting

to move from, welfare to work, as well as for those who have already made

the transition In fact, one of the most frequent- causes ofjob loss among low.

incme sine pat is a break down ini child care nwgmtswhc

frvtly is c sed byn iblli to pay forthe care. Table 2 shows the

average hourly and monthly costs of care by the age of t child The aerage-

reported hourly cost of care for children between the ages of 0-24 months

was $2.43 per hour, for children between 2-3 years it was $2.17 per hour, for

children between 4-5 years it was 32.16 hour and for children between 6.13

yewr it was $2.05 hour.

Table 2 also shows whatthose costs would be as a perert of the income of a

single parent working a $6.60 per hour job. It is clear that younger children

present a greater inancial burden in tems of child care costs. Child care for

a child under 24 months old would consume 38% of te Income of a

s&g) paruat earning $6.60 per hour. However, it is also clear when we

look at the veiy low wages that child care providers mAke (on average 35.21

per hour) that lowering the market cost of child car is not realitc, or

beneficial for children or providers. It is in situations such as this, when the

mart place on its own can not address a policy problem, that govw"zMant

intervention is wazrantecL
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Table 2.

Age of Child Average Average Monthly Cost as Percent of
Hourly cost cost Income for Single

Parent Earning
_________ __________ ____________S6.60/hr fui-time

0-24 months $2.43 $388 38%
2-3 yearold $2.17 $347 33%
4-5 years old 1$2.16 $3451 33%6
6-13 years old 1$2.05 S16 Q!tm 16%

Only 15 providers reported that they bad a "sliding scale" for payment, and

only two of these providers reported that it was based on income. The

remainder described providing slightly reduced rates for parents who had two

or more children at the child care facity.

Provider's Policies and Procedures

Over 80%/ of the providers interviewed reported that they would terminate a

child care contract based on non-payment and another 30% reported that they

would terminate a child care contract based on the behavior of the child -

specifically if the child posed a risk to other children in the facility.

Forty-four providers, or 35% of those sureyed, reported that there were

reasons they would not accept a child Fifteen providers specifically stated

they would not accept a '%midicapped child into their facility. The emphasis

on not accepting "handicapped" children is cause for concern and raises a

whole set of issue about the child. care options available to low-income

parent and others who have disabled children. Other providers stated
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behavioral isues such as aggresiv behavor or the child not being "potty"l
Irained as reasons for refuing to accept a child

One hundred and sixte providers, or 93% of those surveyed, reported that
they accepted chilre with behavioral problem. 11e: reported ways they
dealt with these problems kdcbde&

* training in dealing with behavioral disorders such as ADD;
e working with the child and the child's parents;
* time out;
0 Medcaio (in reference to ADD and ADHD); and
a referral to an agency that provides counseling

One hulndred and fourteen providers, or 91%1, reported that the accepted

chilre with medical problems. Procedures for medical emergencies
consisted mostly of calling the parents or 911 depending on the severity of the
sitaon.r Over half of the providers specifically cited the CPR/firs aid

cerifcatonof staff as one of their tools to address medical emergencies.

Quality of Care

All of the providers interviewed provided food to the children in their center

and 98% provided lunch. The meal least likely to be provided was dinner,

which was only offered by 8% of providers and only those with longer hours.

Seveny-one of the providers, or 57'!, reported that they were participating in

a local Child Care Food Program (where the provider gets partially

reim bursed for providing food thai meets certain nutaitonal criteria). Only

five providers reported that they were not participating in. such a program and
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would Mile more informain This suggests that more Information about this

pxogrm needs to be dissemninated.

One hundred and three providers, or _82%, reported that they provided affer

school car and 84 providers, or 64%, reported that they provided

ti ansportan to and from school.

Economic Status of Child Care Providers

it is clear from the responses to the. survey, that child care providers are

among the lowest paid employees in the state - probably second only to fast

food worker - yet most people would argue that you need more skills to

aproiately cane for and teach a child than you do to cook a hamburger.

Certainly we recognize this in- our elementary school system where we

requie college degrees and teacher certification, so the obvious question is

why don't we recognize it in our child care system?

Er. are the startling facts:

" Only 49 providers offered health insurance benefits to employees.

" The average entry level wage reported was $521 per hour.

" The avenge highest wage reported was $7.52 per hour.

The irony is that both the lowest and higes paid workers receiving these

hourly waiges would be eligible themselves for state child care assistance
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The Importance of Child Care for Low-lncome Working Parents:
Jennier's Story

Yeanifer is 2.9 yewz old and the mother of two little &ils whose ages are 3 and 5. She-has
been divorced for one y-ear a-nd has not received any cluld support from her ex-hnusband.
In fict she says, "I don't even know where he is, I haven't sme or heard from him sinc
the divorce." Prir to getting divorced, Jennie worked part time as aMedical Technician1
in the Emergency Room of Salt Lake City's St. Marks Hospital. She says. "I didn't have
to WaM about child cure, because I worked evenings when my husband was at home."

After the divorce Jennifer needed to work fill time in order to xWoct her children. Even
though she has a college degree she only make S11.19 per hour us a Medical Technician.
In order to have more time with her children &he works three twelve hour shifts from
11:00 A-M to 11:00PMA, three days a weekL

Jennifer's child care costs are $245 per month for her 3 year old and S240 for her 5 year
old, for a total monthly child care bill of $435. Her rent is $530 per month and her
monthly "take home income is $1,120. Jennifer's child care exnses consume almost
half'of her income. Her finances were so tight she w's"I ended up uaing a credit card to
pay a couple months of ren because Ihad to buy food - I was so fistrated I felt like
giving UP."

Not only vws it difficult for Jennifer to pay for her child care, but she also had a hard time
finding child care she felt comfortable with. She sas "I went to four or five homes -
three were booked and the other one I didn't feel comfortable with. Finally, I ended up
takin my kds to two different day care centers, before I found one I liked - Children's:
Corner."

Because of the difficulty Jennifier was-having paying her child care bils she called the
Department of Workforce Services last November to inquire ahout child care assistance.
'1 called and was told it wouldn't eve be worth my time to come in because I make too
much money," she says, "Then my friend applied and she only nakes a dollar an hour less
thanlIdo andhas only one child and she got help -so Idecded to goback- It took them
three months to process my case -. they said I was borderline in the gray area in term of
whether they would help me or not. Finally, I was so illustrated I called my case worker's
supervisor and within a week my case was processed." Jennifer now reocives-h-i0paying
her child care bill %ith her portion being reduced from $485 to $281 per month.

Finally Jennifer says, 'The assstance I get helps a lot but they need to find a bracket for
people in my situion - who make too much to qua*i for other assistance. I'work my
butt off. but I know there are moms staying home with their ids who get more help than I
do - it feels like people who don't do anything get rewarded. Sometimes rye thought
about being home with my kids - I could be borne with my kds on welfare if I quit my job
If we ward women to work and not be on welfare we need to give them child care
M*sstflce.'
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(under the S6% of median income guideline for a fidy of three) and would

have poverty leve inoie

What Child Care Providers Describe As Their Biggest Unmet "Need"

Not suzprisinly the greatest area of concern for child care providers revolves

around the issue of low-wages and employee turnove. Twemly-four of the

providers intrvewed specifically mentioned that they felt child care

providers were paid wages that are too low. This was often described as

leading to high, employee turn over and an inability to attract "qualified"

people as teachers. Twenty-four providers mentioned issues relating to

tache retentim arnd training as a concem, and another 10 specifically

mentioned the lack of benefits for employees. Several respondents suggested

that the state create an insurance pool for cb&l care providers so that health

isrnebenefits would be more widely available for these providers.

Another ame of concern reported by providers relates to issues of equipment

and space. Fifeen providers mentioned a lack of space and/or materials and

equipment, needed to provide care for the children as thei biggest unmet

need. Finally. ight providers commented specifically on inequities in the

licensing system as their biggest concern. Some of these providers felt the

state reimbursePment rate was too low, some felt tha the licensing system was

arbitrary and subjective and some felt that it was too stringent.
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SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS

Welfare Reform and Child Care Assistance

The results of this swvey raise serious implications for the long term success

of efforts to move parents from welfare to work and the likelihood of thirk

ability to stay off welfare and achieve economic stability over the long term.

There are thre main area of concern which must be addressed to overcome

these obstacles:

1. Accessibility -q 1L urvy hoyw a sinificant deficit in t number at

child care- slots available., The most serious shortage exists within the

category of care for children from 0 -24 months old. In, this category only

.7% of the slots of Providers interviewed were available at the time the

interviews took place. The situation was not much better for the 2-3 year

old category where only 1.7% of the slots were available. The 6-43 year

old category had the largest number of available slots, but it still only had

3.4% of the total slots open. These numbers point to the continuation of a

critical shortage of child care.

2. Affordabiliy - clearly the care that is available is not, on average,

affordable for low-'wage workers. For example, a low-wage worker

earning $6.60 per hour would end up paying on average, 38% of her

income for ifanttoddler care and 33% of her income for the care of a 2-3

year old. Given other consents ofiMe in Utah -such as alack of
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affordable himisinst it becomes clear that a parent in this situation would

not be able to survve economically.

3. Appropriattuess - child car worker woik for extraordinaril low-wages

- on avuuge $5.21 per hou. In addition they seldom receive benefits such

as heat insurance. Ytt we entrust our children to these idvdas h

low wages and lack of benefits for child care worker are not conducive to

ffe iroVsicu Of aPPoiate quality care and need to be addresse&L

Finally. the operation, of many child care centers is so marinl in t==~m of

Prof idha they can not provide tdo basic equipment and materials for the

dbildren.

Recommendation:

"The affordability of child care can be increased by expanding the

eligibiity for child care assistance to the full 85% of the state median

incoMe based on family size.

" Provide additional tax relief to families to increase the affordability of

child care by amending the Dependent Care Tax Credit (DCTC) in the

follwing ways:I

a. expanding to $30,000 the income level at which families become

eligible for the maximum. tax credit;

b. Mising the maxinnmr percentage that parents can deduct of their child

expense to 50016; and
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c. aetnding DCTC eligibiity to families with a sta-at-home parent,

" Th~e state should work with child care providers to create a health
Inrac system for child care workers so tha they have access to health

care benefits.

" Ile state and federal governments should renew thei efforts to ensure

quality child care for all children by estalihng a new grant program

which would heap child care centers achieve excellence in the care they

" The state and federal governments should work with employers to sponsor

the development of model on-site or near-site child care facilities tha

address issues suh as care for disabled children, more flexible hours,

nnovative programig and appropriate copnainof child care

worker. This can be accomplished by crating a tax credit program for

employers who conattuct, renovate or operate on or near-site model

" The state and federal governments should enrge small businesses to

develo child care programs for their employees through the creation of a

smal business child cane grant program~
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOLENE IVEY

Good morning, Senators, and thank you for inviting me to speak today on behalf
of the Caring for Children Act. My name is Jolene Ivey, and I am the president and
co-founder of Mocha Moms, a support group for African-American stay-at-home
mothers. Our group has members of a variety of religins, educational levels and
economic statuses. What we have in common is our culure and our commitment
to raising our children ourselves.

Being a stay-at-home mother is a choice, and that choice is often used against us
when people talk about how to cut the economic pie. Since we haye made this choice
to stay home, many say, we obviously have husbands whose salaries are so high
that we don't need any consideration when it comes time to decide where our tax
money goes. We've made a choice that other families don't have the luxury to make.

My husband and I made a choice for me to stay home with our children. We also,
therefore, made the choice when we bought a home to choose one we could afford
on one salary. Our first home was cozy and had what you might call a lot of char-
acter. We worked on that house for six years, doing much of the rehab work our-
selves. We chose to learn to hang drywall and sand floors. Those days are behind
us now, so we choose to hire somebody who can do a better job than we did then.

I've been humbled by so many of the people I've met over the past eight years,
since my first son was born. Many of the other stay-at-home mothers I've met are
raising several children on incomes of $30,OO-the proposed cap at which families
become eligible for the maximum tax credit-and less. Even though I have relatively
thrifty ways, I don't know how these families pay their bills. I can tell you that they
make choices. They choose to live in houses that have plenty of chracter) but
unimpressive addresses. They choose to shop in thrift stores and food coops. They
choose to do without things that many of us view as necessities -computers, cable,
second cars, vacations. They make the choice to raise their children themselves,
rather than to contract it out.

Stay-at-home mothers make other choices, too, that directly benefit our commu-
nities and make them nicer places to live. We volunteer in the schools, deliver meals
to shut-ins and keep an eye on your house while you're at work. Long after my boys
are grown and on their own I'll make sure I live in a neighborhood with lots of stay-
at-home moms.

Society's attitude towards full-time motherhood is mirrored in the existing tax
code-no respect. Sixyears ago I had just successfully defended my master's thesis
when one of the professors on my committee congratulated me and said, "Well,
Jolene, you did it Now that you have your graduate degree, what are you going to
do?" I told him that I'd found out the night before that I was going to have another
baby. His response to my good news was, "What?! You mean we've wasted all this
time with you and all you're going to do is have another baby?!" I told him I wanted
someone educated to raise my children. That professor, like our tax code, places no
value on full-time mothering.

So I was pleased to learn that the Caring for Children Act would recognize the
value of stay-at-home mothers in the tax code. The tax credit is small-symbolic,
really. But it's a start. It extends the eligibility of the Dependent Care Tax Credit
to families who have chosen to live on less to provide the most for their children.

This is at least as lofty a goal as providing tax credits for the companies that
make cigarettes, alcohol and guns.

What kind of children we are raising has a deep, profound and lasting impact on
what kind of nation we are becoming. Child development experts emphasize the im-
portance of having a caring, nurturing environment in a child's first three years in
order to promote optimal emotional and intellectual growth. No one is better suited
to providing that environment than the person who loves that child most-the par-
ent. I am keenly aware of how my husband and I are raising our four African-Amer-
ican boys. Our goal, over the next 22 years or so, is to have four bright, caring,
thoughtful sons embarking on fulfilling careers, volunteering in their communities,
and raising bright, caring, thoughtful children of their own. If we reach that goal
I will have mad a grater contribution to society than most people can claim. Per-
haps if our public policy recognized the importance of stay-at-home mothers, society
would start to reflect a more positive attitude.

"Children are our future." "Children are our most precious resource." "Let's put
children first." These are getting to be tired cliche's repeated with little action that
is truly useful to children. If we're really going to put children first, let's put our
cash where our tax code is. Pass the Caring for Children Act.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to address this important issue. I'd be
happy to answer any questions you may have.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONNA KLINE

It is a pleasure to be here this morning to testify regarding corporate sponsored
child care. I will p resent to you, both the advantages of such child care, and the
disadvantages of this model from both the sponsoring organization's standpoint, and
the potential impact on society at large.

I will frame my remarks by sharing Marriott's experience with on-site child care
at our headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland, and then follow with an overview of
a consortium model of corporate sponsored care we are experimenting with in At-
lanta, Georgia.

The headquarter's Child Development Center serves 97 children on a full-time
basis and an additional 35 children on an occasional basis. There are a total of 82
families served by this Center since many families have multiple children enrolled.

The Center has been in existence for eight years and we have experienced the joy
of newborns coming to us at 6 weeks of age and their graduating from our preschool
at five years of age to enter kindergarten.&

The financial model for the Center sets competitive tuition rates at Montgomery
County comparables. The tuition income covers teacher salaries, benefits, and direct
program costs like crayons and finger paints. All building and facility costs are sub-
sidized by Marriott at a cost of approximately $500,000 per year.

The families we serve have a 97% degree of satisfaction with the Center based
on our measurement, and report increased morale, productivity, and loyalty to Mar-
riott. Additionally, we continue to receive positive public relations exposure from
this investment, and we recognize the enhanced positive perception Marriott's Cor-
porate citizenship may have been achieved through this proect.

While it may appear to be an unequivocal success, that label is indeed seductive.
Please consider that out of our 3,000+ employees at headquarters, we are serving
only 82 families. Our waiting list is perhaps double the capacity of the Center. Al-
though we have subsidized slots allocated to families earning less than $45,000, the
cost of care is still burdensome tothis income population and we have not succeeded
in creating economic diversity.

Assuming $500,000 as the annual corporate investment, that amounts to a per
family subsidy of $6,097. Are we proud four Center and what it provides the fami-
lies it serves? Absolutely! Will we create an additional Center double the size of the
current one to serve the families on the wait list? Probably not! Why? It doesn't'
make "business sense" to expand this service because it is extremely difficult to jus-
tify based on the economics of a service company like Marriott. For $500,000 per
year, our current expense, we can provide a wide variety of services for our field
employees, the ones who make the beds and carry the luggage and serve the food
in our hotels. With approximately 115,000 wage employees nationally, we look very
carefully at spending $6,097 per family at our headquarter's Center. You see it is
a financial burden, but more importantly it is a moral dilemma.

Our corporate philosophy is the Spirit to Serve and our core values include de-
pendability, integrity and loyalty. It is extremely difficult to operate on our core val-
ues of integrity and loyalty if we are benefiting 82 of our management population
with a $6,097/year benefit, while our wage population struggles to afford1 even the
most rudimentary form of child care. In fact, these struggles of our wage workforce
led us to experiment with yet a second corporate sponsored child care center, this
time in Atlanta, Georgia.

For 250 children of lower income families, this Center operates 6:O0am-midnight
daily and has fully subsidized care. On a sliding fee scale of a minimum of $7/week'
child, we have been able, along with Hyatt, Hilton and Omni Hotels, to solicit the
community of Atlanta to help in supporting child care for this sometimes under-
served population. While we assumed "if we built it, they will come", that wasn't
the case in Atlanta. Despite our subsidy and the community support with fundrais-
ing, the Center had to be rigorously marketed. The reason is that this population
are not traditionally consumers of child care they are more familiar, and therefore
more comfortable, with the neighbor or grandmother or the ten year old sibling.
When you can pay nothing rather than $25. per week to a subsidized center, some-
times it's not a tough decision. What we know about the developmental process in
children over the first three years of life has not yet been integrated into the deci-
sionmaking process these families use about how to spend their oftentimes limited
disposable income.

I do not intend to paint a less than glamours picture of corporate sponsored child
care. I intend to paint a realistic one! Corporate sponsored child care is certainly
a solution. We must continue it and encourage it and incent corporations to do more
of it. To assume it's a big solution for a large percentage of the national workforce
would be a mistake. It works well for corporations who have high margins of profit
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pernem~ployee and whose employees are highly skilled, highly educated and in de-

Our wage population at Marriott does not fit that category. The majority of our
jobs are semi-skilled and our profit margins are small, yet we realize the increased
productivity and customer service deliverable by an employee who has been with us
3 years rather than 3 months. However, the numbers just do not work for a busi-
ness management company such as Marriott whose shareholders and property own-
ers demand increasingly higher earnings quarterly. But most importantly to you, I
think, is that Marriott is a microcosm of the national workforce-more so than any
other corporation experimenting with such child care programs. With a wage base
of approximately $8/hr., speaking 26 languages, representing 20 cultures, I think it
is a safe assumption that if it is not a good solution for Marriott, it may not be a
good solution for the country at large. Even if the numbers did work and our cost
of turnover was $20,000 per turn rather than $1,000 per turn, what is it that would
be created by a dramatic increase in corporate sponsored child care?

The great majority of workers in this country do not work for corporations who
could economically provide company sponsored child care. So what we are doing in
the name of a good corporate citizen and a responsible employer, some may regard
as increasing the speed with which our middle class diminishes. For by creating and
supporting quality child care for those corporate employees who can afford to pay
for care, we are ensuring that the line of demarcation between the haves and have
nots, those prepared and those ill prepared for full and responsible citizenship as
contributing members of society, grows wider and wider.

Since we are economically dependent on female labor and dual income families
in our society, we need minimum standards of child care that are available to all
workers, regardless of employer affiliation. We need to recognize that learning be-
gins at birth and we as a country need to invest in a new paradigm for the care
and nurturin of all the nations children-after all, they are tomorrow's workers.

Thank you for your attention.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. CAROL MOSELEY-BRAUN

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing to focus attention on the child
care needs of America's families.

There are many good child care alternatives for families ranging from small, home
care settings to child care centers with low child to teacher ratios to a stay-at-home
mother or father-but only if the families can afford them. The key to successful
child care is that the parents have choices about how to best care for their children.
For too many American families the high cost of child care puts options out of their
reach.

In Illinois, full-day child care can cost from $4,000 to $10, 000 per year for just
one child. This can be compared to the cost of instate college tuition at the Univer-
sity of Illinois of just over $4,000. These high costs often force parents into unsafe
choices. A recent national study found that 40 percent of the rooms used to provide
care for infants in child care centers provided care that was so poor as to put the
child's health, safety or development at risk. Only 8 percent were rated as providing
quality care for infants and toddlers. These statistics do not even take into account
those parents who cannot find care at all.

Without choices, parents are unable to work, have to forgo needed family income,
or are unable to devote their full time and attention to their work. The lack of
choices not only affects the family but has a direct and negative impact on the econ-
omy as a whole in public assistance and lost productivity costs. One of the greatest
barriers to moving parents from welfare to work is the lack of affordable, quality
care.

A 1991 study for the Illinois Department of Public Aid, for instance, found that
for single parents in Illinois receiving welfare, child care problems kept 42 percent
of them from working full time. Twenty percent of those women who worked but
returned to welfare within a year were forced back onto welfare because of child
care problems. For those who had to quit school, 42 percent left because of child
care problems.

While the statistics may not be so stark for middle-class families, the effects can
be as great. The lack of decent, affordable care crosses economic lines.

Those of us concerned with the lack of child care choices for at-home and working
parents must effectively target public and private resources to address the child
care crisis. Only by working together can we ensure that parents have good child
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care options and children receive quality care. We cannot slamn the door on cld
care as we open the door to the 21st Century.

April 21. 1998 .F F
The Honorable Carol Moseley-Braun
U.S. Senator
324 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-1 303

VIA FACSIMILE: 202-228-5786

Dear Senator Braun,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Illinois' child care needs. In 'anticipation of
the subcommittee hearing on child care on Wednesday, I am writing to inform you of the
needs and issues confronting the child care field in general and the State of Illinois in
particular.

The Illinois Facilities Fund supports increases to the Child Care and Development Block
Grant for the purpose of assisting all low-income families gain access to affordable,
quality child care. All evidence in Illinois continues to illustrate the growing need and
demand for child care subsidies, whether families are working or receiving Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families. While many people - - advocates, child care workers,
policy makers and parents - - recognize the undisputed demand and need for child care,
few recognize the accompanying supply-side issues. One of the most serious problems
in child care is the severe discrepancy between child care supply and child care
demand, which is the issue I present to you here.

According to the Illinois Department of Human Services, there are currently 530,000
TANF recipients. Of these, 370.000 are children. The Illinois Facilities Fund projects
that in the Chicago metropolitan area alone about 39,000 children will need full-day care
and would qualify for a child care subsidy. Of these, 13,000 children are likely to select
center-based care. Chicago currently does not have the space to accommodate this
projected demand. For instance, in the Englewood neighborhood of Chicago, one of
Chicago's poorest communities, 1,519 children tinder five are eligible for 161 child care
spaces (this includes centers and homes). This means that the community can only
care for 11 percent of the children needing care, even though they have a subsidy
available to them.

Having adequate capacity is critical to maintaining parent choice, which is one of the
fundamental principles of the block grant. However, increasing the block grant in its
current form is not enough to help meet the needs of all low-income children. Increasing
the block grant addresses the growing demand for child care, but does nothing to
increase the supply of child care. The Illinois Facilities Fund Is documenting the extent
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of the supply gap for the City of Chicago and the State of Illinois. Preliminary findings
Indicate severe capacity shortages in many communities.

Most supply-building strategies currently under consideration occur in the in the form of
tax credits to businesses for providing child care to their employees. The 1FF does not
believe this will meet the needs of the pcorest communities and families. There are
currently no consistent sources of equity for the child care field, which will exacerbate
the supply gap over time as demand grows.

The Illinois Facilities Fund proposes the following measures to address the supply issue:
1. States must have the flexibility to use the block grant funds to increase supply as

well as meet demand. This includes the ability to use the block grant funds for
capital to build supply if necessary, which they currently do not have.

2. States should be required to develop supply-building strategies in their annual plan
for the Child Care and Development Fund. This could include plans to leverage of
Federal dollars with state and private resources.

3. Any increases to the Child Care and Development Block grant must be in form of
mandatory dollars, not discretionary funds, in order to ensure that the States have
the appropriate resources to address their needs.

The 1FF has initiated discussions with the Illinois Department of Human Services on
pursuing these solutions, and IDHS agrees that some supply-building measures are
needed as pressure mounts on the state's limited existing capacity.

Because of your long history of demonstrated commitment to children, we believe your
recognition of this issue will play a key role in elevating this matter on the national child
care agenda. We appreciate your commitment to children's issues and your support on
this matter. Your staff has been very helpful in assisting us throughout this process.

Thank you for your consideration We look forward to working with your office on this

issue.

Sincerely,

Trinita Logue
President

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN

I thank Senator Chafee for convening this hearing. Child care is an important
issue in the lives of working families, especially those at lower end of the income
scale, and we here in Washington should pay it more mind.

I am troubled by one effect, hopefully unintended, of the additional child care
funding provided in the misgu*ded 1996 welfare law. It appears that many low-in-
come working families may have difficulty obtaining child care assistance as states
-nye higher priorit towe are famiilies in distributing child care aid. Poorer working
amilies may need child care just to stay employed and to stay off of welfare. It

would be a sad result if limits on child care funding mean that welfare families get
help in moving off assistance at the expense of working families who then end up
having to turn to welfare because they cannot keep their jobs. Those who supported
the 1996 welfare law have, I believe, an obligation to see that this does not occur.

Again, thank you. I look forward to hearing from our witnesses.
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SUSAN IEUZNCHOW
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

FLORIDA CHILDRENIS FORUM

Good morning Senator Chafee, Senator Roth, and members of the
Committee

Th~ank you for the opportunity to testify. I am Susan Muenchow,
the executive director of the Florida Children's Forum. The Forum
is a private, non-profit organization that serves as Florida's
Child Care Resource and Referral Network. Our 25 local agencies
help 150,000 families, regardless of income, find child care per
year. Our agencies also provide child care assistance, on a
sliding fee scale, to 92,000 children from very low-income working
families. We offer information on ta~x credits for dependent care
to families who request our services.

Every day we hear from parents who ask for our help finding, or
financing, good care. These include parents who work two jobs in
order to pay for child care, parents who feel guilty about parking
their children for hours in front of the babysitter's television
set, and parents who cannot find suitable after-school or summer
care for their children at any price.

This morning I would like to tell you about the progress we are
making in helping these families as a result of recent changes in
federal legislation. I have also brought for every member of the
Committee a packet describing Florida's Child Care Partnership
Program, which is designed to leverage always limited public funds
for child care with matching funds from employers and other
private and local investors. Finally, I would like to share with
you recommendations on how the federal government might help
states like Florida make further improvements in helping families,
especially low-income families, balance work and family
responsibilities.

FINANCING CHILD CARE WITH T.A.N.V. SAVINGS

our state leaders have made the most of the child care financing
opportunities presented by recent federal welfare reform
legislation. Last year Florida invested an additional $100
million in child care for families moving from welfare to work.
Most of the increase was budgeted from savings from Temporary
-Assistance for Needy Families (T.A.N.F.); the remainder came from
the federal Child Care and Development Block Grant. The new child
care funds were sufficient to help all of the families getting off
welfare who requested child care assistance this year.

This year the state-- for the first time -- is addressing most of
our current waiting list of low-income working families not on
welfare. Last week, with the strong support of Senate President
Toni Jennings and House Speaker Daniel Webster, the legislature
approved Governor Lawton Chiles' request to use $80 million in
T.A.N.F. savings to expand child care for the working poor. The
families on this waiting list are, according to a New York Times
article on child care in Florida, the forgotten poor in the
national child care debate (November 25, 1997). The 25,000
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families on this list do not receive temporary cash assistance;
they work in low-wage jobs in the retail sector, hotels, fast food
restaurants, nursing homes, and child care centers. They make too
little to have the choices of professionals to work part-time or
to take a year out to stay home with their children, and too much
to qualify for many government programs. The families on the list
include a Pensacola mother, who explains her problems financing
child care in simple arithmetic:2

I have two children and their child care costs me $120 per week.
I work a full-time job, but after I pay taxes and insurance I
bring home $230 a week. That leaves me $110 a week to take care
of my children. it is almost impossible for me to survive. I
make too much money to receive food stamps so my children have to
go hungry in order for us to get by. If I had some help with
child care, I would have more money to buy food for my children.
I have worked at my job for seven and a half years. It breaks my
heart to see my children suffer because I cannot afford child
care."

For most of the last year, we have had to turn down requests for
child care assistance from non-welfare working poor families. It
will be a great pleasure to just say *yes" to parents who want
nothing more than to be able to work and keep their children safe.
For many of these families, child care assistance is the key to
making ends meet. With a child care subsidy, the Pensacola mother
mentioned above will make a co-payment of $24 a week, or about 10
percent of her take-home pay, for child care for two preschool
children. That is about the same proportion of income that many
middle-income families spend for child care. Without the subsidy,
she uses nearly half of her income for child care.

LEVERAGING PUBLIC CHILD CARE FUNDS WITH PRIVATE DOLLARS

In addition to using T.A.N.F. savings and the Child Care and
Development Block Grant funds to expand child care for low-income
working families, Florida has an innovative Child Care Partnership
Program. Established as part of the state's welfare reform
legislation, the Partnership is designed to leverage state and
federal contributions to subsidized child care with private sector
and local investments.

The Partnership Program is led by a nine-member corporate board
appointed by the Governor. Funds are raised, with the assistance
of the Board, by the Child Care Resource and Referral Network
agencies. Since the program's inception in December 1997, the
Network has raised more than $6 million in private and local
contributions, providing care for more than 3,500 children who
would otherwise not have been served. Over 35 businesses are
participating, as well as local governments and private
foundations. Participants range from very large (and growing
larger!) corporations such as NationsBank to local branches of
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Wendy's Restaurants and small businesses such as wedding
Professionals of Central Florida. Other investors include church
groups, non-profit medical centers, and local governments.

The idea for the Partnership Program arose from a simple analysis
of where the families receiving state and federal child care
subsidies actually work. The Florida Children Forum was awarded
one of the three original federal Child Care Research Partnership
projects sponsored by the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, Administration for Children and Families. With the help
of economist Dr. Ann Witte of Florida International University and
Wellesley College, we looked at the employers of families
receiving Subsidized Child Care in Jacksonville, St. Petersburg
and the Big Bend area. We found that as many as 129 families
receiving Subsidized Child Care in Jacksonville worked for one
supermarket chain. In St. Petersburg, 101 parents worked for one
company in the retail sector.

Since these businesses are at least indirectly benefiting from a
public subs-idy which helps promote retention and reduce
absenteeism of their workforce, we thought it was at least worth
approaching them to help share the cost of the child care and
enable more of their employees to participate.

The Partnership Program works like this: Employers may choose to
participate by contributing funds to cover a portion of the child
care benefits for their own employees eligible for Subsidized
Child Care. In this case, the state contributes a dollar for
every dollar the employer provides. The employer's contribution
is treated as a business expense. Businesses participating in the
program to expand child care benefits for their own employees
include branches of Burger King. Theresa Skrzynski, an employee
of Burger King in Panama City, explained the benefits of the
program in an interview last fall. The best benefit is that I can
work, said Skrzynski, who has a two-year-old in part-time care and
a four-year-old in full-time care. My whole paycheck is not going
to child care. It is a relief.

On a larger scale, NationsBank recently contributed $750,000 to
the Child Care Partnership Program. Beginning in May 1998, the
program is expected to help the bank extend child care benefits to
an additional 1,100 employees in Florida. We have a strong
commitment to child care and to making the' quality of life better
for our associates and the communities where we do business, said
Michael M. Fields, Senior Vice President for NationsBank at a
press conference announcing the bank's participation on March 30,
1998. This program helps us do that. The Partnership expands our
ability to help our associates and the communities they serve.

Emloyers, foundations, and local governments may also contribute
to a general child care purchas~rg pool used to serve children
eligible for Subsidized Child Cara. In this case, because the
employer's own employees do not necessarily receive assistance
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through the fund, the contribution is treated as a charitable
contribution.

The beauty of the Child Care Partnership Program is that it works
for any employer, large or smal.l. Frequently businesses equate
corporate involvement in child care with the establishment of an
on-site child care center. Actually, only the very largest
businesses can afford to construct, much less operate, an on-site
center. While on-site child care can be a wonderful benefit to
working families, the vast majority of people work for small
businesses that cannot afford to establish a center. The
Partnership Program also has the merit of allowing parents to
choose their own child care arrangements. Families may prefer
home-based or relative care for infants and toddlers, a center or
school-based program for preschool children, or a summer camp for
school-age children.

The-Partnership Program also has certain advantages over tax
credits. Unlike a corporate tax credit, the Partnership Program
is available to help non-profit and public employers who have no
corporate income tax liability. Many of the recipients of
Subsidized Child Care in Florida work for hospitals, schools, or
state or local governments that would not benefit from a corporate
tax credit. unlike the federal Dependent Care Tax Credit, the
Partnership Program funds are available to parents at the time
they pay for care. This is very important for low-income families
because they do not have to wait until the end of the year to be
reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses for child care. For
example, a two-parent family, with both parents working full-time
at minimum wage jobs, earns $21,400 a year, or $1,783 per month.
It is difficult for this family to pay the average price of child
care, about $400 a month for an infant, even for one child.
Multiply by two children, and child care takes an enormous bite
out of the family income. Another problem is that the Depen6~nt
Care Tax Credit is not refundable. For many low-income families,
their child care credit may well exceed their tax liability.

Finally, the Partnership Program makes sense because it is based
on the principle that the best way to finance early care and
education for young children is to encourage a cost-sharing
approach. Parents, business, and government each benefit from
child care services, so each should help support them. A recent
report by the Kauffman Foundation and the Pew Charitable Trusts
contrasts the financing of early care and education with that of
higher education. of the roughly $40 billion spent on child care
programs in the U.S., according to the report, families pay about
60 percent. Federal, state and local government invest about 39
percent, and business and philanthropy contribute the remaining
one percent (Mitchell, Stoney and Dichter: Financing Child Care in
the United States, The Ewing Kaufmann Foundation and the Pew
Charitable Trusts, 1997). In contrast, according to the report,
parents pay only 23 percent of the tuition and fees for college
education, with government investing 42 percent and the private
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sector contributing investing a much larger percentage (35
percent) of the cost of higher education.

THE GAPS IN CHILD CARR FIRANCING

Florida is doing a good job of using T.A.N.F. savings and a
public-private partnership approach to financing child care for
low-income working families. Nevertheless, there are still many
families who have great difficulty affording safe, healthy care
for their children, much less care of a quality that helps prepare
them for school.

First, we are not serving all of the eligible families. Admission
to Subsidized Child Care in Florida is capped at 150 percent of
the federal poverty level, or about $19,995 for a family of three.
Of the 299,429 children birth to five in Florida from families
with incomes under this threshold, only about half (126,457)
receive assistance in paying for any type of publicly funded early
care and education, whether child care, prekindergarten, or Head
Start. The Department of Children and Families estimated the
unmet need for child care assistance. The estimate assumes that
only children of working parents need help, and that one-quarter
of families have relatives or neighbors who will provide good care
for their children for free. Even by this conservative estimate,
there are at least 39,900 children birth to five being left in
unsafe arrangements because their families cannot afford to
purchase appropriate care. Next year T.A.N.F. savings will
finance child care for an additional 22,000 children, but we may
quickly see the remainder appear on a new waiting list.

Second, we are not really beginning to reach the school-age
population.
Of the 316,000 children ages five to 12 whose family income is
below 150 percent of poverty and whose mothers are in the
workforce, at most one-third are enrolled in any type of after-
school supervision. More parents call our local resource and
referral agencies requesting help in finding care for school-age
children than for any other age group.

Third, we are relying primarily on T.A.N.F. savings to expand
child care. As a State Senator who is a banker put it, it is
risky to rely exclusively on these savings to expand services.
The banker/legislator is too familiar with market fluctuations.
He is concerned about what will happen during the out years when
the economy is not so strong, job openings decline, and more
families are thrown back on cash assistance. In that case, he
fears that the state will be forced to cut back on child care and
shift the funds back to cash assistance.

Fourth, our income eligibility limit is far too low. WhileI ederal law allows states to provide child care subsidies to
families with incomes up to 85 percent of the state median income
($31,863 for a family of three in Florida), our state cuts off
admission at 53 percent of the state median income ($19,995 for
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family of three). Even our Partnership Program would be far more
successful if we could offer child care assistance, on a sliding
fee scale, to families in the $20,000 to $30,000 range. The low
income cap creates a disincentive to work or work advancement. A
recent letter to Governor Chiles sums up the problem:

Governor Lawton Chiles
State of Florida
Executive office of the Governor
The Capitol

Dear Governor Chiles:

I am a single parent with two children. Over the past 3 to 4
years I have been working my way out of poverty and into a
position where I am hoping to give my children a decent life.

I have been a state employee for the past 5 years. My beginning
salary was less than $17,000. With no sick time saved and 2
children, I had quite a few hours of leave without pay during the
first couple of years and grossed less than $12,000. Subsidized
daycare through the Kids Incorporated program was the only
assistance that I have received throughout this time.

In June of 1994 we become homeless because I could not afford to
pay rent on decent housing. Within a month I found a trailer off
of Crawfordville Highway. The floors had soft spots and there was
other wood rot apparent, but the rent was only $350 and it was a
roof over our heads.

We spent the next 3 years in that trailer. At times we went
without electricity, many times without gas for heat and the
stove, and I learned to humble myself and get food from some of
the area churches when we were in dire need. The neighborhood was
such that we were burglarized 4 times in those 3 years, so I
didn't even own anything of value when we moved.

Finally, in March of 1997, I stretched my budget to the limit and
found an apartment in a better part of town. My annual income at
this point was just above $19,000 and the subsidized. daycare is
the only reason I was able to do this. In the past year we have
enjoyed the security of not having things stolen. I have been
able to purchase meat for almost every meal we eat (not to mention
having enough canned fruit and vegetables-, and we have even been
able to enjoy some recreation and fresh fruit once in a while.
Things were a little tight, but they were more than tolerable.

Then in January of this year, I received a raise of $100 per
month. This raise put my annual gross income up to $20,380. The
limit for subsidized daycare for a family of three is $19,995. 1
have been eliminated from the subsidized daycare because I am no
longer income eligible.

I have received a gross raise of $100 per month, which means I
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bring home approximately $80 more per month. For an annual net
increase of $960 in pay, my daycare has been raised by $2,400 for
the same time period. I have had little time to do more than
react to this event, but I don't see how I can work full time and
keep my 4 year-old in daycare.

I don't understand why the subsidized day care program is not run
on a graded basis. I would gladly return my raise to the State so
I can afford to keep my son in daycareAi

Please don't get me wrong. I ax$very grateful for the benefits I
have received though the subsidized day care program. This
program has enabled me to get myself and my family back on our
feet from ground zero. But now we are being left hanging with no
support beneath our feet.

Thank you for your time.

This story has a happy ending. Kids Incorporated, the child care
resource and referral agency in the Big Bend area, found a way to
continue this family's child care assistance. But our agencies
must turn down requests from so many more families who are just a
few dollars above the income eligibility limit.

Finally, the quality of the care leaves a lot to be desired.
According to a recent study of child care in Florida by the
Families and Work Institute, only 42 percent of the care provided
in centers for preschool children is good enough to enhance their
growth, and infant care scores worse. Recent improvements in
staff-child ratios and teacher training have improved the quality
of care, but these improvements are undermined by teacher turnover
rates of nearly 30 percent annually. The high turnover is in turn-
linked to low wages and lack of health insurance in the child care
industry.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It will require more than any of us learned in kindergarten to
solVe this child care puzzle. I hope Congress will ta').-e a
balanced approach to financing child care, recognizing that there
is no single simple solution to such a complex problem. S. 1577,
sponsored by Senators Chafee and Hatch, is a good starting point.
$20 billion over five years would be a firm commitment. My
recommendations will be brief:

Coordinate direct vs. tax-based subsidies for families.
increase the Child Care and Development Block Grant substantially.
This is the most efficient way to help families earning less than
$30,000 per year. it is also the best way to finance improvements
in the quality of care affecting the largest number of children.
Funding for CCDBG should be mandatory, not discretionary. This
will help states plan appropriately for expansion and improvements
in the quality of care.
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Expand tax credits helpful to median-income families, and make the
credits refundable. Tax credits are a complement, not a
substitute, for direct investments in child care.

Continue to encourage states to use T.A.N.F. savings to help non-
welfare working families with child care, but recognize that
T.A.N.F. savings are not a long-term, much less a comprehensive,
solution to child care for the working poor.

offer incentives for private sector investment that allow small
businesses and public and non-profit employers to participate;
reward states that develop creative ways to raise matching
dollars. Corporate tax credits may be helpful, but leave out many
employers of low-wage workers.

Do not forget the school-age children. Children do not outgrow
the need for adult supervision when they get on the yellow school
bus. Police chiefs across the nation have recently spoken out on
the need for after-school programs to reduce youth crime. Most
youth crime occurs between the hours of 2 and 7 p.m. after school
lets out.

Invest in quality. In particular, help states focus on efforts
like North Carolina's T.E.A.C.H. program that reduce teacher
turnover in child care. By offering bonuses to caregivers who
complete training, the T.E.A.C.H. program has reduced turnover for
participants to 7 percent.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before your -committee.I
commnend the committee for its work on child care and its focus on
this issue of such great importance to millions of American
families.
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- OVERVIEW -

The Florida Children's Forum, a private-public partnership, is a statewide
thild Care Resource and Referral Network. The Network consists of a hub
office in Tallahassee and 25 local child care coordinating agencies which:

" Provide child care information and services to more than 150,000 families per yeae.

" Manage the state's Subsidized Child Care program for more than 92,000 children
from low-income working families.
. Parents have their choice of care in either voucher or contracted arrangements

with child care centers, family chid care homes, school-based programs,
before-and after-school programs, vacation programs, church-sponsored
programs, and relative care.

- Services are available for children birth to 13, and on a full-day, full-year
basis for children of working parents.

The child care coordinating agencies consist of 21 private non-profits, two
school boards, one city government, and one county govefmment The agencies are
selected by competitive bid.

Florida's Subsidized Child Care system has been featured as a national model
by the American Public Welfare Assn. and the National Governor's Assn.
0 Unlike many states, where families have to go to government welfare offices to

access one type of child care, and to child protection offices to access another,
Florida has placed all of its child care funding streams under one community
agency at the local level.

Florida's Subsidized Child Care system is built on a public-private pa rtnership.
" Services are largely provided by private, community-based providers rather than

operated by government.

" The local community agencies raise more than S1O0 million in private, local
government and other grant dollars to supplement state andl federal funds for child carm.

The Forum Network office:
" Provides the leadership for maintaining a statewide database of more than 16,500

child care providers and will soon participate in a national child care database.

" Conducts the annual early care and education needs assessment and the annual
market rate survey on the cost of care.

" Oversees the Carnegie Starting Points project in Florida, and the federal Healthy
Child Care project.

* Assists in the staffing of the Child Care Executive Partnership Board.

" Manages the "Caring for Kids" Initiative, a statewide campaign to reach out to
informal providers, increase the number of licensed family child care homes, and
increase the supply of accredited child care facilities. Major business
participation in "Caring for Kids" includes NationsBank and Kaplan Early
Education Supply Company.
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- OVERVIEW.-

The Florida Children's Forum, a private-public partnership, is a statewide
Child Care Resource and Referral Network. The Network consists of a hub
office in Tallahassee and 25 local child care coordinating agencies Which:-

* Provide child care infominaxion and servces to more than 150.000 famiuhes per year

* Manage the stare's Subsidized Child Care program for more than 92.000 children
from low-income working families.
- Parents have their choice of care in either voucher or contracted arrangements

with child care centers, family child care homes, school-based programs.
before-and after-school programs. vacation programs. church-sponsored
programs, and relative care.

- Services are available for children birth to 13. and on a fill-day, full-sear
basis for children of working parents.

The child care coordinating agencies consist of 21 private non-profits. two
school boards, one city government, and one county goverumeOL The agencies are
selected by competitive bid.

Florida's Subsidized Child Care system has been featured as a national model
by the American Public Welfare Assn. and the National Governor's Assn.

*Unlike many stares, where families have to go to government welfare offices to
access one type of child care, and to child protection offices to access another.
Flonida has placed all of its child care funding streams under one community
agency at the local level.

Florida's Subsidized Child Care system is built on a public-private partnership.
* Services are largely provided by private. community-based providers rather than

operated by government.
* The local community agencies raise more than $ 100 milIlion in private. local

government and other prant dollars to supplement s=as and federal Rinds for child care
The Forum Network offie:
* Provides the leadership for maintaining a statewide database of more than 16.500

child care providers and will soon participate in a national child care database
* Conducts the annual early care and education needs assessment and the annual

market rate survey on the cost of care.

" Oversees the Carnegie Starting Points project in Flonida. and the federal Healthy
Child Care project.

" Assists in the staffing of the Child Care Executive Partnership Board.

* Manages the "Caring for Kids" Initiative, a statewide campaign to reach out to
informal providers, increase the number of licensed famriy child care homes, and
increase the supply of accredited child care facilities. Major business
participation in "Caring for Kids" includes NationsBank and Kaplan Early
Education Supply Company.

55-954 99-5
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Higher Child Care Standards Improve Outcomes for Children,
New Florida Study Shows

The Families and Work Institute in New York~ has released
a stud showing that Florda's efforts to improve child care -
increasing teacher-to-child ratios and educational qualifications
of staff - have improved quality in ways that positively effect
children's development.

The research *shows that regulatory improvements have a
powerful capacity to affect children's outcomes and improve the
quality of their early education and care," the study says.
'Importantly, this study also reveals that the more stringent the
improvement in teacher-to-chItd ratios and in t educational
level required of teachers, fth greater fte Impact on children's
outcomes arrdon the overall quality of their educational environ-
ment.*

These findings are partcularly pertinent at a time when
state and federal policriakers and experts in the child care field
are debating the efIfectiveness of efforts to improve the quality of
child care. While some policyrnakers propose reducing chId
care regulatlions and substiutng outcome measures; this study
documents that program standards do affect outcomes for
children.'

The findings emerged from studlyof 150 child care centers
in four Florida counties - Broward, Duval, Hilisborough, and
Pinelias. 'The Florida Child Care Improvement Stuy investi-
gated the impact of state leglation mandating more stringent
child care standards. The Familisand Work Institue says that
while it only looked at Florida, its findng and policy Implicationa
are applicable in each of fth 50 states.

In 1992, Florida reduced teacher-to-child ratios from 1:61to
1:4 for infanits and from1:8 to1:6 for toddlers. In addition, t
state enacted a law requiring higher educational attainment for
child care canter teachers. The Famnilles and Work Institt

collected data in 1992, 1994
-~and 1996 and tracked

4~chan gas in chiId care qua]i-
Sity and the resultsaof those
Changes over the four

'The study documents
-,the Importance of training

for chid care teachers,' said

Susan Muenchow, Executive Director of the Florida Children's
Forum. "Th~e study also points to the rneed to reduce staff
turnover in o rde rto make further Improvements In the quality of
care.

Among t studs firnfgs:

"Increased teacher education and ratio requirements sIgnif-
cauity contributed to children's cognitive and emotional devel-
opment hrom 1992 to01994; continued Improvements were
seen In 199. Children also spent more time In leaming
activities In 1996 tha in 1994.

' Children's language proficiency improved and their behav-
toral problem, such as aggression, anxiety and hyperactivity,
decreased In 1994. Overall dlaaroom quality and the warmth
and sensitivity with which teachers Interacted wtth children
Increased during that

improvements held
steady In 1996.

"Teachers were

involved with chit-
dren In 1996 tha
in 199.

"Improvements In
the quality of
care would have
been even
greater were it
not for high
staff turnover
rates, which
werein u
related to low wages and few
fringe benefits. The turnover rate in child care
centers averaged 30 percent In 1996. Only 2 percent of the
teachers observed in 1992 were In the same centers tour
years later.

Coihmiia oin Page 4

THE CHILD CARE FOCUS
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Mission
The Flonida Chidreets Forum is a

statewide non-profit corporation
providing child care information
and services to more than 150,000
Florida families and their children
eacht year.

The Florida Children's Forum is a
sts tewide networkpromoting qual-
ity child care and work/family so-
lutions. The Forum conducts re-
search, policy development, train-
tng and advocacy otn behalf of chil-
dren and families

As the voice of the child care net-
work in Florida, we try to promote
a child care system of which Florid-
m will be proud.
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From the Executive Director
by Susan Muenchow

Cross your fingers-, this could be a banner year for Florida's young children. Brain
research has made the point that child care is not just babysitting, but rather"th building
block for alt future education. According to a recent statewide poll, Florida voters
strongly support Investments in quality child care. And the state's leaders atl say they
want School readiness to be a major state prio"t.

Both the House and Senate are proposing enough funds to address the entire
current wailing list for Subsidized Child Care. Last year, the Legislature funded the
Governor's fll request for child care for WAGES participants making the transition oft
of wettae, but admissions for children from ow-income families not on welfare
remained frozen. This is the first time the Legislature has attempted to serve the entire
waiting list of chfidren from working poor families.

Equally Impressive, the Legislature is also picking up on the Governor's recomn-
mendation for child care quality improvements. Both the House and the Senate are
supporting higher rates for Subsidized Child Care in Gold Seal facilities. The Gold Seal
program will providers much needed incentive for more child care providers to make the
irnprovoments in staffing and training necessary to achieve accreditation.

There's even a chance that the Legislature will support another quality improve-
ment in child care - the beginning ofta statewide program to link child care training to
better compensation. As is shown in the recent study by the Families and Work
Institute, the greatest banrier to improving the quality of child care is teacher turnover.
Laws mandating more protective staff -child ratios foe-babies and more training forchild
care workers have Improved the quality of care in Florida. But the improvements are
undermined by the 30 percent turnover rate among cidcare teachers, which is in turn
linked to little better than minimum wage pay. As Marcy WhItebook. director of the
Center for the Child Care Workforce. puts it, 'Parents can't affordlto pay. Teacherscan't
afford to stay.'

The solution is to link child care training to increased compensation. The
T.E.A.C.H. Early Childhood and Scholarship Program helps both the child care teacher
and the center. TE.AC.H, helps
the caregiver pay for training, and
helpsathe centerpayfor asubsttue "Thie solution is to link
while the teacher participates in child care training to

Wiliing.Whenthecaregiver corn- .
pleles the redential (whether a increased compensation."
Child Development Associate, or
an Associates' degree, or a
Bachlrs), the program helps the center give the teacher a bonus or salary increase.
In return, the teacher agrees to work for at least another year for the facility. in North
Caroline. since 1991. over 5.000 teachers have participated in the program, and staff
turnover among participants has been reduced to seven percent.

Of course, the new funds for child care will not xe all that is wrong with child care
In Florida, What is really needed Is an all out campaign in every community to upgrade
the quality of care.

The United Slates military provides the model. Eight years ago, the military took
stockof its childcare facilities and found them sadlywanting. The military made it a goal
that every center would be nationally accredited. They assessed every facility to
determine what was needed to achieve accreditation, closed facilities in too bad shape
to be repaired, and Invested in renovations for the remainder. The military also
conducted a massive training program forchild care staff. The Caring For Kids Initiative
(see page 5) provides the vehicle for this kind of campaign to improve child care in
Florida, now we need an array of advocates, service providers and employees to enlist
in the effort. Florida's children deserve no less.

IN WhEA 1998
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School-Readiness Committee
Presents
"Children First" Initiative
By Alan Stonrcipher, Florida Board of Regents

A window of opportunity has opened this year for sign&fi
cant improvement in the way Florida cares for its youngest
children, Widespread interest i brain development and its
effect on school readiness, a generally rosy state financially
picture, and powerful new children's advocates combine to
offer new hope for advances In early childhood policy.

For more than a year. the Readiness Committee of the
Governors Commission on Education studied the needs of
Florida's almost one million children under die age of five, and
how well our state meets those needs. One result of that effort:
Committee chair David Lawrence. publisher of the Miami
Herald, and other leading business and civic leaders have
become forceful proponents of greater attention to children's
needs. Increased attention, they believe - from parents and
other primary caregivers, state and local governments and the
private sector - Is necessary to Improve the state's dismal
rankings in measures of children's well-being.

In its report. Children First: Flordals School Readiness
Initiative, the committee and the full Govemot's Commission
on Education offered a diagnosis of current problems and a
prescription for improvement.

The diagnosis? Florida's early child care and education
system lacks coherence and comprehensiveness. thre report
says.

Whether the issue is access to quality child care so
parents can work, quality preschool so children are ready for
kindergarten, or preventive health services, too many children
and families fall through the cracks.

For many of Florida's parents, for the least educated, and
for those whose family lives are least stable, the gaps in the
state's eartychildhood programs resign theirchildren to similar
lives of underachievement. Many come to school behind their
more fortunate peers, quickly fall further behind, and tail to
reach even minimal academic achievement levels. The work-
ing poor and parents attempting to move off welfare often face
the unpalatable necessity of patching together a variety ot
people to watch their children while they work, seek jobs, or
obtain job training. Despite our existing Investments; despite
the heroic efforts of hundreds of thousands of parents, volun-
teers, teachers, charileole and religious organizations, and
public and private child service workers; and despite arn ever-
growing outpouring of rhetoric about putting children first we
collectively do too little, too fate, for too few.

And tha prescription for improvement? Design and create
a system to make certain that all children in Florida are
prepared by the age of five to succeed in school. That system
should be based on several principles: Every program and
activity for young children should be considered a readiness
program. Quality counts. Investment in early childhood must
increase. Better collaboration is necessary. Community-
besed efforts hold the most promise for Improvements. Infor-
mation and services regarding development of young children
should be available to all families, as desired, although to-

cused on at-risk populations.
That prescription has been

consolidated into a 'Children
First" agenda - a specific set of i b~
recommendations covering both
statutory changes and budget
action:

Real attentlion to the wetl-
being of Flonida's young-
est children at the highest
levelIs of the state, begin-
ning with a Children First Governing Board includ-
Ing the Governor. Commissioner of Education,
legisative leaders and top leaders in the private
sector.

* A Children First Coordinating Council, comprised
of agency heads and representatives of service
providers, whose task Is to implement children's
policies in a coordinated, holistic way.

* Providing incantivelfunding for each of Florida's 67
counties to form Children First partnerships involv-
ing nonprofit organizations, the school system,
parents, and service providers The new coalitions
would esist to more fully address children's health
care and education needs, as identified locally.

* Supporting other initiatives designed to improve
servicesto0children, includingthe Children's Health
Insurance Program, a major increase in Subsi-
dized Child Care funding for the working poor and
for quality enhancements, and implementation of
the Healthy Families home visiting program.

General legislative reaction to the Children First agenda
has been encouraging. CSICS/S81 82 and 1042,as amened,
incorporates some of the Children First concepts. We're
hopeful that final legislative action will track the Children First
recommendations and advance the cause of improving the
lives of Florida's youngest children,

The Governors Commission on Education consulted
widely with providers of children's services and other advo-
cates in preparation of its recommendations. We continue to
value input from those whose lives have been devoted to
Florida's children. As we all watch legislative action on
children's issues, we hope you will feel free to offer your
thoughts and suggestions about the Children First agenda.

CHILDR.EN'S WEEK 1998
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Caring for Kids Update
Through Florida'a
25 chid care cor-f
dinating eIrcta t
the Carngo=tM - r -
tinitisttvelsaurenty
providing services-
in all 67 of Floendasa
counties. This IniIatives targets three vital facets of the child
care market: 1) informal child care; 2) family child care
homes, and; 3) accreditatlen of both child care centers and
family child care hemnes.

Following Is en update arn many at the programs
Involved In this comprehensive Inittive:

" Resource WNWale
*20 Resource Mobiles ame now providing outreach

services to child care providers in 62 counties
*Nationsean, Bemnett Bank and Kaplan Supply

Company assisted with the purchase of the vans

* Heriote for Caregers
-1,200 handbooks are completed and being

ffstributed through the 25 local Resource
aiW Rieferral agencies to child care providers

-Kaplan Supply, Company helped support
development of handbooks,

* Business Menfonnig Breakfasts
-20 Business Mentering Breakfasts have bG held

in the following cities: Pensacola, Tallahassee,
Lake City, Gainesville, Daytona Beach, Orlando,
Cocoa, Lakeland. Tampa. Bradenton, Ocala,
Sarasota, Ft. Myers, Miami, Ft. Lauderdale.
Delray Beach, Port St. Lucie, Jacksonville,
Fort Myers end Panama City

-More than 1,000 people have participated
-Agencies are now hositin *lnch -n- leam" training

sessions for the Business Mentors
-The breakfasts were sponsored by Barnett Bank

and NationsBank

* Mini-grants
- Mini-grants to assist with censure or accreditation

are available

" Loenprograrn
*Loans to assist with censure or accreditation are

available
-Loan procedure handbooks have been distributed

to the local Resource and Referral agencies
-The Lean Program is being operated with

assistance tram NationsBank

For more information about Caring For Kids, please call
Chris Cress at 850-681-7002.

- -Crfng For Kids
PMgrss to Uting Goas"

* "~abnotpainttolteineed ades
aow Ca~drerovkdee

*The, Kumbiii at tsid campordr i
PrMvide ever*4cars Inoreedby 21 O

*The nuber of flsy hdcare'WfVidnst
Provide OVenigt m crorssWby 1$
* n( - - I

* The Child Cam Coortstk'igAgec t"sv provded 6,tAt
reach services to 1,50 Informal prMerlas

*Of thea 658 have completed t 3-hourtrslnrr
and t00 have beofm license or reghteed,

* Ore than S00 caregser have obtainedl COA's

Contiued Fromn page 1

Higher Child Care Standards Improve Outcomes for
Children, New Florida Study Shows

"The tighter rabes, t study found, did net lead centers to
cut beck on the number of children served, and parents did
not report renter difficulty finding care.

"According to a subsudof parents, tecosteof ch i care for
parents rose between 1992 end 1994, byq the increases tor
center-based care were no greater than for home-based
care. Thus the fee increases appear to be unrelated to the
regtiatery change, whith affected only center-basedl child
care. Furthermore, the perceived burden of paying for child
care actually declined sightly, for both center end home-
based care.

"The greatest gains in children's development and in me*
equity of early childhiood education and care occurred
when classrooms met professionally recommended rates,
which are higher than t new Flids ratios. SirMarly,
teachers with educational lees higher than tes required
in Florida - AtA, BA; or higher degrees in early childhood
education - had the highest scoes in terms of children's
develoment and classrooms quality.

"The Florida Child Care Oustity Study shows that invest-
menit in child care--imposing improved standards and
enforcing these standards -can affect children's develop-
ment and that higher standards don't break the bank'0 said
Fan-ilies and Work Institute President Ellen Oalinsky.

Adapfsd withpermssion from fire Feaifes and WorkfInsfitufe.

3, WLLLFILI av K 1998
" 1.0 Un FLE. FCK, US - Pa" 4
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SUNDAY, MARCH 29, 1998
00 P.M. Unveiling ot the "Little Hands"

Care-A-Van (Capitol Courtyard)
See this spectacular display
of Children's artwork

2:00 p.m. Hanging of the Hands
(Capitol Rotunda)
Help decorate the entire Rotunda with a
memorable display of Children's hand
prints from allover the state.

MONDAY, MARCH 30, 1998
8. 00 a m, Registration Begins

(Second Floor at Capitol)~
Receive your registration packet
with event details and the 'One
Voice For Children' Position and
Issue Papers.

11:30 a.m. "One Voice For Children"
Advocacy Luncheon
(Civic Center)
Recognition and Awards Presenta -
tion - Samuel Bell, Facilitator
($9 fee for box lbnch, participants
must pme-register)

1: 15-3:15 p.m. Advocacy Training
Four (4) breakout sessions
Topics: Early Care and Education -
Child Health -Children with Special
Needs -ChildAbuse and Neglect

3:15-5:30 pm. Liegislative Visits
DonI miss this opportunity to bring
"One Voice For Children" to
legislators.

5:30 p.m. Children's Week Recepion
(Old Capitol Building)

TUESDAY, MARCH 31, 1998

10:30-1l:30am. BrunchIn theommons
(Capitol Commons)
Coordinated by Florida Healthy Mothersi
Healthy Babies ($5 fee to attend,
participants must pre-register)

11:30 a.m. Spirited March to the Capitol
Join Heatfy Motherso~ealthy Babies in
the annual Usr" to the Capitol

10:30-12:00 p.mn Children's Activities at the Capitol
Coordinated by the Florida Children's
Forum and sponsored by The Florida
Lottery.

12.00-1:00 p.m. Children's Day Rally
Coordinated by the Florida Children's
Forum and Florida Healthy Mothersl
Healthy Babies.
Governor Lawton Chiles, Guest of Honor

6:30 p.m. Business Recognition Dinner
(Civic Center)
A special celebra tion to honor Florida's
Family Friendly Businesses. Sponsored
by Peoples First Community Bank.
($3 fee to a tend, pa rtics
muist pm-regiser)

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1, 1998

8:30.- 12:00 p.m. Powertul Listening Skills Training
(Ramada Inn, N. honroe Street)
Join the Florida Children's Forum for this
exceptional hallf day training, conducted by
Jim Cairo of National Seminars Grow.,
Continental breakfast buffet included
($30 fee to attend, partcipnts must pre-
register Seating is lkiied and there will
be no on site registrations taken.)

The Florida Children's Forum would like to thank
the following Childrens Week sponsors

Natiors~2n$
ANNl~y

iixshlNrl mue'aI"n
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THE V41 CHnf 9rA 0 CeV-i1. ~i
Florida Children's Forum Membership Information

The Florida Children's Forum would like to thank the more than one hundred businesses and many indiviiduals
who have shown their support during our recent membership drive. If you would like to demons rate your

support for quality child care and work family solutions in Florida, please complete the Jbrm below and mail to
The Floida Children's Forum at 259 East 71h Avenue, allahassee, Florida 32303.

Nwa: T o__ _ __ __ _
Orgerbodon:
Address:

___ __ ___ __ I_ State:______ _ zip:______

Phone:_______ __ Referred by (If applicable):

- Ind~vduaYarent ($20)
- Chid Care Center ($25)

- Fonm ComParnon ($50)
- Chid Care Penner ($250)

- Friend For Wet ($1000)

- Farnly ChidCare Homne ($20)
- Conin*l Based Agency ($35)
- Corporate Menbor ($100),

- Chid Care Champion ($500)

TAM (650) W61-7002 for hilorernton on expended corporate memberships

CHILDREN'S

"0 Em 7th Awamne

Tabishum, n~o"I 3M0

Mm" OW "eWdMW~ obm am
%46 row OW IOS CaiwW

W dw 0&1 heed mbsvm

HILDRN

Leve of Ntmeme*:

Presorted
Firm asa

U.S. PoetGMd
PAI D

Permi.t No. 119
Tallaitasse FL
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CHILDREN'S

Parmla L. Dawla
President

-WhBk
Vke President

Ithea B. MIke
Trearer

DmAroi Dukes

ftylli Koiltei
lmnmedlaz Pu, Presidnt

GUY CooLep
Pa President

Susan Muenchose
Isecudve Director

259 Eaut 7th Aventue

Tallahamse, Florida 32303
Telephone: (850) 681-7002

rix: (85) 681-9816
http:/Iw ekforum.oqg

PURPOSE

" To serve more children of low-income working parents eligible for
Subsidized Child Care by creating Incentives for employers, local
government and other partners to share the cost. (Although florida
spends more than $340 million on Subsidized Child Care, there are at least
twice as many children eligible as are currently enrolled)

" To involve business leaders in the oversight of child care polic,
including child care financing and efforts to improve the quality and
promote school readiness.

HW U PRNRSIPPOGAMWRKS

" For every dollar an employer or other local partner contributes, the
state will contribute a dollar.

" Employers may contribute for their own employees eligible for
Subsidized Child Care or to a community Child Care Purchasing Pool.

" The result is that parents, employers, and government share the cost of
child care.

PRGA COPYEET

" In state fiscal year 199/9 the legislature set aside $2 million to be
matched, and S2 million was secured.

" In state fiscal yearl19798the legislature set aside S4million tobe
matched, and S4 million was secured. f

" An additional 3,500 children from low-income families have received
child care assistAnce.

" To date more than 35 private businesses have contributed to the local
Child Care Partnerships.

For additional information,
call Susan Muenchow at the Florida Children's Forum; (850) 681- 7002



Child Care Partnership Program
- Overview -

*The Child Care Partnership Act is an innovative strategy designed
to expand child care subsidies for the working poor at a reduced
cost to the state.

+ Currently, there are more than 26,000 children
from low-income families on the waiting list for care.

+ Established by the 1996 Legislature as part
of the state's WAGES legislation.

+ In the first 18 months more than $6 million has been raised by
employers or community groups.

+ These funds were matched on a dollar-to-dollar basis by the state.

Florida Ch~didens Forum



Child Care Partnership Program
-Purpose -

# Stimulate public-private partnerships to serve children of
working poor parents who are on the waiting list and are
currently the last priority for receiving Subsidized Child Care.

* Provide incentives through matching funds for employers, local
governments, and charitable foundations to help share the cost cc,-
of child care for low-income employees who are eligible for
Subsidized Child Care.

# Funds may not be used to supplant maintenance of effort
presently exerted by the employer or other participant in the
activity funded.

Florid& Chidren's Forum



Child Care Partnership Program
-Benefits -

* The state benefits by being able to stretch always limited
state subsidy dollars to serve more children.

* When the $6 million in state funds are matched by employers
and parent fees, approximately 5,200 children of low-income
families on the waiting list will get child care at half the usual c
cost to the state.

* This program allows participating employers, parents and the
state government each to pay about 1/3 of the cost of child
care.

Florida Childrens Forum



Child Care Partnership Program
-Accomplishments -

*The Partnership Program is currently providing matching funds
for purchasing pools that operate in 44 of Florida's 67 counties.

*The geographic areas range from large urban areas (i.e., Miami,
Orlando, Tampa and Jacksonville) to small rural areas in the
Panhandle.

*The Child Care Executive Partnership Board has established a
goal of raising $6 million in matching funds during the 1998-99
fiscal year.

*This funding will create approximately 5,200 child care slots,
equaling the accomplishments of the first two years.

Florida Cildren's Forum



Child Care Partnership Program
- Business Partners -

* Barmnt Bank
*BayftePoperlas, Inc. - Golden Pond
* ellSouh
* Belt, Rqersp et aL, CPA
*Blockbuster Entertainment Corporation

* Burger King/Apple Management

*capital Realrm Plan

*Carpenter's Can~ers
*Chiles etawrant Grouip
* Clarensent Technolog Group

* Colwntbia Blake Hospital
* Cross Creek Health Care
* Crown Healt Laundoy
s Dole Citrus, Florida
# ExcelAgent Services

* Gracewood Fruit Conmpany
# Health Plan Southeast
* Helping Hand Day Nursery

# Holmes Regional Medical Center
* Kaplan School Sifplies
* McDoald's Restaurant

* Te Minute Maid Conmay
* NationsBank
* Thje New PiperAirraft Inc-
* People's First Community Bank
* Po Folks
# Royal American Management
* Sallie Mae Servicing Corporation
* Sun Trust Bank

* Tallahassee Memorial Regional Medica
Center

+ Spurln Indfustres

* Univesity of Florida Santa Fe Community

* IWedding Professionals of Centra Florid
* Wendy's Restaurant

* Win Dirke

Florida Cbfldffnes Forum
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THE CHILD CARE FOCUS - PastS

Child Care Executive Partnership Establishes Goals and Mission
for Child Care in Florida

The ChildiCalrs Executive Partnership Boaird has committedtjaf
throughaspannairship between government, the b6

siness community
and parents, all children, especially those who are disadvantaged
hare access to affordable, qualitye@arty care and educationprograms5that accommodate parents' work schedules. The following Is an
excerpt from 'Maxirmizing Florida's Brain Paer A New 117sion For
Early Carm and Educatilon In Florida. 'This publicatfion wase produced
by the Child Care Executive Partnership board

In thte tasi six years the sltae has made fundamental changes in its
wordoro. development and welfare systems that1 took more than a hatl a
century to create. let addition, the Deoiartment of Education has Pressed for
nurrerous changes to promote educational accountabilty, And tour new
state agencies - Department of Juvenile Justice, Department ot Health.
Department of Chidren and Families, and the Agency for Health Care
Administration - have been crested to overhaul the way services are
delivered to children and families, If these major changes to wortiorce
development, weltare, and child and family services are to sued.
however, theapproach toaddress early childhood care andt education must
also tie fundamentally altered.

The new approach must tie oblwtive, cost efficient and asset driven.
1t must be a business approach with bottom ine results. The findings and
conclusions contained herein have been enthusirsiy endorsed by the

-Commrttee for Economic Development (CEO) in its landmark report Tre
Llnunished A ganda: A Ne w Vision for CddDvipmrnanElcain.-
CEO is comnprised of 250 Chief Executive Officers of Anrnas largest
corporals citizens, including ISM. Coca-Cola. XEROX, and Texaco. These
corporate icons. Amrerica's most proficient problem solvers, have con-
clided:

* The separation between early childhood education and child care is
counterproductive.

- Althoughi preschool for disadvantaged three- and four- year old children
is a cntlicsl, cost-effective strategy for later school success, for a lare
porin of poorcildren, o Non this inearaention is too late. Even the most
intensive program at tIS age fails to help atI least one-third ofthe chidrsn
who Participate.

" The nation mus t redefine education as a process that begins it birth, one
which recognizes thast the po Iateial tar learning begins even earler, and

e forpessth physical, social, emotial and cognitive develop-
ment ot children.

ThaGovemorsChdid Care Executive Partnership Boar.ss represen-
tatives of the business community in Monda. believes Mat snytssldarnal
change to infrastructure must always take into consideration the above
conclusions. Consequently, I publicl funded early care and elucation
programs saroVi children birth to Six must tie considered 'School read-a
ness*programs and be funded and held accountable accordingly. AN early,
care and education progams must offer a flf-day, fuilyear option ta
nialas it possible for parenU to worlL To provide less than a *school
readinss' program to children whto are already at risk of school failure is
to waste Ne S371 millon in tax dollars spent annually. To offer les than
a tUil-day, -yeiar program to children from viery lo* income tarngles is to
create a barrto working a 40-hour week and hence an obstacle to welfare
reform.

Employes at Burger King
Experience Benefits of

Child Care Purchasing Act

More than 30 busInesses3 have participated in the Child
Care Parnership Program me t establishment in
1I9Cj. Golden Apple fkanagernent - the Burger King
Franchise serving the Panama City area- is an example
of a business that baa used tie program to offer
incessed child care benefits to employees. 'Burger ing
Is constantly looking at ways to help their employees,,
said Dawn Broecious. marketing director of Golden
Apple Management

While the program is stiff in its infancy, the partnership
between Burger King and Early Childhood Services - the
child care resource and referral agency serving this area
- is already providiing a vital service for Burger Kin. By
addressing thirt employees' child care needs, Broiscious
believes the prog ram wi help the company retain
valuable employees. Broscious. adds, *CNld care is
critical to many Burger King eimployeeC1

Theres Skrzynsk, an employee of Burger King in
Panama City, as very plnaed with ft opportunity offered
by the program. *The best benefit Is I can woirk My
whole paycheck is not going to child care. Its. a rellel,'
says Skrzynsil. Thresa has two children, a 4 year old
tha requis preschool part-time care, and a two yar
old that requires lUi-time care. She could not be more
pleased with me new sirtuation. 'Thank God for Burger
King,' said Skrzynald. 'Parents no longer have to worty
about child care whilea"e work'

Aiccordling to Phylai Kalrfab. Executive Director of Early
Childhood Services. Inc., *The Chid Care Partnership
Program encourages employers to particpat In
Northwes Florics future by provdin child care
bereft while parent worked to remain sel-suficit
This program ats encourages, prWvat employers to
explore innovative ways to assist thei employee to
obtain quaiility cd care. Burgear King is one of the
conspaniss tilaceted~ the challengee'

Brionioua adds, 'te important to ge involved from the
beginning. We warit to encourage businesses to get
Involved because we want the program to grow.'
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MAIMIZING FLORIDA'S BRAIN POWER:
A Now Vision For Early Care And Education In Floridka

OVERVIE

In the las six years the state has made fundamental changes in its workforce development and
welfare systems that took more than a half a century to create. In addition, the Department of
Education has pressed for numerous changes to promote educational accountability. And four
new state agencies - Department of Juvenile Justice, Department of Health, Department of
Children and Families, and the Agency for Health Care Administration - have been created to
overhaul the way irryices are delivered to children and families. If these major changes to
workforce development, welfare, and child and family services are to succeed, however, the
approach to address early childhood care and education must also be fiuamentaily altered.

The new approach must be objective, cost efficient and asset driven. It must be a business
approach with bottom line results. The findings and conclusions contained herein have been
enthusiastically endorsed by the Committee for Economic Development (CED) in its landmark
report, "The Unfinished Agenda: A New Vision for Child Development and Education."
CED is comprised of 250 Chief Executive Officers of America's largest corporate citizens,
including EBM, Coca-Cola, XEROX, and Texaco. These corporate icons, America's most
proficient problem solvers, have concluded:

" The separation between early childhood education and child care is counterproductive.

" Although preschool for disadvantaged three- and four- year old children is a critical, cost-
effective strategy for later school success, for a large portion of poor children, often this
intervention is too late. Even the most intensive program at this age fails to help at least
one-third of the children who participate.

" The nation must redefine education as a process that begins at birth, one which recognizes
that the potential for leading begins even earlier, and encompasses the physical, social,
emotional and cognitive development of children.

Thse Governor's Child Care Executive Partnership Board, as representatives of the busIiess
commnunlty in Rordda, believes that any fundamental change to infrastructure must always
take into cons ideration the above conclusions. Consequently, all publicly funded early care
and education programs serving chikiren birth to six must be considered 'school readiness"
programs and be funded and held accountable accordingly. All early care and education
programs must offer a full-day, full-year option that makes it possible for parents to work
To provide less than a 'school readiness" program to children who are already at risk of
school failure i to waste the $272 million in tax dollars spent annually. To offer less than
afull-day, full-year program to children from very low-income families Is to create a barrier
to working a 40ihour week and hence an obstacle to welfare reform.

Maximiting Florida's Brain Power: A4 New. Vision ror Early Care and Education in Florida
04/0&197 Pose I
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A. IMPORTANCE OF QUALITY TO WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

" Nearly two-thirds (60 percent) of the mothers under the age of 6 now work, up from 41
percent less than 20 years ago.

" One-third of all employees have children who need child care.

" By the year 2000, two-thirds of all job entrants will be women, and 75 percent will
become mothers.

" Over half of the mothers of babies under age one are now in the workforce. With the
implementation of welfare reform this percentage will increase.

" Parents often piece-meal programs together to meet the unique needs of school-age
children, summer vacation, holidays, etc.

" Under the state's new Work and Gain Economic Self-Sufficiency (WAGES) welfare
reform law, mothers of children three months and older must work at least 20 hours per
week. It is estimated that more than 100,000 additional children will need Subsidized Child
Care as a result of WAGES.

B. IPORTANCE OF QUALITY TO CHILD DEVELOPMENT

" Quality early care and education programs result in significant returns on investments
ranging from $3 to $6 for every $1 spent ... estimated at $150,000 per child over a lifetime.
These savings accrue as a result of reduced expenditures for special education, grade
retention, welfare, crime, and teen pregnancy.

* As compared to children in lower quality settings, children in quality programs display:

- greater language ability;
- better math skills;
- advanced social skills;
- improved relationships with teachers and peers;
- higher self images;
- stronger parent-child relationships;
- increased likelihood of long-term school success;
- improved likelihood of long-term social and economic self-sufficiency.

* These benefits are most dramatic with children from low-income families who are at a
greater risk of school failure.

" The most comprehensive longitudinal study of quality early childhood programming ever
conducted in the United States shows that in later life, program participants had half as
many arrests, were twice as likely to own their own home and were 30% more likely to
graduate from high school. High school dropouts:

- earn about $237 billion less than high school graduates in their lifetimes;
- pay about $70 billion less in taxes;
- constitute more than 80% of American prisoners (cost per prisoner: $20,000

annually; cost of quality early care and education: $5,000 annually).

* Poor quality care compounds the risk of school failure.

maximizing Florida si Brain Powr: A New Vision For Early Care and Education in Florida
Page 204/08t97
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C. COMPONENT OF QUALITY
" Quality programs are comprehensive and address not only the cognitive needs of children

but also their social, emotional and physical development. Quality programs provide
family supports, which is particularly important to low-income families.

" Universally accepted key elements of quality early care and education programs include:

- frequent interaction and conversation between children and adults;
- appropriate daily learning activities and materials;
- healthy and safe physical environments;
- program support services, including health, nutrition, social services;
- parental support and involvement;
- staff trained to work with young children;
- favorable staff-to-child ratio and small group size. (The standard recommended by

the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NABYC) and the
Arnerican Academy of Pediatrics is I staff person to every 10 four year old
children.)

D. THE Nzw BRAIN RESEARCH

" Scientists have learned more about the human brain in the last ten years than inall of
history.

" At birth, a baby's brain is "hot wired" to breathe, pump blood through the body, and
perform other body functions. But the complex wiring necessary for good vision, hearing,
talking, and thinking is completed during the first years of life.

" The brain uses the outside world to shape itself - wire itself - during crucial periods or
*windows" during which time brain cells must have certain kinds of stimulation to develop
such powers as vision, language, smell, muscle control ad reasoning.

" The brain research has shown:

- the brain's circuitry for math, in the brain's cortex, is largely wired during the first
years of life;

- by six months of age infats in English speaking homes already have different
auditory amp from children in homes where other languages are spoken;

- adtory cortex circuits, representing the sounds that form words, are wired by the
age 1;

- vison circuitry is wired by the age 2;
- ifsa person does not hear words by age 10, he/she will never speak a language;
- up to 50% of developmenal disablities can be eliminated with quality care;
- a child immobilized in a body cast until the age of four will eventualy learn to

walk, but neve smoothly;
- the brain of a ehid who has been subjected to abuse and neglect is wired by age 2

to chemically respond to "dew" in a fightt of flight" behavioral mode.

The critca importance of thee windows of opportunity has been recognized by the
Committee for Economic Development.

A~dxaft kd& ' &oW~bAi P0Wer A4 Mw Ylim For Eady Came and EducnOri im AM&d
Pag 3
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E. QUALITY OF EARLY CARE AND) EDUCATION IN FLORIDA

* A major national study found "most child care is mediocre in quality, sufficiently poor to
interfere with the child's emotional and intellectual development."

* In Florida the quality of care appears to be better. In recent years the number of preschool
children in growth enhancing early childhood programs has increased to approximately
42%. This is primarily due to legislation improving the staff-child ratio for infants and
requiring credentialed caregivers (a Child Development Associate -CDA- or the
equivalent) for every 20 children in care. This is an impressive accomplishment
considering that other community-based studies have found only 12 to 14 percent of the
children in child care are in arrangements that promQte their growth and learning.

* The legislature has taken a further step in recognizing the need to promote quality early
care and education programs by creating the Gold Seal Program, which recognizes centers
and homes accredited by nationally recognized associations. To -date over 370 centers have
achieved accreditation, with more that 800 additional centers in the process.

* Nevertheless, minimum state licensing standards for three and four year olds; and staff
ratios remain twice the levels recommended by the NAEYC and the American Academy of
Pediatrics.

* The state's most effective mechanism for gauging quality in Subsidized Child Care settings
is the Program Assessment Tool, which is modeled after the universally accepted key
elements of quality listed above. The Department of Education is planning to use the tool
for performance standards for the Prekindergarten Early Intervention Program.

Maxanuzing Florida's Brain Power: A New vision For Early Care and Education in Florida
Page 404/08/97
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F. BARRIERS TO QUALITY EARLY CARE AND) EDUCATION

T 7he primary obstacle to the availability of quality early care and education for children
birth to six is that most Floridians view child care as baby-sitting, not education.

- The CED has found that the distinction between "Prekindergarten", which has
traditionally been viewed as "school-readiness", and 'child care", which has
traditionally been viewed as "baby sitting so parents can work" is
counterproductive.

- The CED has concluded that "all programs for children from birth to age 5 whether
designated as child care, early childhood education or preschool should focus on
educational and developmental needs."

" Other barriers to quality care and education include:

- The hourly expenditure for Subsidized Child Care is less than half that for children
in Prekindergarten through high school.

- The reimbursement rate for Subsidized Child Care is not based on the actual cost of
a quality program.

- The quality standards in the Assessment Tool do not apply to providers who receive
reimbursement through Subsidized Child Care vouchers as opposed to those who
contract for reimbursement. Providers do not even have to undergo background
and criminal records checks.

- Child care workers, even those with degrees or credentials, often earn little more
than minimum wage, increasing employee turnover, training costs and disrupting
the most important component of quality - the stability and continuity of the
relationship between child and caregiver.

- Florida's Prekindergarten Early Intervention Program is not structured to meet the
needs of working parents.

*With the onset of welfare reform, the need for quality infant care will be more acute.

- Infant care is t most requested, most expensive and least available form of care.
- While Florida has more child care centers per number of children tan any other

state in the nation, 58% of child care centers do not serve children under two.
- There is a shortage of family child care homes. There is no state licensure

requirement for family child L.are, and very little support is available.
- Because of affordability and availability concerns many families rely on informal

arrangements with friends or neighbors which may be the most inconsistent, and
possibly most damaging form of child care. It is not uncommon for a family to
have to change informal child care arrangements five times within a baby's first
year of life.

*Another major barrier is that quality care is expensive, beyond the reach of many families.

- In many instances quality care is not affordable, particularly for low-income
families. A single parent working at minimum wage would spend nearly half her
income on child care for an infant at the market rate. Two parents working at
minimum wage would spend over 1/3 of their income on child care for two
children. A starting school teacher earning $22,000 per year would still spend one-
third of her income on child care for two children.

Manwuvig Flonda's Brin Power: A New Vision For Early Care and Educaion in Florida
PaSe 504/08/97
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409.178 Child Care Partnership Act; findings and intent; grant; limitation; rules.--

(1) This section may be cited as the "Child Care Partnership Act."

(2)

(a) The Legislature finds that when private employers provide onsite child care or provide other
child care benefits, they benefit by improved recruitment and higher retention rates for
employees, lower absenteeism, and improved employee morale. The Legislature also finds that
there are many ways in which private employers can provide child care assistance to employees:
information and referral, vouchering, employer contribution to child care programs, and onsite
care. Private employers can offer child care as part of a menu of employee benefits. The
Legislature recognizes that flexible compensation programs providing a child care option are
beneficial to the private employer through increased productivity, to the private employee in
knowing that his or her children are being cared for in a safe and nurturing environment, and to
the state in more dollars being available for purchasing power and investment.

(b) It is the intent of the Legislature to promote public/private partnerships to ensure that the
children of the state be provided safe and enriching child care at any time, but especially While
parents work to remain self-sufficient. It is the intent of the Legislature that private employers be
encouraged to participate in the future of this state by providing employee child care benefits.
Further, it is the intent of the Legislature to encourage private employers to explore innovative
ways to assist employees to obtain quality child care.

(c) The Legislature further recognizes that many parents need assistance in paying the full costs
of quality child care. The public and private sectors, by working in partnership, can promote and
improve access to quality child care and early education for children of working families who
need it. Therefore, a more formal mechanism is necessary to stimulate the establishment of
public-private partnerships. It is the intent of the Legislature to expand the availability of
scholarship options for working families by providing incentives for employers to contribute to
meeting the needs of their employees' families through matching public dollars available for
child care.

(3) There is created a body politic and corporate known as the Child Care Executive Partnership
which shall establish and goveni the Child Care Partnership Program. The purpose of the Child
Care Partnership Program is to utilize state and federal funds as incentives for matching local
funds derived from local governments, employers, charitable foundations, and other sources, so
that Florida communities may create local flexible partnerships with employers. The Child Care
Partnership Program funds shall be used at the discretion of local communities to meet the needs
of local communities in addressing the child care needs of working parents. A child care
purchasing pool shall be developed with the state, federal, and local funds to provide subsidies to
low-income working parents who are eligible for subsidized child care with a dollar-for-dollar
match from employers, local government, and other matching contributors. The funds used from
the child care purchasing pool must be used to supplement or extend the use of existing public or
private funds and may not be used to supplant the maintenance of effort presently exerted by the
employer or other participant in the activity funded.

(4) The Child Care Executive Partnership, staffed by the department, shall consist of:,
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(a) A representative of the Executive Office of the Governor.

(b) Nine members of the corporate or child care community, appointed by the Governor, to be
known hereafter as the "board."

(c) One representative from each of the 10 Child Care Partnership Program pilot purchasing
pool counties established by the board, known hereafter as the "oversight group."

1. Members of the board shall serve for a period of 4 years.

2. Members of the oversight group and the representative of the Executive Office of the
Governor shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor.

3. The Child Care Executive Partnership shall be chaired by a member chosen by a majority
vote of the board and shall meet at least quarterly and at other times upon the call of the chair.

4. Members shall serve without compensation, but may be reimbursed for per diem and travel
expenses in accordance with s. 112.06 1.

5. The Child Care Executive Partnership shall have all the powers and authority, not explicitly
prohibited by statute, necessary to carry out and effectuate the purposes of this section, as well as
the functions, duties, and responsibilities of the partnership, including, but not limited to, the
following:

a. Assisting in the formulation and coordination of the state's child care policy.

b. Adopting an official seal.

c. Soliciting, accepting, receiving, investing, and expending funds from public or private
sources.

d. Conti-acting with public or private entities as necessary.

e. Approving an annual budget.

f. Carrying forward any unexpended state appropriations into succeeding fiscal years.

S. Providing a report to the Governor, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and the

President of the Senate, on or before December 1 of each year.

(5)

(a) The Legislature shall annually determine the amount of state or federal low-income child
care moneys which shall be used to create Child Care Partnership Program child care purchasing
pools in counties chosen by the board of the Child Care Executive Partnership through June 30,
1998, provided that at least two of the counties have populations of no more than 300,000. After
that date, the Legislature shall review the effectiveness of the child care purchasing pool program
and reevaluate the percentage of additional state or federal funds, if any, that can be used for the
program's expansion.

(b) To ensure a seamless service delivery and ease of access for families, the community
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coordinated child care agencies shall administer-the child care purchasing pool funds.

(c) The department shall issue a request for proposal for the operation of the pilot child care
purchasing pools. In order to be considered, the community coordinated child care agency must
commit to:

1. Matching the state pilot purchasing pool funds on a dollar-for-dollar basis; and

2. Expending only those public funds which are matched by employers, local government, and
other matching contributors who contribute to the pilot purchasing pool. Parents shall also pay a
fee, based upon the department's subsidized child care sliding fee scale.

(d) Each community coordinated child care agency shall be required to'establish a community
child care task force for each pilot child care purchasing pool. The task force must be composed
of employers, parents, private child care providers, and one representative each from the district
interagency coordinating council for children's services and the local children's services council,
if they exist in the area of the pilot purchasing pool. The community coordinated child care
agency is expected to recruit the task force members from existing child care councils,
commissions, or task forces already operating in the area of a pilot purchasing pool. A majority
of the task force shall consist of employers. Each task force shall develop a plan for the use of
child care purchasing pool funds. The plan must show how many children will be served by the
pilot purchasing pool, how many will be new to receiving child care services, and how the
community coordinated child care agency intends to attract new employers and their employees
to the pilot project.

(6) The Department of Children and Family Services shall adopt any rules necessary for the
implementation and administration of this section.

History.--ss. 4, 5, ch. 88-337; s. 43, ch. 90-306; s. 85, ch. 96-175; s. 195, ch. 97-101.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Welfare reform with its emphasis on
term limits and work requirements
makes understanding the low-income
labor market and the low-income cid
care market vitally important. We need
to understand both markets and the
way in which they interact if we are
going to stimulate two-generational
self sufficiency for low-income fami-
lies.

Effective policy that supports two-
generational self sufficiency requires
knowledge of how both the content and
administrtion of child care subsidy
programs influence parental employ-
ment and child development. Child
care subsidies are frequently essential
to allow primary caregivers to work
outside the home. Child care subsidies
are also frequently important to help
low income families afford a level of
care sufficient to build a new genera-
tion of productive workers.

Since enactment of the Family Support
Act of 1988, programs that provide
child care subsidies have grown in size
and diversity. The federal emphasis
has been primarily on using child care
to help welfare families achieve
economic seif sufficiency. At the same
time, some programs, such as the
Child Care and Development Block
Grant, have provided child care to
low-income working families to help
them avoid welfare dependency. As
far as we are aware, there is no system-
atic information on who employs the
parents receiving these various child
care subsidies. Such information can
provide an important context for the
welfare-to-work transition required by
welfare reform.

As a foundation for the Tri-State Child
Care Research Partnership, we have
worked with Child Care Coordinating
Agencies in three diverse areas of

Florida: (1) Duval County (Jackson-
ville). (2) Pinellas County (St. Peters-
burg) and (3) the Big Bend area [Leon
(Tallahassee), Gadsden, Jefferson,
Liberty, Madison. Taylor, and Wakulla
Counties]. These areas reflect a wide
spectrum of child care issues.

Jacksonville is an old South/New
South city on the Atlantic Coast of
North Florida. It has long been a
transportation, finance, and insurance
center and has a substantial military
presence. St. Petersburg, midway
down Florida's Gulf Coast, has been a
destination for tourists and retirees for
many years. It also has substantial
employment in manufacturing, finance,
insurance, and real estate (see Table I
or Chart I of the Appendix). Tallahas-
see, in the Florida Panhandle, is the
state capital and has two state universi-
ties. The six counties that surround
Tallahassee are rural with characteris-
tics similar to the rural counties of
South Alabama.

While each of these areas has unique
characteristics, we believe that our
results as a whole provide valuable
insights regarding the type of employ-
ment available for the working poor.
The working poor in our sample are
"privileged"; they received federal,
local, and state subsidies to help them
pay for the care of their children while
they work. Many other poor families
who are working and struggling to
make ends meet have no help with
child care expenses. For example, in
mid December 1995, working poor
families eligible for child care subsi-
dies in our study area were as likely to
be on waiting lists for care as they
were to be receiving it.

To summarize briefly the results for
our three study areas, retail trade, with
fast food and other restaurants pre-

Informaion
about who
employs
parents
receiving child
care subsidies
provides an
important
context for the
welfare-to-
work reform
required by
welfare
reform.
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dominating, provides more employ.
ment for workers receiving child care
subsidies than does any other type of
industry in all three of our study areas,
Fast food chains are a major source of
employment with McDonald's provid-
ing from ive to ten percent of the
restaurant employment for workers
receiving child care subsidies in our
three study areas. Cashiering and
bagging groceries is another important
activity with the major regional
grocery chains, Publix and Winn-
Dixie, providing substantial amounts
of employment.

In each of the
study areas,
we found
unique
employment
patternsfor
workers
receiving
subsidized
child care.

After retail trade, we ind unique
patterns for echb study area. In
Pinellas, health services, predomi-
nantly nursing homes, is the next most
important industrial sector, this is a
reflectioii of the large presence of
retirees hi, the area. In Duval County,
business s~arvices, primarily agencies
providing temporary personnel,
assumes the number two spot and, in
the Big Bend area, public administra-
tion, primarily employment at Florida's
Department or Health and Rehabilita-
tive Services, assumes the next most
important employer role.
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DATA METHOD AND ANALYSIS

We downloaded all of the employment
information available in the Child Care
Management System (CCMS) data-
bases of the Child Care Coordinating
Agencies in Duval County, Pinellas
County and the Big Bend area (seven
counties) in mid-December 1995.

The name of the employer for workers
receiving child care subsidies was
collected by an Eligibility Counselor as
part of the Parent Interview which is
used to determine eligibility for child
care subsdies.' Parent Interviews
began on January 4, 1992, in Duval
County, on January 21, 1992, in Pinellas
County and on June 30,1992, in the Big
Bend area. Thus we have information on
the employers of workers receiving child
care subsidies for over three years in
each of our study areas.

The child care subsidy programs
serving the largest number of working
families in these three areas in 1995
were the Project Independence Pro-
gram (which was Florida's welfare-to-
work program at that time), the Transi-
tional Child Care Program (which
guarantees a year of child care to
forrner AFDC recipients who are
working but earning less than 185% of
the federal poverty level), the AFDC
Employed Program (serving those who
are working but still receiving some
AFDC), and the Income Eligible
Program (serving those who are working,
whether or not they are former AFDC
recipients, and who have a maximum
family income of 150% of the federal
poverty level to enter the program and
185% to remain in the program.)

We began by creating frequency distfibu-
tions of employers for each of the thre
study areas.2 This revealed substantial
concentrations c& workers receiving child
care subsidies at certain places of employ-
mrent. Further, it appeared that certain

industries employed very large propor-
tions of workers receiving child care
subsidies. To determine whether this
observation was confirmed, we assigned
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
codes to each employer.'

In order to understand our study areas,
we obtained socioeconomic data includ-
ing detailed employment data from the
1994 County and City Dlata Book (US
Department of Commerce, 1995) and
USA Counties' 1994 (US Department of
Commerce, 1994) at the county level for
each of the study areas. These sources
contained employment by SIC codes and
allowed us to compare the employment
patterns of all workers in these study
areas with the employment patterns of
workers receiving child care subsidies.

The retail trade industry employs the
highest percentage of both the low-
income segment of the labor force which
receives subsidized child care and the
total labor force in each of the three
metropolitan regions. This industry
includes building and garden suppliers,
general merchandise stores, food stores,
automotive dealers and service stations,
apparel and accessory stores, furniture
and home furnishing stores, eating and
drinking places, and other miscellaneous
retail stores. Workers receiving subsi-
dized child care are overrepresented in
the retail industry. F-or example, in
Jacksonville, 27% of the subsidized
child care receiving labor force is
employed in retail, whereas only 16% of
the total labor force in Duval County is
employed in retail. Further breakdowns
of the retail industry reveal that certain
businesses are responsible for employing
a large portion of the workers receiving
subsidized child care. We will continue
to examine these breakdowns by indus-
try and by company according to each
city and surrounding region. (Please
refer to the Appendix for tables and
graphs of county employment by
industry).

Workers
receiving
subsidized
child care are
overrepresented
in the retail
trade sector

3
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PINELLAS COUNTY (ST. PETERSBURGr

As can be seen in Table I of the
Appendix. Pinellas County has more
employment in manufacturing; retail
trade; finance, insurance, and real
estate; and health services than the
State of Florida as a whole. The
county has less employment in trans-
portation and educational services
than does the state as a whole. The
concentration of employment in health
services reflects the large number of
retirees residing in the county, and the
low concentration in transportation
and education reflects the county's
reliance on transportation and educa-
tional institutions in adjoining Hills-
borough County.

A comparison of the employment
pattern for Pinellas County's overall
labor force and the employment
pattern for Pinellas workers receiving
child care subsidies revealed substan-
tial differences. As can be seen in
Figure 1, employment in manufactur-

ing; construction; and finance, insur-
ance, and real estate is lower for
workers receiving child care subsidies
than for other workers in Pinellas
County. For example, while over 12%
of all Pinellas workers are employed
in manufacturing, less than 4% of
workers receiving child care subsidies
are employed in this sector.

Figure I provides a comparison of
employment for the three industries in
which workers receiving child care
subsides are most under represented
and the three industries in which they
are most over represented. The
Appendix provides comparisons of
employment patterns for a broader
spectrum of industries. Figure I
shows clearly that workers receiving
child care subsidies are concentrated
in the lower paying service industries
while the overall Pinellas County labor
force finds substantial employment in
manufacturing, construction and

EMPLOYMENT COMPARitSON PINELLAS COUNTY'S OVERALL LABOR FORCE &
WORKERS RECEVINO SUBSIDIZED CHILD CARE

Ifl3amgfce &
9661 l4ate

fervIIS

Over 12% of
all workers in
Pinellas
County are
employed in
manufacturing,
yet less tihan
4% of those
who receive
subsidized
child care are
employed in
this sector.
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Workers in thse
health services
sector
represent 22%
of all workers
recei ving
subsidized
child care in
Pinellas
county.

higher paying services. Additionally,
the tables and figures in the Appendix
show that employment for the subsi-
dized child care receiving labor force
of Pinellas County is negligible in
transportation, communication and
public utilities, and wholesale trade
while these industries provide signifi-
cant employment for the overall
Pinellas labor force.

RETAIL TRADE

In Pinellas County (see Figure 2),
25% of workers receiving child care
subsidies are employed in retail trade,
compared to 20% of the total labor
force in Pinellas County. More than
one third of these workers receiving
subsidized child care are employed in
eating places while another one fifth
work in food stores. Major national
chains, such as McDonald's. Check-
ers, Burger King, and Wendy's,
provide 42% of all eating place
employment and over 4% of overall
employment for workers receiving

Other (1) (11.1%)

child care subsidies. Publix and
Winn-Dixie (two large regional
grocery store chains) provide employ-
ment for more than one-half of
workers receiving child care subsidies
employed by food stores and over 3%
of employment for the entire subsi-
dized work force. Department stores
mid other retail stores employ the
remainder (see Figure 3).

HEALTH SERVICES

The health services sector employs 22%
of workers receiving child care subsi-
dies, while it provides employment for
only 9.7% of Pinellas County's total
labor force. Nursing homs account
for much of the employment in this
sector. To be specific, nursing homes
employ 40% of workers receiving
child care subsidies in the health
industry and 8.8% of subsidized child
care receiving workers overall. A few
nursing homes (e.g., the Country
Place of Clearwater and Swanholm)
provide substantial employment for
subsidized workers. Hospitals,

EmpLoymENT BY INDUSTRY OF' WORKERS RECEIVING SUBSIDIZED CHILD CARE IN

PINEL~LAS COUNTY

Professional & Social
Services 410.3%)

Finance, Insurance,
& Real Estate (4.601/

Retail Trade
(25.3%)
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home care services, health services,
and other labs and clinics employ
the remaining 60% of workers
receiving child care subsidies in the
health sector (see Figure 4).

PROFESSIONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Slightly more than 10 % of workers
receiving child care subsidies ax
employed in professional and social
servi ces (almost all in social services)
other than health and education, in
contrast to slightly more than 6 % of
all Pinellas workers. Child care centers
and retirement homes together employ
more than half of the workers receiving
child care subsidies who work in this
sector. Child care alone provides over
34% of the jobs for workers receiving
subsidies in this sector, and 3.6% of the
overall employment for these subsidized
workers. Head Start programs alone
provide 27% of the employment of the
child care sector and 1% of overall
employment for workers receiving child
care subsidies.

'IGURE 3
PERSONAL SERVICES

The personal services sector, mostly
hotel service, cleaners, and beauty
salons, employ 9.1% of workers
receiving child care subsidies, but
only 3.9% of the total labor force in
Pinellas County. Hotels such as Hilton
Hotels, Holiday Inn, and Trade Winds
Resort provide 50% of employment
for workers receiving subsidies in the
personal service sector.

BUSINESS SERVICES AND REPAIRS

The business services and repairs
sector employs 8.1% of workers
receiving subsidized care, in compari-
son to 5.6% of the county's total labor
force. Employment in business
services predominates, providing 88%
of the employment for workers
receiving subsidized child care in this
industry. Most of this employment is
with temporary personnel agencies
which provide 55% of business
services employment for the subsi-
dized child care receiving population

EMPLOYmENT IN THlE RETAIL SECTOR IN PINELLAS COUNTY FOR WORKERS RECEIVING
SUBSIDIZED CHILD CARE

40%
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35% CA
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In Pinellas
County hotels
provide 50%
of the
employment
for workers in
the personal
services sector
who receive
subsidized
child care.
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The Pinellas
County School
Board is a
major
employer of
workers
receiving
subsidized
child care in
that county.

8

workers receiving subsidized child care.

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

The education sector provides 4.9%
of overall employment for workers
receiving child care subsidies. Major
employers include the Pinellas County
School Board, 32% of the sector's
employment, and St. Petersburg's
Junior College, I I% of the sector
employment.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

The public administration sector
(other than education) provides
employment for 4.8% of the labor
force receiving subsidized child care
and 3.6% of the total labor force in
Pinellas County. The Depajiment of
Health and Rehabilitative Services
accounts for nearly one third of the
employment in public administration
for workers receiving subsidized' child
care.

EMPLOYMENT IN THE HeALTm SECTOR IN PIMELLAs COUNTY F-OR WORKERtS RECEIVING
SUZSIDrZEDCHLD CARtE
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DUVAL COUNTY (JACKSONVILLE)'

As can be seen in Tabli I of the
Appendix, Duval County has more
employment in the finance, insurance,
and real estate sector and in transporta-
tion than does the State of Florida as
a whole. The county has less employ-
ment in manufacturing, retail trade,
and business services and repairs than
does the state as a whole. Over 7%
of the county's workers are in the
military, more than seven times the
percent in the military in the work
force in each of the other areas
studied. This is due to the naval base
which is located nearby. The concen-
tration of employment in transporta-
tion reflects Jacksonville's role as a
major railway center and as a major
port. The large employment in fi-
nance, insurance, and real estate
reflects Jacksonville's role as a finance
and insurance center, and as the head-
quarters for Barnett Banks, Inc., a
major Florida banking institution.

We find substantial differences between
the overall employment pattern for
Duval County and the employment
pattern for Duval workers receiving
child care subsidies. As can be seen in
FigureS5, workers receiving child care
subsidies are concentrated in the lower
paying service industries while the
overall Duval County labor force finds
substantial employment in manufacturing,
transportation and wholesale Trade.

Employment for workers receiving child
care subsidies in Duval County is
negligible in construction, manufacturing,
and wholesale trade while these industries
provide significant employment for Duval
County's overall labor force. (see Figure
5Sand the tables in the Appendix).

RETAIL TRADE

In'Jacksonville, as in St. Petersburg.
retail trade employs the largest portion

EMPLOYMENT COMPARSON: DUVAL COUNTY'S OVERALL LABOR FORCE & WORKERS

REcEiviNO SUBSIDIZED CHILD) CARE
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Employment
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subsidized
child care in
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negligible in
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Winn-Dixie is
(he largest
employer
retail trade
sector
employer for
workers
receiving child
care subsidies
in Duval
County.

of workers receiving child came subsi-
dies (see Figure 6). Retail trade
employs 27% of the workers receiving
subsidies, but only 16% of the total
labor force in Duval County. Winn-
Dixie, a major regional grocery chain,
is the largest retail employer of workers
receiving child care subsidies and
accounted for 9.3% of their total
employment in retail trade. Further-

more, Winn-Dixie is the second most
frequent employcrof subsidized child
care receiving workers, employing
2.5% of this population in Jacksonville
(see Figure 7).

BUStNIESS SERVICES AND RPAIRs

Finms supplying business services and
repairs employed 15% of workers
receiving child care subsidies. This
percent is substantially larger than
employment in this sector both for the
county and the state (5.0% and 5.2%
respectively of the total work force).
'The difference is accounted for by the
large amount of employment by tempo-
rary personnel service agencies. Em-

EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY OF WORKERS RECEIVING SUBSIDIZED CHILD CARE IN DUVAL
CouJrf
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FIGURE 6

ployment at such agencies comprises
72% of the total employment in this
sector for the workers receiving subsi-
dized child care. Twvo temporary
service agencies (Accu Staff and Olsten
Staffing Services) are the major person-
nel agencies employing workers receiv-
ing child care subsidies in Duval
County. Accu Staff ranks as the
number one employer of subsidized
workers in the Jacksonville area. This
company accounts for 24% of business
services' employment and 3.5% of
overall employment for workers
receiving subsidized child care in the
Jacksonville area (see Figure 8).

HEALTH SERItvCE~S

The health services sectoremploys 15%
of workers receiving child care subsi-
dies, approximately double the Duval
County average of 7% for the toial
labor force. Many of the workers
receiving subsidized child care are
employed at the University of Florida
Medical Center which accounts for
12% of employment in the health



service sector and 1.8% of overall
employment for workers receiving
child care subsidies in Duval County.

PROFESSIONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Professional and-social services, other
than health and education, provide
almost 10% of employment for workers
receiving child care subsidies in Duval
County, while such employment
accounts for only 5.4% of employment
for the total labor force. Workers
receiving subsidies are employed in
social services, mainly in child care
centers and billing service finms, not in
professional services.

PERSONAL SERVICES

The personal services sector provides
almost 8% of employment for Duval
County workers receiving child care
subsidies, but only 3% of the county's
total labor force employment. Major
employers include food service compa-
nies such as ARA Food Services and
Cargill.

FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL

ESTATE

Workers receiving child care subsi-
dizef- are under-represented in fi-
nance, insurance, and real estate
(7.6%) compared to Duval County's
total labor force (10.6%). In spite of
this under-representation, several
companies within this industry
contribute significantly to the employ-
ment of subsidized workers. For
example, Barnett Bank (headquar-
tered in Jacksonville) employs almost
15% of subsidized workers in this
sector, and provides 1.2% of the
employment of workers receiving
child care subsidies in Duval County.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield employs 14%
of the workers in this sector, and
provides 1.2% of the total employ-
ment for workers receiving child care
subsidies in the Jacksonville area.
Other companies employing a large
number of workers receiving subsi-
dized child care include First Union
Bank and Prudential.
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EmpLoYMENT IN THE RETAIL SECTORt IN PINESUIA CouNrv FOR WORKERs RECEIVING
SUBSIDIZED CHILD CARE
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PUBLIC ADMINISTioN

The public sector employs approximately
the same percentage of workers receiving
child care subsidies and of the overall
labor force, 5%. in Duval County.

Although the public sector is not one of
the larger'employers of subsidized
workers, specific public agencies
employ a substantial portion of that
labor force. For example, the Depart-
mnent of Health and Rehabilitative
Services employs almost 2% of workers
receiving subsidized child care.

EDUCATIONAL SERIvzc

The education sector employs a slightly
lower proportion of the workers receiv-
ing child care subsidies than of the total

workers in Duval County, 4.9% of the
workers receiving subsidized child care
and 5.8% of total workers. However.
the Duval County School Board em-
ploys 2.3% of workers receiving subsi-
dized child care.

COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC

The communication and public
utilities sector provides only 3.4% of
the overall employment for workers
receiving child care subsidies. How-
ever, AT&T employs 84% of the
workers receiving subsidized child
care in this sector and accounts for
2.4% of overall employment for
workers receiving child care subsidies
employment ir., Duval County.'

EMPLOYMEmT IN THE BUSINESS SERVICES SECTOR IN DUVYAL COUNTY FRo WORKERS
RLECEIVINO SUssiwFZEr CHILD CARE

^CCU Staff (23.51)

12
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BIG BEND (TALLAH4SSEE)7

As can be seen in Table 1 of the
Appendix, ihe Big Bend area has
more employment in public admin-
istration. educational services and
other professional and social ser-
vices than the State of Florida as a
whole. This area has less employ-
ment in manufacturing, retail trade
and transportation than does the
state as a whole. The concentration
of employment in public adminis-
tration reflects the fact that Talla-
hassee is the state capital. The
large employment in education is a
reflection of the two major state
universities (Florida Agricultural
and Mechanical University and
Florida State University) located in
Tallahassee.

Turning next to a comparison of the
employment pattern for all Big Bend
workers and that for Big Bend work-
ers receiving child care subsidies, we
find substantial differences. As can

be seen in Figure 9. workers receiving
child care subsidies are concentrated
in the lower paying service-industries
and retail trade while the overall Big
Bend labor force finds substantial
employment in construction; manu-
facturing; and finance, insurance, and
real estate.

In contrast to our other study areas,
the health industry in the Big Bend
area does not provide substantial
amounts of employment for workers
receiving child care subsidies al-
though it does provide substantial
employment for the overall labor
force. Construction; manufacturing;
transportation;, communication and
public utilities; wholesale trade; and
the finance, insurance, and real estate
sectors provide substantial employ-
ment in the Tallahassee area. How-
ever, these industries do not provide
significant employment for workers
receiving subsidized child care.

EMPLOYMENT COMPARISON: BIG BEND AREA'S OvERA.4i LABOR FORCE & WORKERS
REcEiviNG SUSIDIZED CHILD CARE
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Public
Administration
provides
employment
for almost
1 7% of the
workers
receiving
subsidized
child care in
the Big Bend
area.

RETAIL TRtADE

In the Big Bend area, as in other areas
studied, retail trade provides employ-
ment for the largest proportion of
workers receiving child care subsidies,
3 1% of workers receiving subsidized
child care (see Figure 10). This

-proportion is more than double the 15%
of all Big Bend workers in Retail
Trade. McDonald's is a major em-
ployer providing almost 10% of em-
ployment in this sector for workers
receiving subsidized child care, and
3. 1% of the employment for these
workers overall. McDonald's is the
second largest employer of workers
receiving child care subsidies in the Big
Bend are. As in Pinellas and Dusval
Counties, food stores employ many
workers receiving subsidized child care.
Winn-Dixie and Publix employ 1.7%
and 1.5% of total subsidized workers,
respectively in the Big Bend area.

As shown in Figure 11. fast food
employment and employment at conve-
nience or discount retailers is more

EmpwoYmENT ICY frnusmv or Woiucaas REcEivmN SUBSIDIZED CHILD CARE IN THE
Bic BEND AREA
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FIGURE 10

common for subsidized workers in the
Big Bend area than for workers receiv-
ing subsidized child care in Pinellas or
Duval counties. The large number of
employment opportunities in fast food
may be related to the presence of the
two large state universities in Tallahas-
see.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATioN

Public administration provides employ-
ment for almost 17% of workers
receiving subsidized child care, This
percentage is significantly higher than
the percent employed in public adminis-
tration in Duval (5.3%) and Pinellas
(3.6%) Counties. As noted earlier, this
is not surprising because Tallahassee is
the state capital. Indeed, the subsidized
child care receiving population is only
slightly more likely to be employed in
public administration than is the
population as a whole in the Tallahas-
see area (16% of total workers are
employed in public administration).
The Department of Health and Reha-
bilitation Services (HRS) is a large
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FIGURE I I

employer in the Tallahassee area. It
employs 15% of the workers receiving
subsidized child care in public adminis-
tration and 2.6% of all workers receiv-
ing child care subsidies in the Big Bend
area. The Florida Department of Labor
provides almost 9% of the jobs for
workers in public administration
receiving child care subsidies in the Big
Bend area and 1.5% of the total em-
ployment for this group (see Figure
12).

PROFESSIONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES

The professional and social services
sector employs a substantial proportion
of workers receiving child care subsi-
dies in Big Bend. While this sector
employs only 7% of the total labor force
in this region, this sector employs 13% of
the workers receiving subsidized care.
Various child care centers provide 62%
of employment in this sector.

PERSONAL SERVICES

The personal services sector employs a
significantly higher percentage of

workers receiving child care subsidies
(40%) than of the total labor force (3%)
in the Big Bend area. Hotels provide
employment for 52% of workers
receiving subsidized care in this sector
and cleaning services provide 29%.

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

The education services sector employs
9% of the workers receiving child care
subsidies and 13% of overall employ-
ment. Universities and colleges provide
68% of this employment. Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical University
(FAMU), provides 60% of university
and college employment for workers
receiving subsidized child care and
Florida State University (FSU) pro-
vides 31 %. FAMU provides employ-
ment for almost 3% of the total child
care receiving labor force. Indeed, it is
the third largest employer of workers
receiving subsidized child care in the
Tallahassee area. Almost one fourth of
the jobs of workers receiving subsidized
child care in the educational service

EMPLOYMENT IN THE RETAIL SECTOR IN ThE Bia BEND AREA. FOR WORKERS
RECEiviNG SUBSIDIZED CHILD CARE
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As in Duval
County
temporary
personnel
agencies are a
significant
employer of
workers
receiving child
care subsidies.

sector comes from the Leon County
School Board. This school board
provides 2.2% of overall employment
for the labor force receiving subsidized
care in the Big Bend area.

BustNEss SERVICES AND REPAIRS

The business services and repairs
sector provides jobs for 7.7% of
workers receiving child care subsidies
and 4.0% of all workers in this
region. Much of the business ser-
vices' employment, 86% of this
sector, is provided through temporary
personnel agencies (47% of the
business sector and 3.6% of total
employment for workers receiving

subsidized child care). As in Duval
County, Norrell Temporary Services
and Kelly Temporary Services are
large employers of workers receiving
subsidized child care in this sector.
See Figure 8. Indeed, both of these
temporary service companies employ
one percent of the total labor force
receiving subsidized child care in the
Big Bend area. Other business
services that employ a significant
proportion of workers receiving child
care subsidies include Unisys and
Consultec, providing 20% and 15%
of the employment in the business
services sector and 1.3% and 1.0% of
the total employment of workers
receiving subsidized care respectively.

EMPLOYMENT IN PUBLic ADMINISTRATION IN THE Bio BEND AREA FOR WORKERS
RECEiviNa SUBSIDIZED CHILD CARE
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CONCLUSION

While it is well known that child care
subsidies help low-income families
work, it has not, as far as we are aware,
previously been documented that major
local. regional, and national employers
benefit indirectly from child care
subsidy programs. Our work docu-
ments that employers in retail trade and
nonprofessional services employ many
workers receiving child care subsidies.

Child care subsidies are essential to
help families move from welfare to
work, and qua] icy child care provides
an immediate benefit to employers by
promoting higher productivity, lower
absenteeism, and lower turnover.
Looking toward the future, the quality
of child care received by children while
their parents work may also help
determine whether these children enter
school ready to learn and enter the work
force ready to work. Without child care
subsidies, either public or private, most
low-income families simply cannot
afford quality child care.

Child care subsidies allow employers to
hire low skill workers without forcing
the parents to jeopardize the health and
safety of thei r children. These employ-
ers have a central role in successful
welfare reform. Low skill workers need
on-the-job training. As their skills
improve, they need the opportunity to
move up to higher paying jobs that will
allow them to pay all of the costs of
basic necessities, including the costs of
developmentally sound child care.

Welfare reform will only succeed if
employers, governments (federal, local,
and state), and families work together.
The current welfare reform debate has
engaged two of the central actors,
parents and governments. Our study
has provided a mechanism to engage
employers in welfare reform in Florida.
Specifically, this research contributed

findings that provided support for the
passage of the Child Care Partnership
program as a portion of Florida's new
welfare reform plan, WAGES M~ork
And Qain conomic Self Sufficiency),
which was enacted in May 1996. The
new legislation encourages employers
to help share the cost of care for their
low-income workers. Under the $2
million pilot program, local child care
agencies may offer matching dollars for
child care to employers willing to
assume part of the cost of child care for
their employees who are eligible for
subsidized child care. We hope that
this study will help to reinforce the
importance of employers to welfare
reform and will encourage employers to
develop policies that allow struggling
families to deal more effectively with
the need to care for their children while
they work.

As documented in this paper, the
employment patterns for the segment of
the labor force that receives child care
subsidies are significantly different than
the employment patterns for the overall
population. In each of our study areas,
retail trade employs the largest percent-
age of workers receiving subsidized
child care and accounts for a much
higher proportion of employment for
the population receiving subsidized
child care than for the population as a
whole. Although distinct employment
patterns emerge in each study area, the
following sectors, in addition to retail
trade, employ a significant percentage
of the subsidized child care receiving
population throughout the state: health
services; business services (mostly
temporary personnel agencies); and
professional and social services, other
than health and education.

In addition, it is striking that certain
industries provide few jobs for workers
receiving child care subsidies. These

Employers
benefit -

indirectly from
child care
'subsidy
programs.

17
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industries include construction,
manufacturing; and finance, insur-
ance, and real estate. These indus-
tries provide many high paying jobs
to the population as a whole, but
relatively few jobs to workers receiv-
ing child care subsidies. Training

programs associated with welfare
reform would do well to prepare
welfare recipients for the better
paying jobs in these industries as well
as for jobs in the industries where low
income workers are traditionally
concentrated.

Itis: striking
thai certain
industries
prokide very
few jobs for
workers
receiving
subsidized
child care.
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APPENDIX

Table 1 -- Employment by Industry for Overall Labor Force 199

Big Bend
Industry Florida Pinellas Duval Area
Construction 7.2% 6.3% 6.2% 6.4%
Manufacturing -9.7% 12.3% 8.0% 6.9%
Transportation 4.4% 3.1% 6.2% 2.3%
Communication & Public Utilities 2.7% 2.8% 3.1% 2.2%
Wholesale Trade 4.3% 3.9% 4.4% 2.4%
Retail Trade 18.1% 20.4% 15.6% 15.1%
Finance, Insurance, & Real Estate 7.5% 8.8% 10.6% 4.8%
Business Services and Repairs 5.2% 5.6% 5.0% 4.0%
Personal Services 4.1% 3.9% 3.0% 2.8%
Health Services 7.8% 9.7% 7.0% 7.0%
Educational Services 6.4% 5,0% 5.8% 12.8%
Professional & Social Services (2) 5.7% 6.4% 5.4% 7.3%
Public Administration 4.6% 3.6% 5.3% 16.1%
Other (1) 12.3% 8.2% 14.6% 9.8%

(1) Includes: Agriculture. Forestry, and Fishing; Mining; and Entertainment &Recreation
Services

(2) Professional Services other than Health Services and Educational Services

Table 2 - Child Care Subsidy Receiving Labor Force--. Pinellas County

Industry
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance. & Real Estate
Business Services & Repairs
Personal Services
Health Services
Educational Services
Professional & Social Services (2)
Public Administration
Other (1)

25.3%
4.6%
8.1%
9.1%

21.9%
4.9%

10.3%
4.8%

11.1%

(1) Includes: Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing; Mining; Construction; Manufacturing
(3.5%); Transportation;, Communication & Public Utilities, Wholesale Trade; and
Entertainment & Recreation Services

(2) Professional Services other than Health Services and Educational Services

1 19
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Table 3 - Chi Care Subsidy Receiving Labor Force -Duval County

Industry
Communication & Public Utilities 3.4%
Retail Trade 27.0%
Finance. Insurance, & Real Estate 7.6%
Business Services & Repairs 15.0%
Personal Services 7.8%
Health Services 14.6%
Professional & Social Services (2) 9.9%
Public Administration 5.0%
Educational Services 4.9%
Other (1) 8.3%

(1) Includes: Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing; Mining; Construction; Manufacturing;
Transportation; Wholesale Trade; and Entertainment & Recreation Services

(2) Professional Services other than Health Services and Educational Services

Table 4-- Child Care Subsidy Receiving Labor Force - Big Bend Area
1"92-1"95

Industry
Retail Trade 31.3%
Business Services & Repairs 7.7%
Personal Services 10.3%
Health Services 6.1%
Professional & Social Services (2) 13.1%
Public Administration 16.9%
Educational Services 9.4%
Other (1) 5.3%

(1) Includes: Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing; Mining; Construction; Manufacturing;
Transportation; Wholesale Trade; Finance, Insurance, & Real Estate; and Entertainment
& Recreation Services

(2) Professional Services other than Health Services and Educational Services
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FOOTNOTES

'Thesce,;ata are recorded in the FMEM table of the CCMS database.

'Eligibility Counselors did not always use a consistent name for employers. For
example, Sam's Inc. was referred to as Sams and Sam's as well as Sam's Inc.

'The Standard Industrial Classification breaks industries down into 16 categories: I)
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing; 2) Mining; 3) Construction; 4) Manufacturing; 5)
Transportation; 6) Communication and Public Utilities; 7) Wholesale Trade; 8)
Retail Trade; 9) Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate; 10) Business Services and
Repair; 11) Personal Services; 12) Entertainment and Recreation Services; 13)
Health Services; 14) Education Services; 15) Professional and Social Services, other
than health and education; and 16) Public Administration.

'We received information on 6716 workers receiving subsidies in St. Petersburg.
We were able to use information for 5221 (78%) of the records available. We were
not able to use entries when no employer was listed or when it was not possible to
discern the industry into which the indicated employer would fall. When an em-
ployer was listed frequently, we either called and obtained information that allowed
us to assign an industry or asked individuals who had resided in the area to obtain
the needed information. Thus, we include all large and medium size employers is
our analysis.

5We received information on 6412 workers receiving child care subsidies in Duval
county. We were able to use 5174 (81 %) of the records available. We were not able
to use entries when no employer was listed or when it was not possible to discern the
industry into which the indicated employer would fall. When an employer was
listed frequently, we either called and obtained information that allowed us to assign
an industry or asked individuals who had resided in the area to obtain the needed
information. Thus, we include all large and medium size employers is our analysis.

'1Note that available data sometimes did not allow us to discern if all of these
employees were working directly for AT&T or hired through a temporary personnel
agency, in that case, working only indirectly for the company.

7 The data available for Tallahassee are less complete and may not be as representa-
tive as the data for St. Petersburg and Jacksonville. While child care coordinating
agency staff in Pinellas and Duval counties routinely record employment informa-
tion when determining eligibility for child care subsidies, not all staff in the Big
Bend Agency record employment information. However, comparison of results for
St. Petersburg and Jacksonville with results for Tallahassee do not reveal any
substantial differences in employment patterns relative to employment in the coun-
ties making up the Big Bend area. We received information on 1202 low income
workers receiving subsidies in the Tallahasstc. We were able to use information for
100 1 (83%) of the records available. We were not able to use entries when no
employer was listed or when it was not possible to discern the industry into which
the indicated employer would fall.

21
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Florida Children's Forum provided data compiled by the Eligibility Counselor at the
time of the parent interview which determined whether the individual was eligible to
receive subsidized child care. These data may be recorded in the Family Member
Employment Table (FMEM) of the CCMS database. Our database contained the date
of the interview, the name of the employer, and the employer's telephone number.
Our database was pulled from the CCMS databases of the Jacksonville, St. Peters-
burg and Tallahassee Child Care Coordinating Agencies in mid-December 1995. The
Jacksonville agency consistently uses the parents interview module of CCMS which
records the interview information in the database. In St. Petersburg, the agency does
not always use the parent interview module but does consistently record employment
information in the database. In Tallahassee, some Eligibility Counselors record
employment information in the database and others do not. We received all informa-
tion available in the FMEM.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONNA T. MuNDY

Mr. Chairman, Senators, my name is Donna Mundy and I am a Senior Vice Presi-
dent of UNUM Corporation. UNUM Corporation owns insurance companies in Maine,
New York, South Carolina, Japan, Argentina, and the United Kingdom. We employ
7,200 employees worldwide, and our corporate headquarters are located in Portland,
Maine.

I'm proud to say that UNuM has had on site child care for our Portland-based em-
ployees for 19 years. For many years, we had the only on site corporate child care
facility north of Boston. UNUM's child care initiatives have helped our company win
wide recognition as a model employer. We are among Business Weeks top 10 family
friendly companies, Working Mothers list of 100 best companies to work for, and
Fortune Magazines 100 best companies to work for. Hc wever, we did not set up our
child care program to win awards. Awards are nice, but I do not know any business
that would take on the commitment of a child care program just to win an award.
For us, child care links with our values as a company and it is a business issue.

UNUm established an on site child care program 19 years ago because there was
a real problem with the availability of child care for our employees. We surveyed
our employees and found that availability and affordability of child care were sig-
nificant barriers for people who might want to return to their jobs after having a
child. We believed, and have since been proven right, that on site child care would
help us attract and retain the quality work force that we need to compete in a global
market. Although we have never tried to scientifically measure it, anecdotal infor-
mation indicates on site child care improves productivity. One simple example: The
convenience of parking one's car, bringing one's child to the child care center and
then walking across the yard to the office makes mornings much saner and quite
likely more productive too, for a lot of our employees.

So why don't more businesses have on site child care? I have heard a number of
reasons but costs are a huge factor. We currently subsidize our center about
$100,000 a year. This figure does not include the staff time for our human resource
person who is responsible for liaison with our center. Your proposal to give busi-
nesses a tax credit to help defray the cost of providing child care should go a long
way to encourage more businesses to provide child care. And, more businesses pro-
viding child care can go a long way toward meeting the challenge of child care avail-
ability.

However, availability is not the only problem. Affordability is a serious problem,
also. Your proposal to increase the dependent care tax credit directly addresses the
affordability problem. UNUM has been providing financial subsidies for lower wage,
employees since the late 1980's. Currently, a~n employee making $25,000 a year or
less is eligible for $60.00 per week in child care subsidy from the Company. Again,
we instituted our child care subsidy in order to help us attract and retain the high
caliber work force we need for our business. Your proposal to increase the current
child care credit for lower wage employees will provide the benefits to those who
need it the most.

Quality child care is like motherhood and apple pie; everyone is for it. Your pro-
posal S.1577 takes a very positive approach to two of the greatest impediments for
parents looking for quality child care today: availability and affordability. Based on
UNUM's experiences over the past 19 years, we believe your proposal for an em-
ployer tax credit and increasing the individual child care tax credit are important
and meaningful steps in the right direction.
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Mr. Chairman and Mlembers of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for inviting me here today to discuss our work on states' efforts to
expand their child care subsidy programs for low-income families. The cost of child care
often creates a barrier for low-income parents attempting to support their families
through work. In fact, our previous work has suggested that child care subsidies can be
an important factor in poor mothers' decisions to find and keep jobs, increasing the
probability that poor and near-poor mothers will work.'

Recognizing the important role that child care subsidy programs play in helping
low-income families support themselves through work, you asked us how those programs
are changing at the state level in light of the revisions the Congress made to them
through the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996
(P.L. 104-193). My testimony today is based primarily on our recent report on state child
care programs.2 I will discuss (1) how much federal and state funds states are spending
on child care subsidy programs and how they are allocating these resources, (2) how
states are trying to increase the supply of child care to meet the projected demand under
welfare reform, and (3) the extent to which states are changing standards for child care
providers in response to the anticipated increased demand under welfare reform. Our
work is based on case studies of seven states' child care subsidy programs conducted
between December 1996 and October 1997; information about the child care subsidy
programs of all 50 states and the District of Columbia, as described in the plans states are
required to submit to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) under the
Personal Responsibility Act; .ind other studies.

In summary, our findings provide an early indication that the seven states are usin,
additional federal dollars and their own funds to expand their child care programs to
serve increasing numbers of welfare recipients required to work and at least some of the
working poor. In addition, states are making efforts to further increase the supply of
child care by funding initiatives to support and encourage the entrance of new child care
providers into the market At the same time that states are expanding their programs and
attempting to increase supply, they appear to be maintaining child care standards and
enforcement practices. However, it is too early to know how effective these efforts will
be in meeting the child care needs of low-income families.

'Child Care: Child Care Subsidies Increase Likelihood That Low-Income Mothers Will
AYLrk (GAO/HEHS-95-20, Dec. 30, 1994).

2Welfare Reforms States' Efforts to Expand Child Care Programs (GAOlIEHS-98-27, Jan.
13, 1998).

'These states are California, Connecticut, Louisiana, Maryland, Oregon, Texas, and
Wisconsin.

GAO/HEHS-98-148
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To better help low-income families meet their child care needs, the Congress
combined four programs with different target populations into one program-the Child
Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG)-witb a single set of eligibility criteria and
require ments.' This program, now referred to as the Child Care and Development Fund
(CCDF), provides federal funds to states for child care subsidies for families who are
working or preparing for work and who have incomes of up to 85 percent of a state's
median income(SM). 3. Unlike the previous programs, which segmented working low-
income families into different service categories on the oasis of welfare status, the CCDF
allows states greater flexibility to create integrated programs that serve all families in
similar economic circumstances. Such programs are important to ensure that families
who have never been on welfare are not penalized for their work efforts and that families
can move easily from welfare to self-sufficiency.

The CCDF provided states with about $3 billion in federal funds in fiscal year 1997
-$605.7 million more than was available in 1996 under previous law.' Tis increase was
in part a response to the fact that under the Personal Responsibility Act states are
required to place a greater percentage of individuals receiving aid through the new
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) block grants in work or work-related
activities, creating a greater need for child care assistance.8 The act requires that a

'Three of the four child care programs-Cl) Aid to Families With Dependent Children
(AFDC)/Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training program (JOBS) child care, which
provided child care assistance to welfare families involved in work or approved education
or job training activities; (2) Transitional Child Care, which provided 1 year of child care
assistance to families leaving AFDC because of employment; and (3) At-Risk Child Care,
which assisted low-income working families who were deemed to be at risk of becoming
dependent on welfare without child care assistance-were repealed. The new law
modified the fourth existing child care program, the CCDBG, which previously had
assisted low-income families who were working or in approved education or training.

This is an increase from 75 percent under previous law.

"Nationwide, for fiscal year 1997, 85 percent of SM! for a family of four ranged from a low
of $31,033 in Arkansas (1.93 times the federal poverty level) to a high of $52,791 in
Connecticut (3.29 times the federal poverty level).

'[n the future, the amount of federal CCDF funds available could rise from about $3.1
billion in fiscal year 1998 to about $3.1 billion in riscal vear 2002.

ThMe Personal Responsibility Act requires that 25 percent of a state's entire adult TANF
caseload participate in work and work-related activities in fiscal year 1997, and the
required rate increases by 5 percentage points annually to 50 percent in fiscal year 2002.

- GAO/HEHS-98-148
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significant percentage of states' CCDF funds are used to provide child care assistance to
current or potential TANF recipients.9

STATES ARE EXPANDING CHILD CARE SUBSIDY PROGRAMS FOR-LOW-INCOMNE
FAMILIES

In response to welfare reform, the seven states we reviewed are expanding funding
for child care programs. As table I shows, the increase in combined federal and state
CCDF funding in the seven states between state fiscal years 1996 and 1997 ranged from 2
percent in Maryland to 62 percent in Louisiana. On average, funding in these states
increased from about $1.1 billion in fiscal year 1996 to about $1.4 billion in fiscal year
1997. According to child care officials, these additional funds have allowed six of the
seven states to expand the number of children served under their child care subsidy
programs by an average of about 17 percent between fiscal years 1996 and-1997.

A separate and much higher minimum work participation rate is specified for two-parent
families: 75 percent in fiscal year 1997, rising to 90 percent in fiscal year 1999. States'
minimum work participation rates are lowered if their welfare caseloads decrease.
Specifically, each state's minimum participation rates are reduced by an amount equal to
the number of percentage points by which the state's welfare caseload "s have declined
since fiscal year 1995. States risk losing some of their TAINF allocation unless they meet
the participation rates.

'Federal TANF funds include discretionary, mandatory, and matching funds. At least 70
percent of the mandatory and matching funds must be used for current or potential
TANF families. In fiscal year 1997, mandatory and matching funds together equaled
almost $2 billion.

.q GAO/HEHS-98-148
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TabIl :CmindEderal and State Funds Available for Child Care Suibsidies, nnd
Associated Costs. State Fiscal Years 1996 and 1997

Dollars in Millions

Total federal and state funding for states'
___________fiscal years

State FY 1996 FY 1997 Percentage increase
California $677.6 $855.5 26'
Connecticut 71.3 101.2 42
Louisiana' 37.2 60.5 62
Maryland 54.2 55.1 2________

Oregon 76.0 85 .Ob 12
Texas 166.0 180.3 9
Wisconsin 63.0 87.0e 38

Total $1,145.3 $1,424.6 24

Note: State and federal fiscal years differ. Some of the seven states' fiscal years run
from July 1 through June 30. Texas' fiscal year is September 1 through August 31. The
federal fiscal year is October 1 through September 30.

'[ouisiana data are for the federal fiscal year.

b Includes $17.2 million in TANF funds used for child care.

'In~cludes $13 million in TANF funds used for child care.

Source: GAO analysis of data from state child care administrators.

The CCDF allows states to operate their child care programs exclusively with
federal funds, thereby reducing or eliminating the need for state funds to be used for
child care.'" Nevertheless, the seven states we reviewed intend to spend at least enough
state funds to qualify' for the maximum amount of federal CCDF funds available for child
care. State funding in three of the states will exceed the amount required to maximize
their federal CCDF allocation.

'0States do not need to obligate or spend any state funds to receive about three-quarters
of the federal CCDF funds. To receive the remaining amount, states must maintain
expenditures at specified levels and spend additional state funds above those levels.
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In addition, some states are using the increased flexibility provided under TANF to
augment spending on child care. In addition to CCDF funds, states may use federal TANF
funds to support their child care programs." With caseload declines, many states have
more T.ANF funds available per family than were previously available under AFDC.'2 As a
result, some states are using TANF funds to fund child care subsidies. For example,
while Wisconsin expanded its child care funding by 38 percent between state fiscal years
1996 and 1997, the increase came from federal, not state, funding sources.

States Use Various Means to Allocate Limited Child Care Resources

Even though the seven states we reviewed are expanding their programs, they are
still unable to provide child care subsidies to all families meeting federal eligibility criteria
who might benefit from such assistance. In fact, a recent Urban Institute study estimated
that only about 48 percent of the potential child care needs of low-income families would
be met if states maximized federal dollars available under welfare reform."3 Because they
cannot serve all eligible families, states have devised strategies to target subsidies to
subsets of the eligible population.

"States can transfer up to 30 percent of their TANF funds to the CCDF. Families who
receive child care services paid for with the money that is transferred are not subject to
TANF rules. States can also spend an unlimited amount of their TANF dollars directly on
child care services, but families receiving those services are subject to the TANF rules,
including the time-limit and child support requirements.

"2For those states that have experienced welfare caseload declines in recent years, more
funds are available per family in fiscal year 1997 from TANF than were available from
AFDC, Emergency Assistance, and JOBS before welfare reform because federal TANF
allocations are based on previous federal expenditures in the state for these programs.

"Sharon Long and Sandra Clark, The New Child Care Block Grant State Fundin
Choices and Their Implications (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, July 1997). The
researchers made the following assumptions: (1) income eligibility was based on the
number of families with incomes less than 150 percent of the federal poverty level in the
1996 Current Population Survey, a criterion that most, but not all, eligible families would
have met; (2) an approximation of the number of children in paid child care arrangements
was based on the numb#, of children in low-income working families using nonrelative
care in the 1992-93 Survey of Income and Program Participation; and (3) it was assumed
that families in the then-current AFDC caseload who had earnings were all working the
number of hours required under welfare reform law. However, according to researchers,
since some of the families in the AFDC caseload with earnings probably needed to
increase their hours worked, the-study underestimated the increased need for child care
under welfare reform.

L. GAO/IIEHS-98-148
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For example, although the CCDF allows states to extend eligibility for subsidized
child care to families earning up to 85 percent of SMII, not all states had extended their
eligibility to this level. Of the seven states we reviewed, only Oregon had established
income eligibility limits that allow subsidies for families with incomes this high."
Examining only income eligibility criteria can be misleading, however, since eligibility
does not guarantee access to services. States with a relatively high income ceiling may
not actually provide services to many families at the high end of the eligible income
range. For example, they may use family copayments. for child care services to control
access co child care subsidies and manage child care funds. Copayment amounts required
of parents are typically based on a sliding fee scale, so that copayments increase as
family income increases, and high copayment requirements may make participation in
subsidized child care programs too expensive for higher-income eligible families.

Comparing the systems in Wisconsin and Oregon can help illustrate how states can
use these different criteria to target child care subsidies toward specific populations.
Wisconsin has established a relatively low income eligibility criterion (53 percent of SMI-
$2 1.996 in fiscal year 1997), coupled with relatively low copayments (6 to 16 percent of
gross income),"" Thus, although it has restricted the population of eligible families to
those with very low incomes, it has designed the copayment structure to make subsidized
child care affordable to all eligible families who apply. In contrast, Oregon has a
relatively high income eligibility criterion (85 percent of SMI-$33,012) and a relatively
high family copayment level (31 percent of monthly income up to $2,042). While families
with higher incomes are eligible for child care subsidies in Oregon, the copayment
structure discourages them from participating and, in effect, targets aid to lower income
families.

Welfare status is also an important consideration in establishing access to child
care subsidies in many states. Five of the states we reviewed distinguish between welfare
families (including those transitioning off of welfare) and nonwelfare families in
determining who will be served. Connecticut and Louisiana consider child care as an
entitlement to working families receiving TANF, and Texas guarantees child care
subsidies to former TANF families who are transitioning to work. In California, child
care programs are administered separately for welfare and nonwelfare clients, and in
Maryland, TANF families and families transitioning off of TANF are given first priority in
obtaining subsidies when all eligible families cannot be served. California, Connecticut,
and Texas said they have insufficient resources to serve all nonwelfare families who meet

"Louisiana planned to increase its eligibility to this level in fiscal year 1998.

15States periodically redetermine a family's eligibility for subsidies once it starts receiving
those subsidies. In Wisconsin, the income eligibility criterion for families at
redetermination for child care subsidies is higher than the criterion that applies at nitial
application.
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individual state eligibility requirements. In California and Texas, this results in'-waiting
lists for subsidies, while in Connecticut, the nonwelfare child care program was closed to
new applicants at the time of our study.

States' Ability to Meet Future Child-Care Needs Is Unknown

The seven states in our study reported that they could meet the immediate child
care needs of welfare families and those of at least some low-income nonwelfare families,
but they were uncertain of their ability to fund child care programs adequately in the long
term. Although most of the states have not formally estimated how much the demand for
child care is expected to increase over the next few years, some data suggest that the
increase could be significant. Connecticut has estimated that an additional 5,000 TANF-
related families will need child care assistance during its next 2 fiscal years, and Maryland
estimates the number of families needing child care will more than double from 1997 to
1999. In Oregon, which began in 1992 to require more welfare parents to participate ill
welfare-to-work activities and has emphasized child care assistance as a way to help
welfare and other low-income families support themselves through work, the number of
children served by the state's Employment-Related Day Care program increased by 137
percent from July 1992 to February 1997.)6 In fact, almost 61 percent of projected child
care expenditures in Oregon for 1997-99 are designated for that program.

States' ability to meet the anticipated increased demand for child care will depend
on future levels of state child care funding as well as on changes in demand for child care
subsidies resulting from welfare reform's work participation requirements. The Personal
Responsibility Act's requirement that states place increasingly higher percentages of their
caseloads in work activities, combined with the capping of federal child care funds
through the CCDF, could strain the states' capacity to sufficiently expand child care
programs in future years. On the other hand, if states' welfare caseloads continue to
decline, then demand among welfare families could decline or increase at a slower rate.
Consequently, TANF funds previously devoted to cash assistance could be redirected to
the states' child care subsidy programs. However, states may face pressures to spend
these additional resources for other TANF-related services.

STATES ARE INITITING EFFORTS TO ENSURE ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF PROVIDERS

Welfare and child care program officials in six of the seven states report that with
the additional funds available under the CCDF, the supply of child care appears so far to
have kept pace with increases in demand. One indication of this is that these states had
granted few exemptions from work requirements because of unavaiability of child care,
and most did not expect to grant such exemptions on a large scale in the near future.

'6Oregon's Employment-Related Day Care program served both families who left AFDC

for employment and nonwelfare low-income working families.
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In addition, all seven states are funding efforts to support and encourage the
entrance of new child care providers into the market. Some states are working to engage
the private sector in expanding or improving the provider supply. Maryland, for example,
funds a grant program to help registered family child care providers comply with
regulations and enhance or expand their services. Other states have created incentives for
employers to provide child care assistance. These approaches include loan and grant
programs, corporate tax incentives, policies to require or encourage developers to set
aside space for child care centers in business sites, and information referral and technical
assistance to increase private sector involvement. Overall, according to their CCDF plans,
38 of the 51 states plan to make grants or loans available for establishing or expanding
child care facilities.

However, some kinds of child care are and will continue to be in short supply. In
a previous report we estimated that, in the four sites we examined, the demand for infant
care and after-school care would grow substantially over time in response to the new
welfare reform legislation and would greatly exceed the supply of those types of care, if
the supply did not increase.17 The gap between projected demand and supply was
estimated to be even greater in low-income areas. On the basis of our analysis, given the
current supply, the four sites would also have trouble meeting increased demand for
nonstandard-hour care.

Furthermore, child care centers and other formal arrangements are only part of the
picture. It is expected that informal care-child care arrangements that are not subject to
state licensing or regulatory requirements-will meet some of the increased demand for
child care and, in some cases, may account for most of the child care used. For example,
in Connecticut, state officials estimated that 80 percent of welfare families used informal
child care arrangements. Similarly, Oregon officials estimated that nearly half of their
welfare-to-work program clients had used informal care. We previously reported that
families with annual incomes below $15,000, low-income mothers who are single and
employed, and parents whose jobs require them to work nonstandard hours tend to rely
heavily on informal care.'8

"7Welfare Reform: Implications of Increased Work Participation for Child Care
(GAO/IHEHS-97-75, May 29, 1997). This report examined only the supply of child care that
was known to the states and, consequently, did not consider relative care, unregulated
family child care, and care provided in a child's home by a nanny.

'8GAO/HEFIS..97-75, May 29, 1997.
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MOST STATES ARE MAINTAINING OR INCREASING STANDARDS FOR CHILD CARE

At the same time that states are expanding their programs and attempting to
increase supply, they appear to be maintaining child care standards and enforcement
practices. In fact, some of the seven states we reviewed are making incremental changes
that tend to strengthen existing standards. For example, Texas planned to phase in a
requirement that will reduce the ratio of children to staff members. Similarly, a survey
done by the American Public Welfare Association of all the states reported that quality
standards have generally been maintained and, in many cases, enhanced.' 9 In addition,
recognizing that enforcement is important to ensure that standards are maintained and
children receive adequate care, none of the seven states plans to reduce the size of its
staff responsible for inspecting or regulating child care providers. However, the long-
term effects of welfare reform on states' efforts to regulate child care providers and
ensure that children receive quality child care are as yet unknown. As we previously
reported, fiscal pressures could ultimately lead states to devote fewer state resources to
monitoring and regulating child care providers in the future.-"

As noted earlier, informal care arrangements are widely used by welfare and other'
low-income families. Much of this care is exempt from state standards or is minimally
regulated. To address concerns about the safety and quality of informal child care, some
states have imposed additional requirements on informal providers who receive subsidies.
California and Oregon conduct background checks on the criminal histories of subsidized
providers, including those who are otherwise exempt from regulatory or licensing
requirements. Nonetheless, some child care advocates and researchers continue to be
concerned that efforts to expand the supply of state-subsidized child care could focus on
informal care, placing more children in unregulated settings. At this point, it is too early
to assess the types of child care that states and parents will rely on as more parents
participate in work or work-related activities.

CONCLUJSIONS

States are expanding their child care programs in response to welfare reform, but
it is too early to know how effective these efforts will be in meeting the child care needs
of low-income families. Although they now have more funds devoted to child care and

"John Sciamanna and Ellen Lahr-Vivaz, 'Me Child Care Challenge: States Leading the
AU~ (Washington, D.C.: Government Affairs Department, American Public Welfare
Association, July 1997).

2OChild Care Quality: States' Difficulties Enforcing Standprds Confront Welfare- Reform
B=~n (GAOfT-H-EHS-94-99, Feb. 11, 1994).
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greater flexibility in designing their child care subsidy programs, states still face difficult
choices In deciding who will be served through the programs. Since none of the states in
our study has sufficient resources to serve all families who meet the federal eligibility
criteria, these states are targeting subsidies to certain groups of eligible families, while
attempting to balance the needs of welfare and nonwelfare families.

In addition, although the seven states have many initiatives under way to expand
their supply of child care providers, the outcomes of their efforts are not yet known.
Moreover, it is too soon to know what inds of child care states and parents will rely on
as more and more parents are expected to support themselves through work. States'
efforts to increase the number of children receiving child care services while at the same
time ensuring safe care for children will deserve attention as welfare reform evolves.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my formal remarks. I will be happy to answer any
questions you or other Members of the Subcommittee may have.

(116017
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. PAT ROBERTS

Thank you for inviting me to join you today at this important and timely hearing.
I'm pleased the Subcommittee is taking the time to focus on this important issue
and discuss the child care issues facing our families today.

Child care, in the home when possible and outside the home when both parents
work, goes right to the heart of keeping families strong. Unfortunately, finding qual-
ity, affrdable child care is one of the most pressing problems for families in Kansas
and around the country.

Although the FY98 Budget Resolution recently passed in the Senate includes $5
billion in discretionary funds and $9 billion in tax cuts for child care, I am con-
cerned that these efforts will not go far enough to meet the growing demands for
quality child care.

Kansas, under the leadership of Governor Bill Graves, has done an excellent job
stretching child care dollars to meet the needs of children in Kansas. I am especially
pleased Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services Secretary Rochelle
Chronister could be with us here today and look forward to her testimony about the
Kansas experience with Child Care Development Funds and the future of child care
in the state.

One of the biggest challenges facing families today is the supply of quality child
care. Given the geographic challenges facing both urban and rural communities in
the state, Kansas has done an outstanding job of creating incentives for all types
of child care providers. For example, Secretary Chronister has increased the child
care payment rates to help recruit and retain quality child care providers, provided
grants to home providers, promoted alternative options for children whose parents
work evenings or weekends, and provided assistance and incentives to employers
and business to develop child care facilities. I'm pleased to note the broad efforts
to reach all sectors of the child care market. These changes have helped to make
Kansas a model for other states seeking to improve the delivery of child care serv-
ices.

I'm also pleased to note the efforts of the state to reach out to small businesses.
These small businesses play a critical role in providing child care options to million
of working parents. In addition to providing technical assistance and grants, the
state has put together an excellent pamphlet outlining the benefits of child care to
small business and tips on how to take advantage of child care options available
in the state.

As a former chairman of the House, Agriculture Committee, I am well versed on
the difficulties facing states moving pople from welfare to work. Again, Kansas has
been successful helping thousands of Kansans off the welfare rolls and on to pay
rolls. I'm pleased to note that the cash assistance caseload has dropped over 50 per-
cent since January of 1994. Although child care needs for these families have in-
creased, the state is successfully meeting the growing demand through a variety of
innovative programs and a statewide educational effort. However, the state must be
given the tools to continue to meet this demand. Of those still receiving cash assist-
ance, child care is a major factor in their dependence on federal support. I look for-
ward to hearnng more about state efforts to meet this future demand.

Again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing today. I look forward
to hearing from all our witnesses and working with you to expand child care options
for parents that struggle to meet the constant demands of work and family.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BEVERLY SMITH

My name is Beverly Smith. I am a divorced mother of two children, Shuense and
Justin; and am raising my nephew, Gavin. I was born in Guyana, South America
and moved to the Washington area in 1981 and became a U.S. citizen in 1986. For
the past 13 years, I have worked as a bookkeeper and personnel manager for the
Child Welfare League of America.

I am grateful to Chairman Chafee and this Cummittee for holding this hearing
and for your interest in child care. As a single working parent, there is no issue
of more importance to me than having safe, quality, accessible and affordable child
care.

My daughter Shuenae is 12 years old and autistic. She is a sweet girl. She is non-
verbal, she has no sense of danger and she cannot take care of herself. She requires
24 hour supervision. She attends the James E. Duckworth School in Beltsville,
Maryland,' an independent living school which goes up to age 21. School is over at
2:00 in the afternoon and there is no after school program.
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From the ages of 2 to 12, Shuenae was in a family day care home with a wonder-
ful woman who cared very much for her and was willing to work with her special
needs. Although Mrs. Cunningham had been caring for Shuenae along with a chId
in a wheelchair for over 10 years, the county decided at the beginning of this year
that she could no longer watch these two older children with special needs and the
other kids in her care. Because the other child was her relative, I was given one
month to make other arrangements for Shuenae.

This was-not easy. I called numerous family day care providers and centers. One
county facility close to my home seemed interested until I mentioned that Shuenae
is autistic. They then quickly told me "we don't have space." Finally, I luckily stum-
bled upon an inclusion program at the Beltsville Recreation Center. I am pleased
with this program which includes special needs children with regular children and
has staff with special education training. But this isn't the end of the story.

Beltsville is an after school program. It is not open on school holidays or during
school vacations. I always try to take my vacations to coincide with school breaks.
However, my four weeks a year of vacation cannot cover all school holidays. I usu-
ally take one week in Spring, two in the Summer, and one at Christmas. During
spring vacation this year, I had to locate still another day care provider willing to
watch both Shuenae and my son Justin.

This coming summer, Shuenae will attend summer school. But it is only a four
day a week program. I will have to find day care for Fridays for her angfor the
last two weeks of June and the entire month of August when there is no summer
school.

The availability of quality day care is a very big problem, but so is the issue of
cost. Mrs. Cunningham charged $33/week for after school care for Shuenae. The
Beltsville Recreation Center charges $59/week. For the week of Spring vacation, I
paid $150. Now, in addition to Shuenae, my 10 year old son Justin goes after school
to stay with my sister-in-law. I pa her $20 a week. This totals 16 percent of m
take-home pay. And that's for an aier school week. For a no-school week, or montK
as in the summer, I must spend 59 pretof my take-home pay. This is an impos-
sible situation. We live in a two bedrom a a ment. The two boys share one room
and Shuenae and I share the other. I work hard, and I very much have the dream
of owning my own home. Unfortunately, I've got all I can do to keep my head above
water.

I know I am lucky in many ways. For the most part, my employer is sensitive
to my family situation and allows me to work flexible hours. Nonetheless, it is very
stressful to juggle the demands of work and making sure that I have good place-
ments for mny children and I'm always there to ick them u.p on time.

Some things must change: there must be chifd care for the hours people work and
working hours must better conform to hours of child *care available. Child care must
become affordable, but at the same time child care providers must receive the par,
they deserve for the important job that they do. As things stand, the system isn t
working terribly well for anyone: the providers, our employers, the parents and most
importantly, for our children.

Thank you for your willingness to address these issues.
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COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION, INC.

(SUBMITTED BY PEG SMITH, EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT]

Mr. Chairman, The American Camping Association Inc., welcomes the opportunity
to briefly comment on certain issues of mutual interest relating to availability and
affordability of child care in the United States.

The Association is the national accrediting body for children's camps in America.
An umbrella organization representing some 2,600 camps from varied affiliations
such as Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H, Camp Fire, Easter Seals, American Cancer
Society, B'nai B'rith, Christian Camping International, and the YMCA, the Associa-
tion has been identified by the Carnegie Institute as the third largest provider of
services to children in the nation.

Collectively our camps play an important, national child development role using
specialized programming as the medium for service delivery. Camps serve an esti-
mated 11,000,000 children in 50 states every year. Some camps operate year round
and many, particularly those located in urban areas, provide beore and after school
programming, wit increasing numbers of parents utilizing camps as an alternative
to traditional "child care."

As the Subcommittee realizes, the tax policy of the Federal government p lays an
important role in availability and affordability of child care in the United States.
As speifcally affects children's camping, there are three areas where tax policy
could favorable imac child care.

Ensuring that camps are among those eligible as service providers for Federal re-
lated programs or benefits would be a good first step. Any tax expenditures for em-
ployer provided child care should be sure to address with specificity the inclusion
of children's camps as eligible providers. Our experience, based upon allocation of
Federal block grant child care funding, is that reiients often totally overlook es-
tablished hi~h qulity accredited camp programs w en developing funding profiles.
The same mistake should not occur twice.

In 1987, despite the opposition of the Association and the YMCA, which ironically
is now the single largest provider of "child care" in the nation, Congress repealed
dependent care credit eligibility for overnight camps. This misdirected policy, under-
taken without consultation with camps or affected parents, should be reversed. The
policy fails entirely to account for the day component of overnight camp. It also fails
to recognize legitimate work related child care needs of parents who must travel fre-
quently away fro home, or who work the night shifts. As we pointed out then, a
high income individual with a live-in full time nanny could and still can take full
advantage of the credit, while a working blue collar family sending a child to a local
non-pronft overnight cam p cannot. Eligibility of overnight camps for the dependent
care credit will better help parents meet child care needs, and should be reinstated.

Latly, in 1992 the House and Senate both passed legislation which would have
exempted employment of full-time student camp counselors from FICA. The pro-
posal, vetoed by President Bush as part of a large tax package, exempted seasonal
emploment of children's camp counselors from social security taxation. Current law
excludes numerous categories of employment from FICA taxation, including several
youth-oriented forms of employment. For example, students working for their school,
college, or affiliated organization (most 4-H camps), newspaper boys and girls, and
student nurses are all excluded. An estimated 1,600,000 full-time students under
the age of 23 are today exempt from FICA. Only full-time students employed by sea-
sonal children's camps for less than 13 weeksyear were affected. Professional and
adult support staff, most college seniors, non-students, and owner/operators would
have continued to pay FICA regardless of length of employment, as would long-term
employees, and all employees of year-round camps.
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As we successfully argued in 1992, passage of this legislation will result in a de-
crease in oprtin costs, increased youth employment rates, improved community
youth services, and enhanced opportunities for implementing meaningful and less
costly children's service programs for the nation. The measure passed had an esti-
mated 5 year average annual cost of $10.8 millon off-budget, and $800,000 on-budg-
et-a small cost to pay for a significant step in the direction of enhanced child care
availability and affordability.
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